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ITHERMAL ANALYSIS METHODS AND BASIC HEAT-TRANSFER DATA
FOR A TURBULENT HEATING FLIGHT EXPERIMENT
AT MACH 20 (REENTRY F)*
By Floyd G. Howard
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
A heat-transfer experiment was flight conducted on a 5° half-angle cone, 396.2 cm
(13 ft) in length, as it entered the sensible atmosphere under laminar, transitional, and
turbulent boundary-layer conditions at a free-stream Mach number of about 20. Accurate
turbulent-heat-transfer data with natural transition were obtained for correlation with
theories in regions of simultaneous high Mach number, Reynolds number, enthalpy, and
total-to-wall temperature ratio. Temperatures were measured at four depths through
the 15.24-mm-thick (0.600-in.) beryllium wall. Experimental heating rates at 20 sta-
tions on the cone were determined independently from the outermost temperature mea-
surement and from the temperature measurement at the second depth by a single-
thermocouple inverse method and also from the temperature histories at all four depths
by an integral method. The thermal data analysis procedure, associated problems, and
results are presented herein.
INTRODUCTION
In order that future high-speed entry vehicles be efficiently designed to survive the
extremely high heat load to which they will be subjected, the predictions of transition and
turbulent heating must be reliable. Existing methods of predicting turbulent heat transfer
are based on correlation of data from ground facilities and flight experiments. However,
the test conditions for which these data have been obtained fall significantly short of
simultaneously duplicating the important parameters (high local Mach number, high local
Reynolds number, high total enthalpy, and high total-to-wall temperature ratio) in the
operating regimes of advanced vehicles. (See ref. l.)
The flight test reported herein was conducted to extend the experimental turbulent-
heat-transfer data in the regions of simultaneous high Mach number, Reynolds number,
enthalpy, and temperature ratio. The test results were primarily intended to provide
*Title, Unclassified.
accurateturbulent-heat-transfer data (with natural transition) to test the reliability of
existing correlations andto developnew correlations at the test conditions for advanced
vehicles. A secondobjective was to provide experimental information on boundary-layer
transition at the test conditions. Initial turbulent heating andtransition results from the
experiment are presented in reference 2. That paper utilized heating rates for a few
selectedaltitudes from the results presentedherein.
Thebasic data of this experiment were temperature histories measured at four
depthswithin the skin at various stations along the 5° half-angle conical body as it
enteredthe sensible atmosphereat a Mach number of approximately 20. The thermal-
sensor designwaspredicated on the integral concept (ref. 3), used in Project Fire, to
convert the experimental temperature histories to experimental heating rates. The
methodutilizes the time rate of changeof measured temperatures at four depthsin a
thick skin and an integration schemeto computethe heating rate. Since the failure of
any oneof the four measurementscould significantly affect the accuracy of the integral
method,a secondmethod,which requires a temperature measurementat only one depth
reasonably close to the heatedsurface, was developedduring the course of the project.
(Seeref. 4.) Therefore, experimental heating rates were determined independentlyfrom
the outermost temperature measurementand from the seconddepthat eachsensor loca-
tion by a single-thermocouple method andalso from the temperature histories at all four
depthsby an integral method. The purposeof this report is to discuss the thermal data
analysis procedures and associatedproblems and to present the basic heating-rate
results.
SYMBOLS
Values are given in bothSI andU.S. Customary Units. The measurementsand cal-
culations were madein U.S.Customary Units.
A area
specific heat
thermal conductivity
L surface distance from virtual tip (see fig. 18)
! surface distance from mechanical joint
length along lateral conduction path
n number of points in walking polynomial
q heating rate
qc rate of heat accumulation due to lateral conduction
radius to some depth below surface, measured perpendicular from cone
center line
r s
AT
radius to outside surface, measured perpendicular from cone center line
1
radius at which mean lateral conduction occurs, assumed to be r s - _ zt
difference between mean temperature on primary ray and mean temperature
on secondary ray
T
T
temperature
mean temperature through wall
t time
X longitudinal distance from virtual tip
angle of attack in plane of primary and secondary rays (positive value indi-
cates 180 o ray windward)
_T angle of sideslip in plane which is perpendicular to plane of primary and sec-
ondary rays (positive value indicates 270 ° ray windward)
vectorial sum of
cone half-angle
_r and fiT
density
T
degree of data scatter
depth measured from outside surface (see fig. 18)
3
angular location aroundcone (see fig. 3)
Subscripts:
conduction
surface
total, trim
T at depth T in the wall
1,2,3 denote different conditions
Abbreviation:
TC thermocouple
SPACECRAFT, INSTRUMENTATION, AND PROPERTIES
Description of Spacecraft
Figure 1 shows the configuration and construction of the spacecraft. The space-
craft configuration was a 5° half-angle cone, 396.2 cm (13 ft) in length. The 19.3-cm-
long (7.6-in.) nose tip was made of ATJ graphite with an initial tip radius of 2.54 mm
(0.10 in.). The beryllium structure was fabricated from seven separate conical frustums,
each with a wall thickness of 15.24 mm (0.600 in.). The frustums and the nose tip were
joined together mechanically at the stations shown to form the conical spacecraft. The
five most rearward joints were as shown in figure 2. To minimize the local heat-sink
effect of these joints, excess beryllium was removed by scalloping the bolt flange between
bolts. The joints between the graphite nose tip and the first beryllium frustum and
between the first and second frustums were screw-type joints. Thermal measurement
stations were located relatively far from these joints in order to minimize the heat-sink
effect of the joints on the measurements. Further details of design, assembly, and so
forth can be found in reference 5.
Instrumentation
The temperature measurement stations are shown in figure 3. There were 12 mea-
surement sta'tions on the main ray (q_ = 0°), 5 on the secondary ray (_ = 180°), and 2 each
on the 90 ° and 270 ° rays. However, the most forward sensor on the 2_/0 ° ray became
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inoperative prior to launch. (See fig. 3.) At each of the 21 (20 operative} stations, ther-
mocouples were located at four depths through the 15.24-mm-thick (0.600-in.) beryllium
wall. An exploded view of a thermal-sensor assembly is shown in figure 4, and a typical
thermal-sensor installation in the outer shell is shown in figure 5. The nominal thermo-
couple depths were 0.254 mm (0.01 in.), 2.54 mm (0.10 in.), 7.62 mm (0.30 in.), and
15.24 mm (0.60 in.) (i.e., back surface) for thermocouples 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
Measured thermocouple depths determined by an X-ray technique prior to final installa-
tion are shown in table I. Also shown in the table are the wall, sleeve, and core thick-
nesses and the radius to the outside surface measured perpendicular from the vehicle
center line. The effective wall thickness was taken as the average of the measured wall
and sleeve values.
The nominal depths were chosen after an analytical investigation was conducted to
determine the optimum locations which would provide the best results when considering
heat-transfer data reduction by use of (1) all four thermocouple measurements in the
integral method, (2) thermocouple 1 in the single-thermocouple method, and (3) thermo-
couple 2 in the single-thermocouple method in the event of thermocouple 1 failure. Other
instrumentation consisted of cone surface and base-pressure sensors, base heat-flux
sensors, accelerometers and gyros for measurement of body motions, and various diag-
nostic instruments.
Thermal Properties
Since the wall of the spacecraft was utilized as a calorimeter, accurate determina-
tion of local heating rates required precise knowledge of the thermal properties of the
beryllium wall material. The thermal sensors were constructed from portions of the
billets from which the wall frustums were machined. Samples from the same billets
were used in tests to measure thermal conductivity and specific heat. Details of test
procedures are discussed in reference 6, and the results are presented in table II. (Mea-
surements were made to 1278 ° K (2300 ° R) and extrapolated to 1556 ° K (2800 ° R), the
approximate melting temperature of beryllium.) Specific-heat values determined by
these tests were generally in good agreement with data for beryllium of similar composi-
tion (beryllium oxide was 1.6 percent) from other sources. Conductivity values when
compared with the generally wide band of data from various sources (with beryllium oxide
ranging from 0.48 percent to 2.82 percent) fell within the band at temperatures ranging
from 278 ° K (500 ° R) to 944 ° K (1700 ° R). However, at higher temperatures they were
higher than other sources. Since surface radiation in the flight experiment was calculated
to be such a low value compared with convective heating (always less than 0.2 percent), no
attempt was made to obtain new values of emissivity. The emissivity values listed in
table II were taken from previously existing data (ref. 3). Room-temperature density of
the beryllium was 1860 kg/m3 (116.12 lb/ft3). Variations in the linear dimensions and
the density with temperature were disregarded. Estimates showedthat the assumption
of a constantdensity and wall thickness over the measured temperature range would
result in an error of less than 1 percent in the heating rates computedfrom the thermal
data.
TRAJECTORYAND ANGLE OF ATTACK
The spacecraft was launched to an altitude of 193.548 km (635 000 ft) from Wallops
Island, Virginia, and reentered the atmosphere north of Bermuda in order to minimize
distance to the tracking station, which was located on the northern end of the island.
Bermuda was the primary radar-telemetry receiving station. In addition, two ships, one
with radar tracking capability and each with telemetry reception capability, and two air-
craft with optical tracking and telemetry receiving equipment were located in the reentry
area. Figure 6 shows the variation of Mach number, velocity, and altitude with time
during reentry.
The variation of angle-of-attack parameters, presented in figures 7 and 8, was
determined from onboard measurements of normal and transverse acceleration as
described in reference 7. Further details of the trajectory and the angle of attack are
presented in reference 7.
EXPERIMENTAL HEATING DATA AND ANALYSIS
Temperature Data and Smoothing Procedure
The commutation arrangement for telemetering temperatures was such that the
measurement at thermocouple 1 (outermost) was sampled 20 times per second and mea-
surements at thermocouples 2, 3, and 4 were each sampled 10 times per second. Although
the scatter in the raw measured temperature data was generally very low (see symbols in
fig. 9), smoothing was required before the data could be utilized in the computational pro-
cedures to determine heating rates. An example of the raw and smoothed temperature
data is shown by the symbols and the solid line, respectively, in figure 9.
The raw measured telemetered temperatures were recorded during flight on mag-
netic tape along with all other data, such as pressure and body-motion data. To start the
heat-transfer data reduction phase, all the raw temperature data were collected and
recorded on a separate tape. This tape was the input to an automatic smoothing program,
which used a single-stepping, least-squares walking polynomial to smooth the raw data.
To provide the best representation of the data, the order of the polynomial (always 1 or 2),
the number of points considered, and the number of passes by the polynomial through the
data were specified for each thermocouple. (See table HI.) Since the single-stepping
walking polynomial technique changesonly one datapoint at a time (the midpoint), special
n-1
treatment was required for the 2 points at thebeginning andat the end of the curve
being smoothed(where n is the number of data points used to establish the coefficients
of the polynomial). For these first (or last) n - 12 points, smoothedvalues are computed
from the same polynomial formulated to smooth thefirst (or last) midpoint, the polyno-
mial coefficients having beenestablished by the first (or last) n data points. The
temperature-time curves, which were observed from quick-look plots of the raw temper-
ature data to have a sharp changein slope (thermocouple 1, thermocouple 2, and some-
times thermocouple 3), were smoothedas two individual curves with the break in the
curve at the point where _2T/_t2 appearedto bemaximum. The times of the break
points are listed in table III. Sincethe break point was smoothedas the last point of the
first part of the curve and the first point of the last part, two slightly different values
resulted for the point at the break. The final value was taken as the averageof the two
values. An exampleof the smoothingprogram printout is shownin appendixA. The
smoothedtemperature datawere recorded onanother tape for use as input to the pro-
grams for computingheating rates, which are discussedsubsequently. Although the
temperature datawere not recorded at evententhsof a second(seeappendixA), linear
interpolation of the smootheddata betweenthe measurementtimes was used for the con-
venience of tabulation of smoothedtemperature, as shownin table IV. Surface tempera-
tures determined by a least-squares fit of a second-order polynomial to the four mea-
sured temperatures are given in table V. Hereinafter the smoothedtemperature data
are referred to as the measureddata.
Methodsof ComputingHeatingRates
Three independentdeterminations of the experimental heating rates were made at
each sensor location. The first wasbasedon the temperature data from the first ther-
mocouplein depth, the secondwas basedon the datafrom the secondthermocouple in
depth, andthe third evaluationutilized the data from all four thermocouples.
Single-thermocouple method.- The single-thermocouple method utilizes a backward
finite-difference technique and solves the simultaneous finite-difference equations of a
one-dimensional thermal model (i.e., heat flow normal to the heated surface). The heating
rate required during the computing interval to produce the measured temperature increase
at the known depth in the wall is determined. Capabilities of the method which were
developed for the present experiment are presented in reference 4, and details of a gen-
eral program incorporating the method are given in reference 8. A modified version of
that program was developed for reduction of the present data.
The 30-block thermal model used is shownin appendixB. A computer subroutine,
also presentedin appendixB, accountedfor the conical shapeof the spacecraft skin. It
also computedthe depth, thickness, area, andvolume, of eachblock by use of local radius,
thermocoupledepths,and effective wall thickness as the governing criteria. Two factors
causethe thermal model to vary from station to station. First, variation of the local
radius with body station affects the conductivearea betweenblocks. Second,the actual
thermocouple depthswere not precisely the nominal values. The thermal model was
varied from station to station so that the centers of blocks 2, 10, 22, and 30would be
located at the precise depthsof thermocouples 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Becausethe
actual thermocoupledepthsare different at each station, the thickness of the blocks also
differs. Bothfactors (bodyradius andthermocouple depths)affect the volume of each
block. An exampleof the computer printout showingtypical block dimensions andthermal
details is shownin appendixB. A refinement suggestedin reference 4 is incorporated in
the present program; that is, the thermal properties are basedon the temperature extra-
polated to the center of the computinginterval instead of on the temperature at the begin-
ning of the interval.
Integral method.- The integral method, developed in reference 3 for Project Fire,
is based on the concept that the heating rate to a one-dimensional thermally thick wall
with no heat losses at the surface is equal to the rate of change of heat content of the
incremental layers pc d_.T_TAT integrated through the wall:
dt
_:t dT dT (I)q = p c(T)-_-
dT
Reference 9 presents a method of expressing the distribution of c(T)--_- through the wall
that is more accurate than that of reference 3 for the conditions of the present experiment,
where the wall is very thick and the thermocouples are unequally spaced through it. The
method employs a restricted third-order exponential in T with least-squares fit of the
four experimental values of c(T)_ t and numerical integration by the Gaussian technique
by using 100 increments through the wall. Values of dT/dt were determined from the
smoothed temperature data by a five-point digital differential filter on the basis of the
least-squares criteria (ref. 10). Also for the present program, the flat-plate expression
of equation (1) was modified to incorporate the conical geometry of the spacecraft skin.
(See appendix C.)
Accuracy of methods.- In reference 4 an accuracy of 1 percent or better is shown
for the single-thermocouple method for measurement depths as great as thermocouple 2
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in the present experiment. This accuracy was determined by comparison of the heating
rates computed from theoretical temperature histories. In this procedure the finite-
difference methods used in the "forward" computations of temperature from assumed
heating rates were similar to those used in the "inverse" computations of heating rates
from temperatures. To determine if this similarity was a factor in the high degree of
accuracy noted and to investigate the adequacy of the 30-block finite-difference thermal
model used in the Reentry F data reduction procedure, a comparison was made with an
exact solution for temperatures in a thick wall. Wall curvature was set at zero in the
thermal model for comparison with the flat-plate exact solution, and a computing time
interval of 0.2 second was used in the finite-difference computations. Constant thermal
properties and a constant heat flux (680.94 W/cm 2 (600 Btu/ft2-sec)) were assumed.
Comparisons of temperature histories were made at a depth of 0.3353 mm (0.0132 in.)
and at the back surface of a 15.29-mm-thick (0.6020-in.) beryllium wall, as shown in fig-
ure 10. Except for the first few computations, the finite-difference temperatures are in
excellent agreement with the exact results for both depths. The temperature history from
the exact solution at the 0.3353-mm (0.0132-in.) depth was then used as input to the
single-thermocouple inverse solution. Figure 11 shows that, except for a short transi-
tion period after the initial step input of heating, the computed heating rates are accurate
within 1 percent.
In reference 9, heating rates computed by the integral method for a set of assumed
conditions simulating the Reentry F experiment were shown to be accurate within 2 per-
cent when precise temperature data were used. Experimental temperature data were
also simulated in both references 9 and 4 by applying random scatter having a standard
deviation a of 8.3 ° K (15 ° R) to the precise calculated temperature data. In both ref-
erences, the simulated experimental data were faired with sixth-order polynomial curve
fits, which were then used as the temperature-history inputs for the heating-rate calcula-
tions. The previously noted accuracies decreased from 1 percent to approximately 3 per-
cent for the single-thermocouple method, and from 2 percent to between 5 and 10 percent
(depending on heating-rate magnitude) for the integral method.
As pointed out in reference 4, these results with scattered temperature data are
actually a measure of the accuracy of the sixth-order polynomial curve-fitting technique
rather than a test of the heat-transfer computation methods. They do, however, empha-
size the rather obvious fact that final accuracy in computed heat-transfer rates depends
strongly on the input temperature histories. Although some scatter is evident in the
measured Reentry F temperatures, the standard deviation is less than 2.8 ° K (5 ° R) for
most temperature histories and less than 3.9 ° K (7 ° R) for the "worst." Also, the data
smoothing techniques discussed previously are considered to be superior to the sixth-
order polynomial curve fits used in the accuracy analyses of references 4 and 9. Also,
absence of significant bias inaccuracies, except in the measurements of inside surface
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temperature (thermocouple4), is indicated by the computations. Whenthe experimental
temperature history from either thermocouple 1 or 2 is used in the single-thermocouple
method, computedtemperature histories matchedthe measurementswithin about 11.1° K
(20° R) or less (approximately 1 percent of the full-scale range of the thermocouple),
except for the measurementsat thermocouple 4. These temperatures on the inside sur-
face of the thermal sensors lagged the computedtemperatures increasingly to a maximum
of approximately 44.4° K (80° R) as the temperature rose. This trend is shownin
appendixD to beat least in part dueto the local addedmass of the potting compoundon
the inner surface of the thermal sensor, but the influence on the heating rates determined
by the single-thermocouple methodwas negligible.
Effects of Angle of Attack, Radiation, and Conduction
Angle of attack.- Machine computations have shown that the individual cycles in
angle of attack, as shown in figure 7, cause small waves of matching frequency on the
rising temperature of the skin. However, the maximum amplitude of the oscillations at
the depth of the first thermocouple is less than +2.2 ° K (4 ° R). Such waves were not
evident in the telemetered temperature data, and, therefore, no oscillations appear in the
heating-rate history. However, as a result of the trim angle of attack (fig. 8) with the
secondary ray on the upwind side of the body, the heating rates on the secondary ray were
higher than on the primary ray at comparable locations; thus, some circumferential con-
duction effects, which are discussed subsequently, were created.
Radiation.- The radiation rates from the heated surface were computed by, and are
included in the results of, both inverse methods. For the single-thermocouple method,
the computed temperature of block 1 of the thermal model was used in the computations
of radiation.. Surface radiation temperature was obtained for the integral method by
fitting a second-order polynomial through the four measured values. Computed surface
radiation was always less than 0.2 percent of the measured heating. Radiation from the
back surface, although not computed, was negligible, since the back surface temperatures
were much lower than the heated-surface temperatures. Heat loss from the back surface
due to internal convection was assumed to be negligible.
Longitudinal conduction.- As previously noted, the joints between the skin frustums
were designed to reduce the additional local heat-sink mass as much as possible, and the
measurement stations were located as far as practical from the joints. The influence of
the joints on the heating at the measurement stations was determined by use of a thermal
model, as shown in figure 12. The model has a more abrupt change in mass distribution
than the actual joint (fig. 2). This change will result in a conservative computation of
longitudinal conduction effects; that is, more heat-sink mass near the thermocouple
installation is assumed in the model. Further conservatism results from the neglect of
the scalloping of the flange material betweenthe bolts. Temperature histories of the
thermal model were computedby use of one of the more severe experimental heating
rates. (The computedhistories of convectiveheatingfor each measurementstation are
presented subsequently.) The longitudinal temperature distributions shownin figure 12
are thoseof the sixth layer of blocks from the heatedsurface in the thermal model at
459.0 and461.0 seconds. Thesedistributions were assumedto exist at all depths through
the wall andwere used to computelongitudinal conduction. Sincethe computationsshowed
that the longitudinal gradients becomemore severe with increased depthbelow the heated
surface, the assumption is conservative. The effect of longitudinal conduction near the
thermal-sensor locations was computedby use of the general finite-difference expression
for the accumulation of heat by conduction(refs. 11and 12):
qc,2 As _
(2)
where Ac is the conductivearea, As
tance betweenblock centers, and qc,2
at point 2. (Seesketch (a).)
_-- I 1 I/V. 2")_/ I 3
,,,_
AT/_D1 2 I (Ack ATIlt)2-3
,'; : f/V////,
is the surface of convective area, Al is dis-
is the conductive heating per unit surface area
'-- (A/)l-2 -_ (A/)2-3 -_
//
Sketch (a)
In equation (2), the conduction area in block 2 is assumed to be equal to the conduction
area out of block 2. If the growth in conductive area along the length of a cone is
accounted for and the finite-difference equation is reduced to a differential form, the
equation becomes
qc = t\-_ +
(3)
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where 1 dT is a result of the conical effect. In addition to estimates by use of equa-L dl
tion (2), estimates were also madeby use of equation (3). The values of d2T/dl 2 were
determined graphically from the temperature distribution of figure 12. Results from
both methodsare shownin table VI for two locations which are slightly closer to the
joint thananyof the thermal sensors on the spacecraft. The maximum effect of longi-
tudinal conductiondue to additional mass at the joint is less than 0.2 percent of con-
vective heating in these conservative estimates.
Longitudinal conductiondueto the uneventemperatures along the length of the vehi-
cle wasalso investigated. Figure 13showsthe variation of outside temperature (from
TC 1) alongthe main ray (0 = 0°) for several times. Equation (3) was used to estimate
longitudinal conduction at 458.1 seconds. The first and second derivatives of tempera-
ture with respect to distance were determined graphically from the curve shown in fig-
ure 13. As shown in table VI, the estimates of conduction at 458.1 seconds were less
than 0.02 percent of the measured heating except at the most forward station where the
estimate was 0.13 percent.
Circumferential conduction.- Since small angles of attack and asymmetric transi-
tion occurred during the experiment (figs. 7 and 8 and refs. 2 and 7), uneven heating, and
thus temperature gradients, existed around the circumference of the spacecraft. The
main thermocouple ray was the coolest position circumferentially because transitional
and turbulent heating occurred slightly later at locations on that ray than at corresponding
circumferential locations and because the leeward location on the spacecraft stayed within
about 15° of the main thermocouple ray during the later part of the reentry when the mean
total angle of attack exceeded 0.1 °. As a result, there was a tendency for heat accumula-
tion by circumferential conduction at measurement locations along the main ray.
There were three circumferential measurement stations at station 185.42 cm
(73 in.) and four at station 365.76 cm (144 in.). Figure 14 shows the mean temperatures
at these locations determined from a fairing of the four temperature measurements
through the skin hat is, T = Tt T d . Circumferential distributions of mean tem-
perature are shown for the two stations noted at 458.0 seconds, approximately the time
when the circumferential conduction effects were most important, and also at 460.0 see-
onds. At station 185.42 cm ('/3 in.) the circumferential temperature distributions were
faired by assuming _b = 0 ° to be the coolest ray. This assumption is conservative
(i.e., results in the greatest effect of conduction at the main-ray measurement locations).
By assuming a cylindrical configuration, two different approaches were taken to estimate
conduction at 458.0 seconds for station 185.42 cm (73 in.) by using the following
expression:
12 %'
kvt d2_qc = _s d/2 (4)
In the first case the value of d2_/d/2 was determined graphically from the faired cir-
cumferential temperature distribution (fig. 14). Conduction by this approach was
0.869 W/cm 2 (0.7657 Btu/ft2-sec), which is 0.212 percent of the measured heating.
(This value of conduction was used as a base value to estimate conduction at other sta-
tions and at other times, as will be discussed subsequently.)
The second approach taken to estimate conduction at station 185.42 cm (73 in.) was
based on an assumed cosine variation of temperature between the maximum and minimum
temperature values, indicated by the broken curve in figure 14. Conduction based on the
cosine variation was 0.221 W/cm2 (0.195 Btu/ft2-sec). It is apparent that the assump-
tion of a cosine variation in temperature between _b = 180 ° and qb = 0 ° is less severe
than the fairing of the experimental mean temperatures. Further checks at several
times for both stations 185.42 cm (q3 in.) and 365.76 cm (144 in.) showed that fairing of
the experimental data produced conduction heat fluxes that were consistently between 2
and 4 times larger than those obtained by use of the cosine assumption. (This factor is
pertinent to the estimates of conduction presented below for the most forward measure-
ment location where a cosine distribution of heating around the body was assumed.)
Since q_ = 0 ° was the only circumferential measurement location at the 40.64-cm
(16-in.) station, estimates of conduction at that measurement location were made differ-
ently from the previously discussed methods. The temperature variations around the
body at station 40.64 cm (16 in.) were determined from computer calculations which
were made primarily for an analysis of thermal distortion (ref. 13) caused by the uneven
heating around the body. For that analysis, heating-rate histories on the windward (sec-
ondary) ray, including transition, were estimated from extrapolations of the measure-
ments at the more rearward stations and from theoretical heating-rate computations.
These estimated rates are presented in table VII. A cosine variation was assumed
between the estimated heating rates on the windward ray and the measured heating rates
on the leeward ray and used in conjunction with a thermal model which divided the skin
circumferentially and in depth by using 100 blocks. The temperature differences
between blocks of the thermal model were used in conjunction with equation (2) to com-
pute conduction at the measurement location on the leeward ray. Fluxes of 4.27, 7.90,
and 14.06 W/cm 2 (3.77, 6.96, and 12.39 Btu/ft2-sec) were computed for 458.0, 458.8,
and 460.0 seconds, respectively. These values are 5.2, 13.7, and 4.3 percent, respec-
tively, of the experimental heating at these times. If the previously noted ratio of
roughly 1 to 3 between the cosine assumption and experimental results is applied, these
results become approximately 16, 41, and 13 percent, respectively. These large and
increasing values of conduction heat flux are due to the small circumference at
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station 40.64cm (16 in.) andthe large andincreasing temperature difference causedby
the angle-of-attack history. The conduction effect in terms of percent of measured
heating onthe leeward ray is a maximum, andvery large, at 458.8secondsbecausethat
measuredheatingwas low (commensuratewith laminar flow on the leeward ray). The
measuredheatingwas actually decreasing becauseof increasing angleof attack until
458.8 seconds,whentransition occurred andthe measuredheating increased markedly.
Therefore, the percentageeffect of conductiondecreased.
Conduction effects were also estimated at the forward measurement stations,
including station 40.64 cm (16 in.), by assuming the following relationship between con-
duction heat flux at different stations on the body:
rs,1 _1 k2(_2)(T_ =0°- _b=180°)2 (5)
0o- 1 0o) 
where k is evaluated as a function of mean temperature T. This assumption implies
that the circumferential temperature distributions at the two stations are nondimension-
ally similar.
The 0.869-W/cm 2 (0.7657-Btu/ft2-sec) conduction heat flux determined from the
faired curve of figure 14 for station 185.42 cm (73 in.) was used as a base value in equa-
tion (5) to estimate conduction at other locations and times. The temperature histories
at uninstrumented stations on the windward ray were determined from the previously
mentioned computations made for the thermal distortion analysis. Estimates made by
this approach are given in table VI. The large effects computed at station 40.64 cm
(16 in.) (i.e., 18.6, 43.6, and 14.4 percent of measured heating at times 458.0, 458.8, and
460.0 seconds, respectively) are very similar to the percentages obtained previously by
the cosine assumption amplified by a factor of 3. At stations 78.74 cm (31 in.) and
101.60 cm (40 in.), the maximum effects of 8.3 and 2.9 percent occur at 458.6 seconds
when measured heating was small. Just after that time, the heating increased abruptly
as transition moved over those stations, and thereafter the percentage effects of conduc-
tion were negligible. Since temperature differences between the windward and leeward
ray become smaller and the circumference becomes larger at the more rearward sta-
tions, the conduction effects decrease and are negligible at stations farther aft than those
shown.
In concluding the discussion of the effects of longitudinal and circumferential con-
ductions, it should be reemphasized that although the results have been presented in pre-
cise numbers, the accuracy of many of the assumptions, fairings, and extrapolations
involved in the computations is open to question. However, the general magnitude of the
results from the conservative approach taken herein provides assurance that except at
stations 40.64 cm (16 in.) at altitudes below about 22.86 km (75 000 ft) and at stations
14
78.74cm (31 in.) and 101.60cm (40 in.) near an altitude of 18.59km (61 000 ft), longi-
tudinal and circumferential conduction effects were a negligible part of the measured
heating rates. At stations 40.64, 78.74, and 101.60 cm (16, 31, and 40 in.) at the times
referred to, circumferential conduction heat fluxes caused increases in the measured
heating rates.
Experimental Heating Rates
Typical examples of the heating-rate histories computed by the single-thermocouple
method from measurements at thermocouples 1 and 2 and by the integral method from
measurements at all four thermocouples are shown in figure 15. Results from the data
of thermocouple 1 and thermocouple 2 compare within about 5 percent. Results from the
integral method agree with the single-thermocouple results within about 10 percent but
are consistently below them at the later times when the heating rates are high. The
principal reason for this trend is the tendency of the inside surface temperature mea-
surements (TC 4) to rise at a slightly slower rate than is compatible (in the thermal
model) with the other thermocouple measurements, as noted in the section "Methods of
Computing Heating Rates." Computations discussed in appendix D show that the potting
compound on the back surface of the thermal sensors accounts for only a small part of
the "apparent" lag of the TC 4 measurement. Reasonable changes in the beryllium con-
ductivity cannot explain the measurements.
For comparison, computations were made by the integral method with computed
back surface temperatures substituted for the measurements of TC 4. With this substi-
tution, the integral results moved considerably closer to the single-thermocouple results,
as shown in figure 16.
Because of the previously mentioned reasons to suspect some inaccuracy in the
measurements of TC 4, which are required in evaluation of the integral method, the best
determination of the experimental heating results is taken to be a fairing of the rates
determined independently from TC 1 and TC 2 by the single-thermocouple method.
The two individual sets of single-thermocouple results are shown for each station
in figure 17. Although not shown in the figure, the hand-faired values are listed in
table VIII. When fairing the data in regions where significant differences occurred,
engineering judgment was exercised by looking at large CalComp plots of raw and
smoothed temperature data. By fairing the curve through the results from thermocou-
ple 1 and thermocouple 2, more credence was given to the data which had the best appar-
ent fairing of temperature data during the period of disagreement.
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CONC LUDING REMARKS
A 5 ° half-angle beryllium cone, 396.2 cm (13 ft) long, with an initial nose radius
of 2.54 mm (0.1 in.), was launched on a ballistic trajectory and entered the atmosphere
at a free-stream Mach number of approximately 20. Accurate heating rates were deter-
mined from temperatures measured during laminar, transitional, and turbulent flow con-
ditions. Estimates showed that circumferential conduction was significant at certain
times at the three most forward stations where temperature gradients were large because
of the small circumference. Circumferential conduction at other stations and longitudinal
conduction at all stations were negligible.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Hampton, Va., March 31, 1971.
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APPENDIX A
EXAMPLE OF PRINTOUT OF TEMPERATURE SMOOTHING PROGRAM
Reentry F temperature data
Sensor A 391
Thermocouple 2
_.--_.TIME SEC .... _INITIAL r R_/_'--$MbUTHEO T .....R...... T(SMOOTHI-T(IN|T)
i_4_z.1493_i__-___-17.603.7z33.._--i-i-:/602;336_.........=_,.3765-
_42.2492 602.57,8 ..... 602.5692 .9.94:
_44 Z_:_34__83 603.7133 602.8157 -. 8976,
._42.44 82 601.57_8 603.0803 !. 5005
442.54 73 .... 60_3_-713.3 603. 3586 -. 3546
442. 6472 601. 5798 603.%554 2. 0756_
_442.: 7_63 605. 8467 tb03. 9657 -1_-_88_1.0_
.__4.2., 8462 603_. 7133 60 _t.2947 .5814_
442. 9453 607.9801 604.6368 -3. 3633
443..0943 603.7133 b0 4.9966 l •281_3,
_93.1_42 601,5798 605,3717 3. 791.9
443.2433 607.9801 605.7616 -2.2*85
_:443.3432 605.8467 006.17_0 _32_%q
_4_3,_413 605.8467 606.5928 .7461_
443,5_22 605.8467 607.0872 1.2405
L443. 6413 610.1135 607.5803 -2. 5332_
443. 7412 605. 8467 608.0774 2. 2308
-_4-3_,8).03 610. z235 608._947 -1, 51818:-
_9 3_-9393 605 •8407 609 •1001 3._._2534_
___4'+-_0_3_92 614.3_89_4 6 09.627 2 -4.7 532_
444.1383 610.1135 610.1397 , ,__0_2_6_2-
444.23 B 2 607.9801 b 10. 6564 2,676B_
._44.4, 33_73 612_,._2.470 6_112_]_828 -1 •06_42
.._.l_..* 43_7__ 607,9801 611270.32 3. 7231
.444.53 63 614.3804 612.2350 -2 •1__54_
_4492 6362 614. 3804 612.7299 -1. 6505 -
444.7353 614.3804 613.203.6 .... -t ._Z76A.
444.8352 614. 3804 6 Z3.6701 -. 7103
444.9_343 .616.5138 6 it+. 1125 -2 •40 i-3-
4_SIQIO _ 61_.3l_0_
44.5,t.333 612,247o
445.2323
4#5.4313
_445,_5312 6l 10_,_l.1_35
_.445, 63 03 61 _,_p:t-38
445:73 02 620.7807
445,8293 6 18.61472
4__4#-.9_292 6 2o. 780 7
b14.5094
614.9011
015.2906616.5138
612.2470 615.6725
618.6472 6_6.0594
616 •4404
616.8679
617.31-00
6 !7.7257
618.1447
.1290
2.654_
-1.2232
3.4255
-2.5878
6.3269
.3541
-3.4707
J,92t5
-2.6360
446.0283 618.6W72 618.5445
446.1282 622.9141 618.9592
-.1028
-3.954q
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A - Continued
4 6:2-2 7 3 6 z6.5 i 3 8 6 z 9:_6.10 2. e_?Y
446.3263 ......... 618.6472 ....... 619.7942 ....... f. 1470
446. 4262 622.9141 62 O. 2804 -2 • 6337
_446.5253 616. 5138 620.78 38 4. 2700
446.6252 620..7807 62 I. 3609 '_5-8.0-2_
446. 7243 620.7807 6Z1.9563 1:J756
446. 8242 620. 7807 622. 6347 1. 8540
_bl-9233 625.047_5 623,3793 -1.6682
447.0232 622_9!_! 624.1434 1.2293l.
447.1223 629.314_ 624.9471 -4.3673
447.2222 620.7807 625.7446 4.9639
447.3213 ...........627.1810 ............ 626.6030 .......-.5780
4_7,5202 ...... 629.3144 628.3576 -,9568
_47.6193 625,0475 627_2361 4.1886_
447.7192 631.447_ 630.1571 -1.2907
.4_7381183 629.31_4 631.0633 1.7489
447.9!82 631.4_78 631.9935 .5457_
448.0173 631.4478 632.9267 1.4789
_48_ 1172 633.5812 633.8566 .275_
448_2!63 639.9815 634.7777 -5.2039
448.3162 635.7147 635.6038 -o1109
440._153 635_7147 o36.3937 .6790..
448.5143 642.1149 637.1823 -4.9327
448.6142 635.7147 637.9306 2.2159
448. 8132 639. 9815 639. 4512 -. 5303
448.9123 635.7147 640.2260 4.5113
_49.0122 644.2484 041.0434 -3.2050
449.1113 _642.1149 641.8573 -_2576
449.2112 639.9815 642.7245 2.7430"
449.3103 ........ 639.9815 643.6362 ........... 3.6546
449.4!02 646.3818 _ 644.6023 -1.7795
449,5093 ......... 646.3818 .............. 645.5967 :.7851
449.6083 646.3_IS _46.6102 .7284
449.7082 .___646.3818 ..........o47.6670 .............. 1.2 _52
449.8073 646.3818 6_8.7405 2.3587
.450,0063 ....... 654.915fi ......... 651.0096 ......... _3.905q-
450.1062 648.5152 o52.I374 3.6222
450.2053 657.0_9 053.3139 -3.7350
450.3052 652.7d21 654.4882 1.7062
450.4043 652.7_21 655.6489 2.8669
.450.6033 ............ 661.3158 658.0095 -3.3063
450.7032 661.3158 ........ o5_.t_2 :ZOZS_
450.8023 663.4492 660.2808 -3.1684
450.9013 654.9156 661.3797 6.4642
451.0012 66_.3_5_ 66_.5_33 _.2_75
451.2002 663.4_92 664.8817 1.4325
45L.2993 ........... 667.71oi 6o6.0786 -1.6374"
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45L.399Z 667.7 Ioi bo I. 2_94 -. 4267
45L.4983
451.5982
451.6973
451.7963
45L.8962
451.9953
452.0952
452. 1943
452°2942
452.3933
667.7"[01 659.5045 .7884
667.716 I bb9. 7451 ........... 2 •O?qO
669.8495 670.9936 ............ 1.1441
671.9629 072.2837 .3007
674.1k63 ..... A73.5968 -.5196_
674.1163 674.9192 .8028
..........678.3_32 ..........676.2667 -2.1165
TZ-7678.38_ ...... 677.6070.......... -.7762
678.3_ 678..71q .58.7
680.5166 680.3570 -.15Q7
452.4<)32 682.6501 681.7532 -.8069
452.5923 ..... 682.6501 083.1359 ............. .48S8
452.6922 ........ 684.7856 ..... #84.5363 ........... -.2472
452.7913 691.|8)8 ....... 685.9468 -5.2369
_52.8903_ 6862.9109 687. 3214 .4044
452. 9902 686.91b9 688, 7504 !,8334
45__3.0893 691o1838 690.2168 -.9669
453°[892 686.9169 69|.7264 4.8095
"453'2883 693.3172 693.30.12 -.0160_
_53.3882 693.3172 694.953.5 1.6363_
_-53.4873 697.5340 096.6649 -.q192
%53-.5872___---__791'-8_09 698.-4729 Z3.).780_
_53'6863 697.5840 700.3283 2.7443
453.7862 699.7175 702.2604 275%29_
%53.8853 706.117_ 704.2891 -1.8787_
"463_-985-2 710.3846 706.3681 -4.0165;
_.0843 708.2512 70_,14777 .2266..
454.1833 ......... 708.2512 .......... 710.64q3 .2.3981
654_2832 .... .712.5180 712.9212 _.4032_.45_.38_3 716.8_0 .... ,_5._230 .............-1.6,6o
45_.4822,__.ILZ..712.518o 7176o_o 5.o.6q
_454.5813 721.2291 720.0528 -I.1763
.454o6812 723.4242 722.5803 -°8439
454.7803 725.6193 725.l608 -:-6585_
%54.8802 725.6193 727.8328 2. 2135
%54--.9793 736.5947 750.6138 -5.9809
455.0783 734.3997 7_33.4261
455. 1782 738. 7698 736. 3557
455o 2773 738 ._7898 739. 4793
455..3772 743. ldO0 742'-7320.......
4.55.4763 743. 1800 746. 0590
455. 5762 745.3751
_455.6753. 754,! 554
455_: 7752 756. 3505
-2.4341
.6894
-.4480-
2.8790
749.5169 4.1418
753.0474 -I.I081
756.7105 -.3600
;455.8743 758.5456
455.9742 758 .5_,-56
_4_s_6_.o73 3 7 67. }.Z_..o
456. 1723 ......... 769.5210
_456_;'722 778 •3014
760.4444 1.8988
76#.3127 5.7671
768.2500 .9241
ll772.2855 2"7644
..............776.46t0 -1.8404
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_456.3713 780.4905' 780.7030 ............ -2066 _
456.4712 ..... 791.4719 787.2017 ........... -4.2702
456. 5703 806. 8375 810.6119 3. 7744
456.6702 835. 3736 832.0855 -3.2 88 !
456. 7693 852.9543 853.1593 .2249
456. 8692 881. 2700 ........ 874 b 2102 -7. 0598
456.9683 887. 739 5 894. 6987 6.95o2
457.0673 9 l-'t .'--'9-_ 02 914.. 7001 __- 3__-230 ()_
457. 1672 937. 6025 936. 3668 -3,?_58
457. 2663 954. 8544 953. 3526 -I.5018
457,3662 978.575b___. 97 !. 89_40 -6.6816
457.4653 987. 2016 989. 9317 2,7302_
457. 5652 1006. 6099 1007. 9387 ! • 3288_
457. 6643 1026. 0182 1025.85168 -,1614
457. 7642 1041. 1135 1044_.2.363 3, 1228_
457.8633 1060. 2536 1002. 8331 2. 5795
457.9623 1079. 1678 1081.6992 2.5314
_458:_0622 1104.3_68 1100. 9387 -3;_4481
458.1613 I 121. 1994 1 119. 9355 -1.26"49
458.2612 1142.21b2 I 13g.9260 -3. 289-2-
45 8.3603 II 56.92o3 1 157. 7006 .7743
_458.4602 1171. 6373 1176:5315 4. 8942
458.5593 1201. 0594 I 195. 2055 -5. 8540
-458.6592 1211. 5073-----------1214.4582 2.8908
458.7583 1224.1708 1233.9648 9. 7879
458. 8573 1257. 5500 1253. 7476 -B"-803-I-
-458.9572 1278.2094 1274.2726 -3.996q
-459.0563 1290.7007 1295.2705 4.5698-
459.1562 1309.gdi9 .... 1316.8511 6.8691
459.2553 1338.9883 1338.6753 -.3130
-459.3552--1361.7?90 1361.-1209 -.6581
459.4543 1384.5697 1383.5486 -1,02[0-
459.5542 1405.28a5 1406.0585 .7700
_59o6533 ___ 14_28,9671 1428.1076 -.8595-
459,7532 1455.9016 1449.9700 -5,9316
459°8523 --L472.-4766 ..... I_7L.-2347 -L.2420
459.9513 1491. 123b 1492. 1441 1.0205__
460.0512 ......... 1511.84q4 ........ 1513.0166 ............ 1,1742
460.1503 ......... 1535.40_9 ........ 1533.6851 ........... .2782
460.2502 1554.1257 1554.5728 .4471
460.3493 ....... 1576.9164 .........1575.4269 ..............-1.4895
460.4492 ...... [593.4914 ......... I_96.5318 ........... 3.0403"
460. 5483 16t9. I_97 1617.4781 -1.7216
"460.6482 1637.8460 1638.5_]6 ........... 6850
460,7473 1658.8264 1659.1066 .2R02
,400.8463 ..... 16e4.O428 _ 1678.9884 ............ T5.0544
460.9462 1703.8128 1698.1997 ....... -5.6131
401.0453 .... 1718.5Z2_ 17i6.2466 ......... -2.2757
461.1452 1735.33_3 1733.2413 --2.0910
461,2443 1758.44d5 1749.1008 ........ -q.3675
461.3442 1765.7307 1704.5553 -1.20_4
461.4433 .... ]774.1442 ......... 1770. g_o3 ........... 5.6052"
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APPENDIX B
SOME DETAILS OF SINGLE-THERMOCOUPLE INVERSE METHOD
Computer Program Notation
The following notation was used in the computer program and printout.
sketch (b) for illustration of thermal model used in the computations.)
ACOND contact or conduction area between blocks
CP
DPTH
specific heat
depth (_) to center of block
LEN block thickness
PHI
Q-CONV
Q-RAD-OUT
(See
local angle required for arc length of 0.3 meter (1.0 ft) at outer
surface
rate at which heat is stored in the wall
rate of heat radiation from heated surface
SOR1 m cos 0
12
SO
S1
TAUWL
x(1),x(2),...
radius (rs)
initially is 0.3 meter (1.0 ft) of arc length
total wall thickness (Tt)
depth of thermocouple 1, thermocouple 2, . . .
21
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so
(03 _1 '
22
× 30
PHI_
Sketch (b)
8LOCK
2
10
LOcation
of" TO
]
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Subroutine VARBLK
The subroutine utilized to compute the dimensions of the thermal model, accounting
for conical effect, with local radius, effective wall thickness, and actual thermocouple
depths as the governing criteria is listed
2
SUBROUTINE VARBLK(X,£O,TAUWL)
COMMmN/CONT/ACOND(30),NTOUCH(5,30)
COMMON/INVOLY/TIME,IPIVOT(30),KB,PRFREQ,DPTH(30)
COMMON/VARB/LEN(30),vOL(30),WD(30)
DTMEMSION X(4)
PEAL LEN
LEN{2)=.01_TAUWL
LEN(10)=LEN(2)
L_N(22)=LEN(2)
LENI30)=2o_ITAUWL-X(4))
LEN(1 )=X(1 )-LEN(2)*°5
LEN(6)=(X(2)-X(I )-LEN(2))/7.
LEN(4)=(LENI6)+LEN(1 ))*e5
LEN(_)=(LEN(4)+LEN(1 ))_,5
LEN(m)=(LEN(4)+LEN(6))*.5
DM=L_N(5)--LEN(4)
D0 1 l=7,g
LEN(I)=DM+LEN(I-] )
DM=(((X(3)-X(2)-LEN(2))/II,+LEN(9))/2,-LEN(9))/3.
LEN(ll )=DM+LEN(9)
D0 2 I=12,21
LEN(1)=DM+LEN(I-1 )
IF(X(4).NF.TAUWL)GO TO 26
LEN(10)=LFN(?)
LEN(_6)=(TAUWL-X(3)-LEN(30)-LEN(22)*.5)/7,
LEN(94)=(LEN(?6)+LEN(21) )_.5
LEN(_3)=(LEN(?a)+LEN(21))_.5
SUM=LEN(24)-LEN(23)
DO 3 I=25.2g
LEN(f )=LEN(I-1 )+SUM
D#TH(1)=LEN(I )/2e
DO 5 I=2,30
D#TH(I )=DPTH(I-1 )+LEN(I--1 )/2.+LEN( I )/2,
#l=SO/l I,g5428
ROVA=R1
SI=I,
PHI=S1/RI
DO 4 J=?,31
_2=_I-LEN(J-1 )
S2=R2*PHI
WD (J-I)=(SI+S2)*,5
vOL(J-1 )=WD(J-1 )*LEN (J-1)
ACOND ( J- 1 )=52
SI =$2
P]=#2.
RETtlON
END
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APPENDIX C
MODIFICATION TO INTEGRAL METHOD FOR CURVED SURFACE
The inverse method of reference 3 was developed for solution on a flat plate.
Therefore, an extension to the program was needed to account for a conical surface, as
shown in the following derivation:
For flat plate only
f:tq = p c(T) dv
General
d__T
qA s=p _ *c(T)Av dvdt
As f:t ATq _ s = p c(T) _ d_T_TdvAs dt
For a cone or cylinder (fig. 18)
A_ 2_ r AL r
A s 2_ r s AL r s
Therefore,
r=r_- _cos 0
r rs - T cos O T COS 6)
rs r s r s
q=pf:tc(T)(1 Tcos0hdTrs_-_-dT
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APPENDIX D
INVESTIGATION OF ERROR SOURCES
In addition to the computation of heat flux by the method of reference 4, heat flux
was also computed by the integral method of reference 3 in conjunction with the curve-
fitting method of reference 9. During the later, higher heating period, heating rates
computed by the integral method were generally below those computed by the single-
thermocouple method. When temperature histories from either thermocouple 1 or ther-
mocouple 2 were used in the single-thermocouple inverse method, the temperature com-
puted for the back surface consistently rose slightly faster than the temperature measured
at thermocouple 4. Two possible causes were investigated analytically: uncertainty in
the conductivity values used in the computations, and the influence of the potting compound
at the back surface of the thermocouple plug.
A reasonable, but arbitrary, decrease in thermal conductivity closed the gap between
the measured and computed back surface temperatures by only about 25 percent without
creating an unacceptable difference at the other measurement depths. Unreasonably low
values of conductivity would be required to generate computed temperatures by the single-
thermocouple method (by use of TC 1) which would match the measured temperatures at
the back surface. Such low values of conductivity would also cause the computed temper-
atures to be lower than the measured temperatures at thermocouples 2 and 3. It is
apparent that errors in conductivity can, at best, account for only a small part of the
discrepancy.
A three-dimensional thermal analysis was conducted to determine the influence of
the potting compound on measured temperatures. A typical Reentry F heat-flux history
was applied to an appropriate thermal model, as shown in figure 19. Figure 20 shows the
computed temperatures through the skin on the plug center line and at an "undisturbed"
location, that is, the blocks farthest removed from the plug center line at two times during
the reentry. The measured temperatures are also plotted. As shown by the difference
between the solid and the dashed lines in figure 20, the effect of the potting compound
lowers the center-line temperatures. At 458.5 seconds, the reduction varies from
1.44 ° K (2.6 ° R) at the front surface to 7.8 ° K (14.0 ° R) at the back surface. At
460.5 seconds, the reduction varies from 2.2 ° K (4.0 ° R) at the front surface to 12.0 ° K
(21.6 ° R) at the back surface. Since temperature measurements at four depths in the
wall, including those reduced the most, are utilized in the integral method, results deter-
mined by the integral method will be lower than results determined from a single tem-
perature near the surface. Furthermore, the measured back surface temperature is
lower than the center-line temperature (dashed lines) at the back surface of the beryllium
and, therefore, would further lower the values determined by the integral method. As
26
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shownin detail B of figure 5, the backsurface thermocouplewas installed by filling the
0.1524-mm (0.006-in.) hole with iridium paste, pressing the thermocouple beadinto con-
tact with the beryllium, and allowing the paste to dry. Then the ceramic potting compound
was applied. The results shownin figure 20 suggestthat thermocouple 4 may not only be
influenced by the presence of the potting compound,but may possibly be sensing the tem-
perature of the potting compound,which drops off sharply. However, this is only a
supposition.
An additional comparison betweenthe two computationprograms was made. The
results are shownin figure 21. Heating rates were computedby the single-thermocouple
methodwith measureddata from thermocouple 1andby the integral methodwith the mea-
sured data for thermocouple 1 andtemperatures computedby the single-thermocouple
solution for thermocouple 2, 3, and4 locations. Thus, both solutions incorporated identi-
cal temperature histories for all thermocouple locations. Figure 21 showsthat essen-
tially identical heating rates were obtainedby both methods.
As a result of the investigation of two possible sources of error (erroneous thermal
conductivity andthe effect of potting compoundon the measurements), it was apparent that
(1) The major difference in the computedandmeasuredtemperatures at the back
surface was not a result of erroneous conductivity values for beryllium usedin the
computations.
(2) Temperature measurementsat all four depthswere affected by the presenceof
the potting compound,as shownin figure 20, with the backsurface temperature being
affected the most. The effects at thermocouples 1 and2 were insignificant.
(3) Integral-method computationsgive lower heatingrates becausethe measured
value of the back surface temperature was compromisedby the potting compound.
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TABLE RI.- TEMPERATURE SMOOTHING DETAILS
Station d_,
deg
18 in. 0
(40.64 cm)
31 in. 0
(78.74 cm)
40 in. 0
(101.60 cm)
52 in. 0
(132.08 cm)
59.25 in. 0
(150.50 cm)
73 in. 0
(185.42 cm)
85 in. 0
(215.90 cm)
99 in. 0
(251.46 cm)
109 in. O
(276.86 cm)
121 in. 0
(307.34 cm)
133 in. 0
(337.82 cm)
144 in. 0
(365.76 cm)
aCurve not broken.
Thermocouple Order of
polynomial
Before break
Number of
points
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
Number of
passes
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
Time of
break
point,
see
458.9683
458.9914
(a)
(a)
458.6725
458.7990
(a)
(a)
458.6237
458.8023
(a)
(a)
458.5781
458.7165
458.8166
(a)
458.0300
458.4147
458.7143
(a)
456.7892
456.8592
(a)
(a)
456.4922
456.5637
(a)
(a)
456.3449
456.4712
456.7704
(a)
455.9487
455.9776
456.2767
(a)
454.8059
454.6177
(a)
(a)
453.9630
454.1337
(a)
(a)
453.7684
453.8850
454.0851
(a)
After break
Order of Number of Number of
polynomial points passes
1
1
(a)
(a)
1
1
(a)
(a)
1
1
(a)
(a)
1
2
1
(a)
1
1
1
(a)
1
1
(a)
(a)
2
1
(a)
(a)
1
1
2
(a)
1
1
2
(a)
1
1
(a)
(a)
1
2
(a)
(a)
2
2
1
(a)
5
5
Ca)
Ca)
5
5
Ca)
(a)
5
5
Ca)
(a)
5
21
5
(a)
5
5
5
(a)
5
5
(a)
(a)
21
3
(a)
(a)
5
5
21
(a)
5
5
21
(a)
5
5
Ca)
Ca}
5
21
(a)
(a)
21
21
5
(a)
5
4
Ca)
Ca)
4
4
(a)
(a)
4
3
Ca)
Ca)
5
2
4
(a)
5
3
4
(a)
5
4
(a)
(a)
2
5
Ca)
(a)
5
3
2
(a)
5
3
2
(a)
5
5
(a)
Ca)
5
2
(a)
(a)
2
2
5
(a)
One continuous smoothing.
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TABLE HI.- TEMPERATURE SMOOTHING DETAILS - Concluded
Station _',
deg
52 in.
(132.08 cm)
73 in.
(185.42 cm)
99 in.
(251.46 cm)
121 in.
(307.34 cm)
144 in.
(365.76 cm)
73 in.
(185.42 cm)
144 in.
(365.76 cm)
144 in.
(365.76 cm)
180
180
180
180
180
9O
90
270
aCurve not broken.
Thermocouple Order of
polynomial
2
2
2
2
Before break
Number of
points
27
27
,5
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
Time of
break
Number of point, Order of
passes sec polynomial
2 456.5824 1
2 457.5030 1
5 (a) (a)
2 (a) (a)
2 456.5362 1
2 456.6180 1
2 457.2157 2
2 (a) (a)
2 454.7033 2
2 454.6779 1
2 (a) (a)
2 (a) (a)
2 454.0106 1
2 454.0173 1
2 (a) (a)
2 (a) (a)
2 453.7662 2
2 454.0673 2
2 (a) (a)
2 (a) (a)
2 456.4878 2
2 456.6213 1
2 456.9210 2
2 (a) (a)
2 453.8149 2
2 453.9523 1
2 (a) (a)
2 (a) (a)
2 453.4191 2
2 453.8717 2
2 (a) (a)
2 (a) (a)
One continuous smoothing..
After break
Number of
points
5
3
(a)
(a)
5
5
21
(a)
21
5
(a)
(a)
5
5
(a)
(a)
21
21
(a)
(a)
21
5
21
(a)
21
5
(a)
(a)
21
21
(a)
(a)
Number of
passes
5
5
(a)
(a)
4
3
2
(a)
2
5
(a)
(a)
5
4
(a)
(a)
2
2
(a)
(a)
2
3
2
(a)
2
5
(a)
(a)
2
2
(a)
(a)
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TABLE IV.-
(a) Station
SMOOTHED TEMPERATURE DATA
16 in. (40.64 cm), ray 0 °
Time, TC I TC 3 TC 4
sec o R (OK) o R (°K) o R (°K)
676.4 (376._)
692.8 1384._)
7CE.O 1392.2)
717.8 (398.E|
737.0 14C9.5)
75_.4 (_21._|
76?.0 (423.3)
764.5 (424.3)
767.2 (426.2)
76%8 (427.7)
772.5 (_29.2)
775.2 (43C._)
777.9 (432.1)
7_C.5 (433.6)
783.2 (435.1)
7%5.9 (436.6!
788.6 (436.1)
7c].6 (43_.8)
7q4.7 (441.5|
7q7.8 (443._)
801.0 (445.C)
8C4.2 (446.E)
8C7.5 (446.61
81C.9 (45C.5)
@14.4 (_2.4)
_17.8 (454._)
P2!.2 (456.2|
_2_.5 (45E.i)
P77,7 (459.Sl
%]C.9 (461.6)
_74.0 (_E3.3|
8_9.4 (&66.3)
_41.8 (467.7)
84_.2 (469.C)
E46.6 (470,3)
E_.2 (471.8)
_.0 (4_3.4)
_6P.9 (47_.4)
_7.3 (4_l. El
_7],C (4_4,4)
_7e. 5 (467.C)
_5.a (4q?.il
_C.3 (4g4._1
_4.7 (4_7.1)
8_q. 0 (4_.4l
90%1 (5CI.7)
c07.3 (_O4.C)
q!l._ (5C_.4)
c2C.2 (511.2l
_2_.7 (51_.7)
°2%2 (_L_.2l
936.4 (5_l,3!
CL3.1 (524.C)
_4_.! (57d.7l
q_.3 (_2_.6)
_56.7 (_32.£)
964.3 (535,7)
_?5.7 (_2.I)
q_4.2 1_2.31
]CCC. 5 (555.q)
ICC6._ (55S.4)
443.0
444.0
445.0
446.0
447.0
44@.0
448.1
448.2
448,3
448,4
4_8.5
448, 6
44@,7
448.
448. c
440,0
44S. 1
4&G.2
44G,3
449.4
4&c,.5
44S. 6
4(.9,7
449, q
450.0
450. !
450.2
4_C,?
450,4
450.5
450.6
45C,7
4_0.8
450. c
451.0
451.1
451.2
451.?
451.4
45_.5
_.Fi. £
451.7
4_1.8
4tl, c
452.C
452. I
452.2
4_.2,3
4_?,4
452._
452.6
452.7
452.
453. C
45 _ • 1
_53.2
453. "_
453.4
45_. #
4_3,7
453,8
453.c
4_4.C
454. I
454.2
454. ?
454.4
6e3.4
694.3
7C6.3
718.8
736.1
756.7
758.g
2 TC
(OK) OR
(37_ 7| _73.4(3,_ 7| 6_.:
(392,4) 694. l
(3o9.4) 7C6. C
(409.0) 717.5
(420.4) 734.6
(421.6) 736.6
(374.1)
(379.4l
(385.6l
1392.2)
(398.6)
(408.1)
(409,2)
664.7 (369.3)
672.f (373.6)
682.0 (378.9)
693.1 (385.1)
703.4 (390._)
717.2 (398._l
718.q (399.4)
761.1 (422.8)
763.3 (424.C)
765.5 (425.3)
767.8 (426.6l
770.1 (4_7.8)
772.4 (429,])
774.8 (430.5(
777,2 (_31.8)
779.7 (42_.2)
7@2,3 (434,6)
764.9 (436.C)
757.5 (437.5)
790.2 (439.0)
792.9 (440.5)
7_5.7 (442.0)
7_8.4 (4_3,_)
801.2 (445.1)
804.! (446,7)
QC6.9 (44@,3)
8C9.7 (44_._)
%12.6 (451.4)
_15.4 (45_.0)
818.3 (454.6)
321.I (45_.2)
F24.1 (457.8)
627.C (45_.5)
P30.C (461.I)
833.0 (462.8)
P36,C (4_.5)
839.1 (4_6.2)
9=2.2 (467.9)
P45.3 (459.6)
_48.5 (_71.4l
8_I.7 (473.2)
855.0 (475.0)
558.4 1476._)
_61.9 (478,8)
8(5.4 (48C.8)
eEq.c (4_2.q)
672.6 (494.9)
@_6.2 (496.8)
880.0 (499._)
_3,7 (4qC._)
E57.5 (49_,0l
E_1.3 (495.2)
8cQ.2 (&c_,5)
9C3.2 (_Cl._)
_C7.3 (504.1l
c11.5 (5C_.4)
920.i (51L.2)
924.5 (5!3._)
929.0 (516,1)
g_3.6 (518.7)
938.3 (52_.3)
0_3.1 (523.q)
c48.0 (_76.6)
952.9 (52_.4)
_58.0 (_32.2)
q_3.3 (535.1)
q68.4 (53R.0)
q73.8 (541.C)
7?8.7
740.7
742.8
7_4.9
7_7.C
749.1
751.2
753.3
755.4
757.5
759.7
761.8
764.0
766.1
768.4
770.6
772._
775.2
777. 5
779.8
782.2
76_.6
7P7.1
789.6
7c2°2
794._
7_7J4
800.1
8C2.6
905.2
8C7._
8]0.6
813.3
_16.C
819.7
821.5
_24.3
827.1
829.q
@32.8
835.6
8_.5
841.4
844.3
847.2
_50.2
P53.3
856.4
_59._
867.7
E65.0
869.3
_72.6
_75._
R79,3
886.5
890.2
8S4.C
8c7.¢
_Ct.P
qC5.8
9C9._
(410.4)
(411.5)
(412.7)
(413.8)
(415.0)
(416.2)
(417.3)
(418.5)
(419.7)
(420.8)
(422,0)
(423.2)
(424.4)
(425.6)
(426.9|
(_28.1)
(429.4)
(430.7}
(431.g)
(433,2)
(434,6)
(_35.9)
(437,3l
(439.71
(440.1|
(441.5)
(443.0)
(4_4.5)
(445.ql
(447.4)
(448._)
(450.3)
(451._)
(453.3)
(454.9)
(456.4)
(458.0)
(459.5)
(461.I)
(462.6)
(464.2)
(465.8)
(467.4)
(46q.0)
(470.7)
(472._)
(474.1)
(475.8)
(477,5)
(479.3)
(481.1|
(4_2.9)
(484.8)
(486.6)
(4_8.5)
(4q0.5)
(4q2.5)
(494.6l
(496.7)
(498.8)
(501.0|
(503.2)
(5C5.5)
720.7
722.5
724.3
726.2
728.0
729.8
731.7
7_3.5
735,3
737,2
739.C
740.8
742._
744.4
746°I
747.9
749,7
751.5
753,3
755.2
757.0
759.0
760.¢
762.9
765.0
767.1
769.3
771.6
773._
776._
778.5
7El. C
783.4
785.8
798.2
7eC.7
7_3.1
795.6
798.!
8CC.5
8C2.0
_C5.3
807.7
810.1
_12.5
_14.c
q17.3
819.8
822.3
_24.8
827.4
830.1
833,9
_35,8
838,6
841.6
844,6
847.7
850.8
854.C
857.3
86C.6
8_4.C
(400.4)
(401.4l
(4£2.4)
(403.4l
(404.4)
(405.5l
(406.5)
(4C7._)
(4C8.5)
(4C_.5)
(4!0._)
(411.6)
(_12.5)
(_13.5l
(414.5)
(415,5)
(416.5)
(417.5)
(41_.8}
(41q.5)
(_20.6l
(_21.6)
(422.7)
(423._)
(425.£)
(426.2|
(427.4)
(429.6)
(429.q)
(_31.2)
(432.5|
(433._)
(_35.2)
(436._)
(477.q)
(439,3)
(440,6)
(442,C)
(_43.4)
(444.7)
(446.[(
(447.4|
(44@.7|
(45_.1)
(451.4l
(452.7)
(454.1)
(455.4l
(456.8)
(45_.2)
(459.7|
(46].2)
(&62.7)
(464.3)
(465._)
1467.5)
(469.2)
(47C.ql
(472.7|
(_74.5)
(476.3)
(478.1l
(480.0)
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TABLE IV.- SMOOTHED TEMPERATURE DATA -
(a) Station 16 in. (40.64 cm), ray 0 °
Time, TC 1 TC 2 TC 3
sec (°K) °R (°K)
454.5
454.6
454.7
454.E
454.9
455.C
455.1
455.2
455,9
455,4
455,5
455,6
455,7
455,5
455.c
456,C
4_6,1
456,2
_56,3
456,4
456,5
4_6.6
45o.7
456.0
456.c
457,C
497,1
&57,2
457.3
457,4
457,5
4R 7, 6
467,7
457, e
457.9
458. C
458,1
458,2
4q_,?
_55,4
45_,E
450,6
458.7
456.8
455,_
45=,0
459,1
45_,2
459,3
459,4
459._
459,6
45_,7
459,0
459,9
460, £
460. I
460,2
460,3
460,4
460.5
460,6
460, 7
460, 0
460,_
461,0
461.1
461,2
4ol. 3
461,4
OR (OK)
I017,2 (562.¢1
101c.6 (566,4]
1025,9 (569,9)
1031,9 (573,3|
1037,9 (_76,6)
1043,8 (579,9}
1049,4 6503,C)
IC5%0 (5_6,11
I060,4 (9_g,l)
IC£5,7 (59[:,I)
I070,8 (5_4.9)
1075.5 (5c7.5}
IO_C.? (eCC,1}
1C64.6 (602,6)
IC_0,7 66C4,6)
I002,0 (6C7,0)
iCC. 6, 3 (609,0)
I0_9,7 (61C,&)
!IC3,0 (_12,E)
110_,I (614,_}
i10c,2 (611-,2l
1112.3 (_17.c|
II _= ,4 (ti_,7)
lllP, 6 (621,4)
I121,4 {_2-_,C)
1124,2 (6-_4,6}
1126,7 {,_25,£}
112P,8 (627,])
II_C,7 ( 626,-" l
1132,1 (_20,_)
I133,2 (62_,5)
iI_4,2 ((:30,1)
I135,1 {630,61
II_5,9 (_31,I)
1136,7 (631,_)
117,7,6 (632.C)
11_@,4 (6=2,41
113%2 6632, c )
i1_9.9 ( _: =)
_ n 633.6.4_,5 ( }
1141. i (t_4,C|
!I":1,7 (634,3)
1142,2 (f_4,_l
1142,6 [6_4,E)
_147,0 (£_5,C|
11=.%1 (840.6)
1179,3 (t _:...2)
i205,0 (669,5}
!23C,7 ((:_.3,7)
1255,9 (6_7,7}
1279,7 C/II,C}
._01.1 (_22,El
131%5 (733,2)
!33_._ (742,7)
I _'_3, 3 6751,5l
1389, 5 (_5C,8)
1385,0 ( 76c.,4l
_,3qq, 4 1777,5|
1413,6 (765,3)
1428,8 (793._1
1445,9 (803,3)
146 _..4 (014,1)
1487,2 (626,2)
15!0,7 (E_.3)
1535,0 (E.'2,E)
1558,1 (565.6}
1577,9 [816,61
1594,8 (9_,C)
1610,6 (E94,e|
1626.7 (_03,7)
oR
979,1
¢64,5
CRg,g
_95,4
1000,8
1CC6,2
1011,5
l_43.9|
{546,9}
(_50,C)
(953,0}
(556,C)
(_5g,Cl
(561.9|
914,0 15C7,8)
918,2 (510,1}
922,4 1512,5}
926,7 1514,81
931,0 {517,2|
935,3 (519,6)
93_,5 (522,0)
1016,7 6564,5)
1021,8 (557.7)
i026.q [_70,5)
1031,8 {573,2l
1036.7 (576,C)
i0_1,6 {578,7l
1046.3 (581,3|
IC_C,9 (_83,0)
1955,4 i_6,3)
IC59,o (588,7)
IC63.7 (_91.C)
1067,8 [¢93,2)
1071,o (595.3)
1075._ {5_7,4}
I(78,5 {5_9,3}
I682,3 {601.2)
$48,2
952,6
g57.1
961.4
965.8
970,3
974,7
979.1
983.5
902,4
c96.8
iCCI,2
IC05.6
ZCCg. 8
6524,41
1526,8)
(529,2)
(531,7)
(534,1)
(_36,6|
(530,0)
(541,5|
(_44,0|
(546.4)
(548,9}
(551.3l
(553,8)
(556,2|
(558.6)
(561.0}
i0_5,4 (603.0}
ICP8,5 (604,7)
1091,4 (606,3]
IC94.2 (607,g)
IC96,8 {60q.3l
IC99,3 {61C,7)
iiCI,5 (_l?,C)
1103,8 (613,2)
1105,g (614,4}
II£7,0 (615,4)
1!09,7 (6_6,5)
1111.5 (617,5}
II13,I (61_,41
1114.7 (e19.3!
1116.2 (620.1|
1117.5 (620,_)
1113,7 {621,5)
1119,8 (622,I)
i120,9 {622,7)
1121,7 (623,2)
1122,5 (623,6]
1123,1 (_23,9)
1123,2 (624,0}
1136.7 1631.5)
I151,7 (_39,8)
1166,7 (C48,2)
Ile1.7 (656,51
1196.7 (_64.81
i_II,5 (673,0l
122_,0 (6_1,1)
1240,3 (689,0I
1264,2 (696,8|
1267,9 (704,4)
1281.4 {711.9)
1294.9 (_19.4l
13C8,5 (727,0)
1222,5 (734.71
1336.9 1742.7)
1_51.8 (i51.CI
1367,4 1759,6)
1383.3 (768,5)
1399,5 1777.5|
1415,7 (796,5|
14_1.7 (7g5.4l
1447.4 IF04.1)
1462,9 [812,7l
1476.I (E_l.2)
!C14,1 (563,4)
101_,3 (565,7)
1022,4 (568,01
i026,4 1570,2)
1030,3 (572,4}
I034,C (574.4|
IC37.5 1576,4)
I0_0,8 (578,2)
1044,0 (580,0|
1047,1 6581,7|
1050,1 {583,4}
1053,0 (585,0)
I0_5.8 (586.6]
1058,5 (588;1)
I061,2 (58_,5|
I063.8 (591,0)
10_6,4 (592,5)
!069.1 1593.91
IC71,5 (595,5)
1C74.7 (_97.1)
1077,7 (598,7)
IC80, e (600,5l
1C_4,2 (602,4)
IC57,9 (604.4|
iC92,C (606,6)
10C6.3 (609,0)
llCl,O (611,71
1106,1 (614,5l
1111,6 (617,6)
1117,4 (620,8|
1123,6 (624,2}
II]0, I 1627.51
1137.1 1631.71
1144.3 (635.71
1152,C (640,0}
II_0,I (_44,5)
1168,5 (649.1)
1177,2 (654,0)
11_6.3 (659,1)
!195,8 (664.3|
1205,6 (669,8)
1215,8 1875,5)
1226,4 (681.3}
1237.3 (687,4)
12_8,6 (693,7)
1260,2 1700,I)
1272,2 (7C6,8)
Continued
Concluded
TC 4
OR (OK)
867.4 1481.5)
870,8 (483.0)
874,3 (485,7|
877.7 (457,6)
881,2 (489,6)
804,7 (491,5|
888.2 {493.E)
891,8 (495.4)
595.3 1497.4)
599,0 (499,_)
9C2,6 (501._)
906.3 (503.E)
910,I (505.6)
913.9 (507,l)
917,7 (509.9)
921,7 (512,C}
925.6 l_14.2)
929,5 (516,4)
o33.4 (_15,6}
937.4 (_20,_)
841,3 (523,C)
945.3 (_25,2)
949,2 (527.4l
953.2 1529.6)
957,2 (f31.0|
961.1 l_34.C1
g65,1 (_36,11
968,_ (538.3)
q72,6 (_40,4}
976,_ (_42,4}
_80,0 (644._l
9_3,6 (546,_|
987,2 (548,41
990,7 (_50.4)
9g4,2 1552,_}
9_7._ (_54,3)
i001,1 (_56,2)
1004.5 (558,1}
I0C7,0 1559,9)
1011,i 1561,71
1014.4 (563,6)
1017,6 (F65,3)
1020,7 (567,C|
102_.7 (568,7|
1026,7 (570.41
1029,9 (572.2)
1033.1 (574,C)
I0_6.5 (575._)
I039,q {577.7)
1043.4 1579.7)
1047,2 (561,_)
I051,0 1503,9)
1054,g (506,1)
I058,9 (_EE,3}
10o3,1 (590,61
1C67.5 (593,C)
1072.C (595,_l
I076,7 (595.2|
1081.4 (6CC,_|
1086,2 (603,5l
1091.2 16C6,2}
1096,2 (609,C)
IICI,4 (611,_I
1106.8 (614._)
1112,2 1617,_)
1117.5 (621,C)
1123,5 (624,2)
1129,3 (627.4|
1135.2 (630.7l
1141.3 (634,0)
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TABLE IV.- SMOOTHED TEMPERATURE DATA -
(b) Station 31 in. (78.74 cm), rs¥ 0 °
Time, TC
sec o R
443.C _40.5
444.C 650.4
445, (_ 661.0
446.C 6(:8. 1
447.0 681,6
448. C 697, 8
448.1 6q_.4
448.2 700.9
448.3 702.4
448.4 7C4.1
448,5 7C5.9
_8,6 707.7
448.7 709.6
448. E 711.5
448. ¢; 713.4
449.C 71%3
449.I 717.1
449.2 719.9
449. 3 _ 20. B
449. ¢, 722.7
449. 5 724.5
449.(: _Z6.5
4_9 • 7 72_. 5
441;. E _3C. 7
449. ¢. 752.8
450.C 7:'5.0
45C.I 737.2
450.2 7 3 c. 4
450.3 74 I. 7
450.4 74-:. 9
450. 5 _40. 1
450.6 748.3
450.7 _5C.5
450.8 )-=2.7
450. ¢ 754.9
451.C 757.2
451.1 .)59.5
451.2 761. I_
451.3 764. ?
451,4 .)66.8
451..= 769. 5
_51,E 776.3
451.7 77,5.2
451,8 778.2
451. c 7[_ i. 3
4F2. C 784.4
452. ] 7_7.3
452.2 790.2
452.2 7_3.0
452.4 7_5,7
452. 5 7_ e. 5
452.6 801.4
452. "; 8C4.3
452.8 8C7.3
4.=2. _ 810.4
4=3.C 8!3.6
k53.1 8!6.9
'_53.2 820.3
453.3 8_?,7
453.4 827.3
457. _= E3C.
452.6 834.4
457.7 63_.2
452.8 842.2
453, _ 846.4
_54, C ESC._,
454.1 f:5_,.8
454. 2 85_, 9
454.3 EEl. 2
454.4 867,4
(°K)
(355.8}
13_1.3)
1367.2)
1371.2)
(_7_.7)
1367.7)
(388._l
1389.4)
(_C.2)
1391.2l
(3¢;2.2)
(39_..2|
(394.2)
(3_E.3)
13c6.3)
(3c, 7.4)
(398.4)
(3q_;.4}
140C.4)
(4C!., _ )
(4C2.5l
1403._l
1404.7l
(4CE._I
(4C7.l I
1406.3)
(40S.6l
141C.8)
(412.C)
(413.3l
1414.5)
(415.1l
(416.¢_ I
(_18.2)
1419.4)
(42C.7)
1421.c,)
(423.2)
1424._)
(426.C)
(427._}
(429.01
(430.7)
l,_32.3)
(434.CI
14 3_..8)
(431.4)
1439.0)
(44C,6)
1442,1)
(4z_.6)
(445.2)
(446.E)
(,_46.9)
(450.2l
(4_2.C)
1 _,=.3.¢_ }
(4E5.7)
(457,6)
1459._)
(_:1.5)
1413.(: )
(465.7)
(4_7. £ }
(470.2)
(47_'.5}
(/,;4.¢_)
1477.21
(479.5)
(4_l.(Jl
TC 2
0 R ,,l,,,
_41.7
549.9
667,5
678,5
693.5
6_5.2
6_6.8
6_8.3
6_;9,8
701.3
7C2.8
704,3
7C5.9
707.4
7¢q.I
710.7
712.4
714.: )
716,0
717,8
719._
721.7
723.8
725.8
728.0
720.1
732.3
734.5
736,6
738.7
740.9
743. I
745.3
747.5
749.7
752.0
7.=4,3
756.6
758.9
761.3
763.7
7_6.1
768.6
771,1
7"/3,6
776,1
778.7
781.3
783.9
7E6,4
789.C
791.6
7_4.2
7_6,9
709.%
802.4
e05.3
EC8.3
831.3
814.4
_17.7
821,0
824,4
527.9
_31.4
_35.1
838.8
_z2.5
846,3
(°K)
1_56.51
(361.1)
1365.8)
1370.8)
(376.9)
(385.31
(386.2)
(387.1)
(387.9)
(388.8)
(289._l
1390.4)
(391.3)
(3g2,2)
(293.0)
(_93.9)
(394.8l
(295.8)
1396.8l
(3_7.8)
1_q8.8)
(3q_._)
(401.0)
1402.1)
1403.2l
(404.4l
(405.6)
(4C6.8)
(408,0)
(4C_.2)
(410.4}
(_II.6)
1412.8)
(414.1)
(415.3)
(416.5l
1417.8)
(419.0)
(420.9)
(_21.6)
1422._)
(424.3|
(425.6)
(437.0)
(428.4l
1429,8)
(431.2)
(432.6)
(434.CI
(435.5)
(436._)
(438._l
(439.81
(44L,2)
(442.7)
(444,2|
6445.8|
(447.4)
(449.C)
(450.71
1452.5)
(4_4.3)
(456.1)
1456.0)
(459._)
(461.9)
(463._)
(466,01
(468.1l
(_70,1)
TC 3
OR (°K)
135.7 (353.2|
643.1 1357.3)
650.5 (361.4)
658.0 1365.5)
667. E 1370.9)
678.0 (376.7)
679.1 (377.3)
68C.3 1378.0l
681.6 (378.7)
682._ (379.41
684.3 (380.1)
685.7 (380.9)
6E7.2 (381.8)
688.7 (382.6)
6_0.3 (383.5l
692.0 (384.4)
6_3.6 (385.9)
605.3 (386.3)
6_7.1 (387.3)
6_8.8 1388.2)
7C0.6 (389.2)
702.3 (3_0.2l
704.1 (391.2)
7C5._ (392.1)
7C7.6 (393.11
70g.3 (394.1)
711.1 (395.01
712.8 (396.0l
714.5 (397.0)
716.2 (3_7.9)
717.q (3_8.8)
7!9.6 (39a.8)
721.3 (400.7)
773.1 (401.7)
724._ (402.7)
726,7 (403.7|
7?8.5 1404.7l
730.4 (4C5.8)
732.3 (406.8)
734,2 (407.9)
736.2 (409.0)
738.1 (410.11
740.1 (411.2!
742.2 (412.3)
744.3 1413.5)
7_6.3 (414.6)
748,4 (415,8)
750,6 (417.0)
752.8 1418.2)
755.0 1419.4l
757.2 (420.7)
759.4 (421.9)
761.6 (423.1)
763.8 (424.3)
7_6,C (_25.6)
7_8.3 (428.8)
770.5 (428.1|
772.8 (429.3)
775,2 1430.7)
777.7 (432,0)
780,1 (433.4)
782,6 (434,8|
765.2 (436.2)
787.8 (437.7)
790.4 (439.I)
793.1 (440,_)
7_.8 (442.11
798.5 (443.6)
801.3 (445.2)
804.2 (446;8)
COntinued
TC 4
oR ('OK)
629.6 (349.81
635.7 (353.2l
642.4 (356._)
648.6 1360.3)
655.7 1364.3)
665.8 (369._)
667,0 (370.(l
668.2 1371.2)
669.5 (371.ql
670.7 (37Z.8)
672.C (373.3)
673.2 (374.Cl
674.5 1374.7l
675.7 (375.4)
676,q (376.1l
678.2 1376.8|
679,_ (377.4l
68C.5 (378.C)
681.7 1378,71
682.9 1379.4)
684.1 (380.£)
685,3 (380.7)
686,5 (381.4l
687.7 (382.0l
688._ (382.7)
69C,2 (383.41
69L,4 1384.1}
6_2.7 138_.E)
694.0 (385.E)
695,4 (386.3)
696.8 (387.1)
698,3 (387,9l
699,8 (388,E)
701.4 (389.61
703.C (390.6)
704,7 (391.E)
706.4 (392.5l
7C_,I 13_3.4)
709.9 (394.4}
711.7 (3g5.4)
713.4 1396.4)
715.2 (397.4|
717.1 (?98.4)
7!8.9 (399.41
72C.8 (40C.E)
722.7 l_01.5)
724.6 (402.5)
726.4 (4C3._)
728.3 1404.E)
730.2 (405.7}
732,1 (406..))
733,9 (407.7)
7.35.8 (4oe.e)
737.6 (4C_.E)
739.4 (410.81
741.2 1411.8|
743.0 (412.8|
744.9 1413.E)
746.7 (_14.q)
748.7 1415._)
750.7 1417.C)
752.7 (418.1)
754.6 1419.2)
756,7 (_20.4)
758.8 1421._)
761.C (422.8)
763.2 (424.01
765.4 (425.2)
767.7 (426,5)
77C.1 (427.8)
36
Time,
SOO
454.5
454.6
454.7
454.8
454. c;
455. C
45_. 2
455.2
455.3
455.4
455.5
455,6
455.
455.8
455. ¢
456.C
456, 1
455, 2
456.3
456.4
4':;6, 5
456, t
456.7
456.8
456, ¢
457,C
457. I
457.2
457.3
457.4
457, 5
457. E
457.7
457.8
45 7. c
458. C
45R. I
458.2
458,3
458.4
458, =
45_,6
45_.
458.6
4F8. c
45c. C
459.1
45_, ;
459, _.
459._
459, r
459. E
450, 7
4=9,8
459. c
460.C
460. I
460, 2
46C. _.
460, 4
460,5
450 • 6
460.7
460, 8
460. ¢
461.C
46!, I
461. 2
461,3
461.I
TABLE IV.-
(b) Station
TC 1
SMOOTHED
OR (OK)
871.7 (484.3)
876.0 (486.7)
880,3 (489,1)
884.6 (491.5)
889.0 (493._1
893.5 1496.41
897.9 (4_8.8)
9C2.2 15C1,2)
906,3 (503.51
91C.3 (505.7)
914.4 (5C8,C)
919.3 (51C.2)
922.1 1_12,3}
_25,8 1_I_.3)
920,4 (516.3}
933.0 (E18,3)
9_6.5 (52C,3)
_4C.0 (_22.2)
943.5 (624,2)
947.0 (52E,1)
_5C, 4 (_2_.C)
9_3.8 1_29._1
$57.2 (_31,E)
960.4 (_33,_)
_63,3 (535.2)
_66.0 (5_6,6(
968.? (537,9)
97C.2 {539.C)
971,6 (_.E)
972. q (54C,41
_77,7 (54C._)
974.1 (541.21
_74.5 15ti.4)
974,7 (_Zl,5)
_75,0 (541.7}
9_5,6 (_z2*C)
_76,6 45¢2.51
_77.8 {547,2)
97_.3 (_4A,C)
_80.9 (_45.¢)
985.0 (547,2)
9_9.1 (_5_.C}
1025.0 (_6g.4)
i051,4 (5E_.11
IC_I,6 (tCC,_)
1115,2 (_19,_)
I149.9 (t_8.E)
_192.9 (_57,_)
1212,1 (6_,4}
1237.0 (t87.2)
12_8,2 (_99.0}
127_,3 (7C_,11
129!,6 (717,6}
1304,9 (7Z4.91
I_17.7 (732.1)
13=1.9 (7_9,9)
134_.I (_49.C1
1366,4 (759,11
13_6.0 (77C,C1
I40_.0 (781,I)
1426,3 (792,4)
1447.5 (8C4,21
1470,0 (_16.61
149_,5 (8_,21
111_.2 (84C,71
I_30,7 (ESC.4I
1557,0 (865,C1
1569. I (£71,21
o R (°K)
850.0 (472,2)
853._ (_74,4)
857.7 (476.5)
861.5 (_78.E)
865.3 (_8C.7)
869.1 (482.8)
872.7 (484.8)
876.3 1486.91
879,9 1488.8)
883,5 (490.81
8E6.9 (492,7)
890.4 (494.7)
893.9 (496.61
8_7,4 (498.5)
900,8 (500,41
_C4.2 (_02.3)
907.6 (504.2)
911.I (506,2)
914.5 (_08,1)
_17.q (509,91
9_1,2 (_11.81
924.¢ (_13.61
927.6 (_15.4)
93C,7 (_17.1)
9_3.8 (_18.8)
$36,? (520.4)
• 939,7 (_22,C)
942,5 (_23.8)
9¢5,1 (_25,1)
947.7 (_26.5)
c5C.I (_27,81
q_2.3 (_29.1)
954.5 (_30.3l
956,6 (_31.41
958,5 (_32.5)
_60o3 1_33.51
962.1 (_34.51
9£3,7 (535.41
965,2 (_36._1
9_6.5 (537.C1
_67,8 (_37.71
9_9.0 (_38.31
$70,0 (538.91
973,6 (540,91
qS6.4 (553.61
1C17.0 (_65.C1
1037.6 (_76.41
IC58.2 (587.9l
IC78.7 1_c0.31
IC_8.g (610.51
1118,4 (_21.3)
i137,1 (t31,71
1154,8 (t41,6)
1171,5 (ESC.SI
1187,2 (659._1
1202,2 (667,S)
1216,8 (676,0)
12_1,2 (684.01
1245,8 (692,1l
1260,7 (700.4)
1276.0 (7C8.91
1291,7 (717.61
13C7.8 (725,5)
1324,0 (]35,6)
1340,4 1744.6)
1_56.6 (_53.71
1372,8 (762.71
13E8.7 (77!,5)
1404.5 (78C.?)
1420,2 (789.0)
31
TEMPERATURE OATA -
in. (78.74 cm), ray 0 °
TC 2 TC 3
OR (OK)
(448,4|
(450.1)
(451.8)
(453.6)
(455,3)
(457,1)
(458.8)
(460.51
(462.3)
( 464.01
t465.8)
( 467,51
(469,3)
(471,2)
(473.01
(474.8)
( 476.71
(478,5)
(480.31
(482.2)
(484,0)
(485.9)
(487.71
(489.6)
(491.4)
(493.3)
1495.11
(496,9)
(4S8,51
( 500.1 )
(501.5)
(502.q)
(5C4.2)
(5C5,41
(5Cb.6)
(507.8)
( 5C9.01
(510.3)
(511.7)
(513.2)
( 514.81
( ._16.61
(518,71
(:21,01
(523.6)
(526.5)
(529,9)
(_33,4)
( 537,31
(541,6)
(546,1)
( 550,91
(555.8)
( 560,91
( 566.2 )
(571,71
(577.3)
1583,0)
( ._e_, 51
(594,2)
(600.0)
(6C5.8)
(611,8)
( 617,91
( 624,ll I
(630,_1
(636.8)
(643,31
(650.01
(656;7)
807.2
810.2
813.3
816.4
819.6
822.7
825.8
828.9
832.1
835.2
838,4
841.6
844.8
848,1
851.4
854,7
858, C
861,3
864.6
8_7.9
871,3
874.6
877,q
8_1,2
884,6
888.0
891.2
8_4,3
8_7.3
9C0,1
902.7
9C5.2
907.5
9C9.7
911.9
914.1
916.3
918.6
921,C
923.7
926,7
929._
93_.6
937.8
942,5
947.8
_53.8
960,1
967,2
974.9
_83.o
9_I.6
1000.5
ICC9.7
IC19.2
1029.1
1039.1
1049.3
ICSg, 3
I069.5
1C79,9
1090.5
1101.3
1112.2
1123.4
1124.7
1146.3
II=8.0
1169._
1182,0
Oontinued
Concluded
TC 4
OR (OK)
772.5 (429.21
775.0 (430.e1
777.6 (432.C)
780.2 (433.4)
782.8 (434.9)
785.4 (436.3)
787.9 (437.7l
790.5 (439,1)
793.0 (440.6)
795,6 (442,0l
798.2 (443._1
800,9 1445.C)
8C3.6 (446.4)
806.3 (448.Cl
8Cq.1 (449,5)
812.0 (4_1,1(
814,8 1452,7)
817,7 (454.3)
820.7 (455.9l
823,6 (457,6)
826.7 (459.3)
829,7 (460.91
832.7 (462.61
8_5,7 (464,31
838.8 (4E6.C)
841.9 (467.7)
844.9 (469.41
848,C (471.11
85C.9 (472.71
853.7 (474.3)
856,4 (475._)
859.2 1477.3)
861.8 (478,8)
864.4 (480.?)
867,C (_81.7)
869,6 (483,]1
872.2 (484.E)
874,E (485,_1
877,0 (487,2)
879.5 (488.61
882.0 (4_0.C)
884.6 (491,_)
887.3 (493.C)
890,I (494.5)
fig3.C (496,1)
896,2 (497.9)
899.6 (499.E)
903.! (501,7)
_06,9 (503.E)
910.9 (506.1}
915,3 (5C8,5)
_19,9 (_ll.l)
9.24.8 (513,E)
930.0 (516,6(
935,3 (519.6)
940.9 (522,71
946.9 (526,(1
953,I (_29,5)
959.4 (533,0)
966,0 (536,7)
972,9 (540.5
979,9 (544.4)
987,2 (548._}
994.8 (552.6
1002,5 1557.C)
1010,6 (561_41
I018,8 1566,CI
1027,3 157C.7)
1036.C (575.6l
1045.0 (58C.6)
p
3'/
TABLE IV.- SMOOTHED
(c) Station 40 in.
Time,
eec
443. C
444. C
445. (
446. C
447. C
448. C
448.1
446.2
448.3
44P, • 4
446,
440.7
448° 8
448. c
44_. c
4_,9.1
44c_, 2
44¢,
449. 4
449. 5
449. 6
449, 7
449. 8
44 _ . c
450, C
450. 1
450.2
450.3
450, 4
450, 9
450.
450, 7
450.8
450, _
45!,C
451,1
451, 2
451.?
451,4
451,E
4Sl. 6
_51.7
451.8
_5!. c
4_2.C
452.1
452.2
452,_
452, L
452.5
4:.2, 7
452,e
4f2. c
45_.C
453.1
453,3
453,
4_3.5
453, 6
453.7
453. e
457, c
454,C
454, 1
454. _,
454, 3
_54,4
TC Z
o R
632,5
_41,4
648, 1
_55,4
667,8
662,4
664,1
_E,6
687.0
688.4
68c;, 7
691,0
693.5
694.8
6s_.2
6q7.6
69c;, 2
700.8
70_2.4
704,2
706.0
707.c
70_.8
711,8
713.@
715.9
717.0
71_.8
72!.8
7_9.7
725,5
727.3
72_. I
7 _0,
3.=2,6
754.4
7]_._
74C. 5
742.9
7%5.5
74e, i
75c,8
75_.4
75=._
75_.2
7_C. 3
7_._
764.5
711.6
75_._
_71.5
774. i
77_.q
77_o7
7P_.6
7_%3
7_ _. 1
7c_I. 0
7:_4.0
797.0
600, 2
PC3.4
_C_.6
810.1
613.6
_17. 3
82C,9
_2_,
(°K)
(351.4)
(356.31
I3EC.C)
6364.11
6371.0)
637c_.1)
(.38c.1l
(3_1.7)
(3_2.4)
(353.21
(353.97
(354.E)
(355,37
(356.0(
(356.E)
(357.67
63_8.41
(390,2)
(391,2(
(302.2l
63c, 3.37
(3c_4.4)
6395.6)
(3c. 7.7 )
(3_E.E|
(401.0}
6402.1)
(4C3,1l
(404.1)
(4C5.C|
(4C6.C|
14C7.C)
(_CE,C}
640_.1)
(_lO.2t
(411.41
(_12,_)
(41_.I}
(415,6)
(417,1)
[41E.5)
('_23.6)
(424,7)
(_25._)
(_27.2}
(425,61
(430.11
(_=1.6}
("33.E |
(43_.81
(43_._1
643_.51
6439.41
(4_1.11
(44z,.5}
6446.31
(44JB.1)
145C.C1
(452,C1
(4=_,C}
(456.01
(458,I)
TC
oR
631,9
639,6
646,8
6_3.3
664,3
677,4
678,6
679,8
681,I
682,3
653.6
654,8
656.1
657.4
668,7
6_0,9
691.3
6_2.6
694.0
_95,5
£_7,0
6_8.6
700.2
7Cl.q
703.6
705.4
7C7.1
708.9
710.6
712.5
714.4
716.4
718.3
720.3
722.4
724.4
726.4
728.4
7ZC.4
732.4
734, E
736.5
738.6
740.6
742.7
7_4.9
747.0
74q.2
751,3
753.5
7_5.8
758.0
7_0.3
712.7
7t5.1
7e7.6
770,1
772.7
775.3
777,9
76C,6
7_3.4
756.2
789.0
7_I.q
7_4.8
7_7,q
6CC.9
_03._
816,_
TEMPERATURE
(101.60 om),
2
(°K)
(_51.11
(355.4)
(359.3)
6363.CI
6369.01
(376,3)
|377,01
(377.77
(378.41
6379,1)
(379,81
6380.51
6381,37
(3BI,g)
(3q2._l
(3_3,31
(384,1)
(384.81
(385.61
6386,41
(387,2|
1388,11
(_q;,C)
6390.C)
(390.gi
(3gl.g)
6392,51
(393,E)
63_4,81
(395,81
63_6,9)
(3_8.01
(399.11
(_CC,21
(401.3)
6402.51
(403.61
(404.7)
(_05,81
(406,91
640_,11
(409,27
(_I0,31
(_iI.51
(412,6)
6413,87
(415,01
(416,_I
(417.41
6418.61
(419._)
(_21.i)
(122.41
6423,71
(425,01
(:26.4)
(427.81
642_.3)
(430.7)
(432.71
(433,71
(435,21
6436,8)
(439.9)
1441.6)
(443.3l
6444._)
(446.61
644B.3)
DATA -
ray O°
TC
°R (QK)
626.7 6348.21
632.9 (351.61
639.5 1355.3)
646.2 (359o01
654.7 (363,71
654.7 (369,3)
615.8 ( 369.91
667.0 (370.5)
668.2 6371.21
669.3 ( 371.97
67C.6 (372.51
671.6 (373.21
673.0 (373,91
674.3 (37_,,6)
675.6 (375.31
677,0 ( 376,1 )
6-_8.3 (376.8)
679.6 (377.6|
6PC. q (378.3)
682.3 (379.11
68_.7 (379.8|
685.0 (380.6)
6_6,3 (381.31
6P7.7 (382.0|
689°0 ( 382.81
690.6 (383.51
6c1.7 ( 384.31
6c5.1 (355.0|
694.4 (385,8l
655.8 (386.5)
697,2 (387.3)
6c.E. 6 6388.11
7C0.0 (388.91
701.4 (389.71
702.8 (390.5)
7C4.3 6391.31
70_.8 1392.I1
7(27.4 (393,0)
708.q (393.81
710.5 (394.71
712.1 (395,6)
717._ I 396.5|
715.5 (397.57
717.3 (398.51
719.1 (3_9.5)
720._ (400.51
722.8 (401.61
724,7 (402,61
726.6 (405.6)
728._ [404.71
730.5 (405.8)
732.5 (4C6.9)
¢7_4._ (408.1|
736.5 (409,21
77g.5 (410.3)
740.6 1411,4|
743,7 (412.67
744.8 (413.81
747. C 6415.0|
749.? (416.21
751.5 (417.51
_53.7 (418.71
756.1 (420.11
758.4 (421,4)
750.8 6422,71
763,2 (424.01
765.7 (425,41
768.3 (425.81
77C.@ (428.31
773.4 6429,7)
Continued
'lC "4
°R (°K)
622.I 1345,_l
628.5 (349,2|
634.4 1352.5)
640.5 6355.611
648,2 6360,I)
657,4 6365.21
658.3 (365.7l
659.3 (366.3)
660,3 (366.E)
661,2 1367.37
662.2 (367o_l
663,1 (368,4)
664,1 (368,g)
665.0 (36g,4l
665,g (370,Cl
666.9 (37C,5l
667.5 1371.0)
668.q 6371o61
669.8 (372oll
670._ (372.71
671.9 (373.3)
672.9 (373.8l
674.0 6374.41
675.1 6375.C)
676.2 6375.6)
677.3 (376.31
678.6 6377.01
67_.8 6377.7)
681.1 (378.4}
682.4 (37_.11
663.7 (379._)
6E5.2 (380.6l
686.6 (381,51
688.1 6382.31
65_.6 (3_3,1)
691.I (3E?._1
692.6 (384.51
6S4.2 63_5._1
6_5.7 (386.51
6_7.2 (_87.31
6_8.7 (388.2)
7CC.P (3Pq.C)
701,_ 1389,_1
7C3.3 (3_0,71
704.7 (391.51
706.2 (392.3|
707.7 (3_3,21
709.2 (3_4.C)
710,6 (394,f)
712,0 (395.(1
713.5 (30(._l
714,S 6397,21
716.4 (3_8.C|
717.9 (398._1
719.4 (399.7)
720._ (4tO,E|
722.5 (401.41
724.1 (402.31
725.7 (403.21
727.4 (404.11
729.0 (405.C)
730.7 (406.C|
732.5 1407.C|
734.3 I4CS.CI
736.1 (4C9.C)
738.C 6410,07
73g.q (411'11
741.9 (_12,21
744.0 (413,3)
746.C (414.4|
38
TABLE iV.- SMOOTHED
(c) Station 40 in.
i
Time, TC 1
sec
454. =-
454.6
454.7
454. E
454.9
455. ¢
455.1
455.2
455.3
455.4
455.=-
455.6
455.7
455.8
455. c
456. C
456. 1
458.2
456.3
456.4
456. E
456.6
456°7
4F6. c
487. C
457. I
457.2
457, 3
457.4
457.
A57. (
457.7
457. E
457, c
458. C
458.1
458.2
45_. 3
458.4
458.5
458. 6
458.7
452.8
45P. c
459, C
45c_. l
459. 2
459.3
45_.4
459. =-
459, 6
459,7
459. E
459. c,
460, C
460, 1
460, 2.
460, 3
460.4
460.5
460, 6
460, T
460. 8
460, 9
461,0
461,1
481,2
461,3
461,4
TEMPERATURE DATA - Continued
(101.60 cm), ray 0 °. Concluded
TC 2 TC 3 TC 4
°R (°K) °R (°K) OR (°K) OR (°K)
829.4
832.3
836.1
840.0
843.8
8/*7.5
951.3
854.9
85P.3
861,7
8_5,0
868,/*
971.6
674,7
877.5
880.2
E83.0
8_5.7
E_P,_ r
EGI.2
294,1
ec7,3
900.5
903.9
9C7.2
910.4
_I?.4
5!6.1
_18,4
920.1
921.3
c72. 5
9_3,7
c__=-.4
977,5
c30,4
934.0
938.2
_42,q
949. 2
954.0
561. 1
99%5
1031.9
1071.9
1113,2
11=.4.2
1193,1
1_28.6
1260.6
1289, 5
131=-.9
1339.7
1360,9
138C.0
13c8.3
",'{17.4
1438,0
1460, 0
1483,!
1506, 5
I82_,2
1550.3
I=-68, 7
I=-83,8
15_5.7
16C6,4
1619.0
163=-. 5
168=-,2
(460.2)
(462.4)
(464.E)
l_66.61
1468.E)
I/*7C._I
(47_.C)
(4_4.9)
1476._)
(478._)
(480.6)
(482./*)
(4E4.21
(485,_)
(487.E)
(499.0)
(4_0.()
(492.1)
(4_3.61
(4_6,_)
(tCC.3)
(502.I)
(=-04.C)
(SC=-.E)
(=-C_,4I
(=-Cq.C)
(EIC.E)
(=-II.1)
(_11,E)
(E12.=-)
(=-12,_)
l=-l_,l)
1=-1=-._)
(516,_)
(=-18.9)
(SEI,EI
(823.El
(E76.8)
(=-_O.C)
(834.C)
(_52,CI
(=-73,31
( =-_E,=- I
(618.4)
(6_1.2)
(662.E)
(70C.3)
(716.4)
(7_1.1)
(744.3)
(_56.C)
()76.E)
(767.4)
(7S8._l
(611,1)
(833.S)
(836,9)
(861,_|
(E_t,E|
(879.9)
(886.E)
(8_2.41
(_C8.6)
(_19.61
810.0
813.1
816.2
819.2
822.3
825.4
928.5
8_1.5
934,5
837,5
840,6
_43,6
846,7
849,7
852,7
955.8
959.0
862,1
865.2
868,3
_71,3
974,2
877,1
879,q
882,7
895,5
888,2
890.9
853,6
8_6.2
8_8,9
901.8
9C/*.7
q07.6
910.6
913.6
916.6
919.6
922,7
925.8
_28.q
9_2.0
935.2
942,6
_73,0
qc9.6
1026.1
10=-2.3
I077.9
1102,6
1126.2
I14_.4
116_,3
lIBg.l
12(8,e
1226./*
1244.6
1262.9
12_1,I
12_9.2
1317.2
1334.7
I_1.6
1267.7
1382,1
1397.7
1411.8
1425.7
1429.5
14=-3.3
(_50.0)
(451.7!
(_=-3./*}
(455.1)
(456.9)
(458,6)
(460.3)
(_61._)
(463,6)
(465,3)
(667,0)
(468,7)
(470,4)
(472,0}
(_73.7)
(_75.5)
(477.2)
(47_.0)
(_80.7)
(482.4)
(484.0)
(485,7}
(487,3)
(488,9)
(4_C./*)
(_91.9)
(493.4)
(494.9|
(_96,4}
(497._)
(L_9.4)
(501.C)
(EC2.6)
(504.2l
(505.9)
(5C7,5}
(509.2)
IElO.q)
(812.6)
(_14.3)
(516.1}
(517.8)
(EIq.6)
(_23,71
(84C.6)
(=-55,3)
(=-70.0)
(=-84,6)
(!98.8)
((12,6)
((25.71
(638.01
(649,6}
(660.6)
(671.1)
(681,3)
(691.5)
(701.6)
(_11.7l
(_21.8)
(731.8)
(741,5)
(_50,_)
(759.8)
(_68,4)
(776.5)
(784.4)
(792.1)
(799.7l
(EC7.4)
776.C
778.6
781.2
783.7
786.2
799.0
7ql.5
79/*.I
7_6,5
7_9.0
8CI,5
804,1
806,8
809.5
812.2
815.1
818.1
821.1
824,3
827,4
830,6
933,9
837,2
8&0,4
843.5
8_6,6
849,5
952,3
2_5.C
857,/*
E=-9.6
861.6
863.4
_65.2
866,9
268.7
870,7
872._
275.E
878.3
981.8
8_6.0
890.7
8_6.3
902.4
909,7
9!7,P
926,2
925.9
_6.2
9=-7.2
968.8
_80.9
993.4
1006.3
1019.3
1032.4
1045.7
I058,4
1071.3
1084.3
1097.4
1110.7
1124.2
1137.8
1181.5
I165.4
1179.4
1193.6
12C7.q
(431.1)
(432.5l
(434.0)
(435.4)
(436.9)
(438.3)
(439.7)
(441.1)
(442.5)
(443,9)
(445.3)
(4/.8.7)
(448,2)
(4/.9,71
(451.2l
(452.81
l_5_,51
(456.21
(457.9)
(459,7)
(461.5)
(463,3)
(_65.1)
(46_.9)
(468,6)
(470.3)
(472.0)
(473.5}
(475.0l
(475.3)
(477.6)
(478.7l
(479,7)
(480,6|
(481,6)
(482,6)
(483o7l
(484.91
(486,4)
(488.0)
(489,9)
(492.2)
(4q4.9l
(497,91
(501._|
(505./*|
(=-09.9)
(E14,6)
(519.9)
(525.7)
(=-31.8)
(538.2)
(545.0|
(5=-1,9)
(559,0}
(566.3)
(573.5)
(580,91
(588.0)
15_5.1)
(6C2.4)
(609.7)
(617.1)
(624.5)
(632.1)
(639.71
(647.4)
(655.21
(663.1)
(671.0l
748.1 (415,6)
750.2 (416.8)
752.4 (418,01
754.6 (419.2)
756,9 (420,=-)
759,1 (421.7)
761.5 (423.0)
763,8 (424.4)
766,2 (425.7)
768,6 (427,C)
771.1 (428.4)
773.e (429.E)
776.2 (431.21
778,8 (432,6)
781,4 (4_4,1)
784.C (435.6)
786.7 (a37.1)
789.5 (438.6)
7_2.3 (4_0.2)
79=-,2 (441,8)
798,0 (443,2)
80C,8 (444,9)
803°7 (446,5|
8C6,6 (448,1)
809°4 (4/.9.7)
812,2 (451.2)
814,_ (_E2.7)
817,6 (/*54,2)
_20.3 (455._)
822.9 (_57.1)
825.2 (458.=-)
827.6 (4=-q.8)
829,0 (461.0)
832,1 (a62.3)
834.3 (463.=-)
836,5 (464.7)
838.6 (465._)
840,8 (467.11
843,! (468,4)
845,4 (46_,6)
847,6 (_TC,q}
850.1 (472.3)
852.8 (_73.8)
855,6 (475.4)
858,_ (477.1|
862,1 (478.9)
865,7 (481.C)
869,7 (483.2)
874.0 (465.6)
878,7 (488,2)
883.7 (4gl.C)
8.89.1 (494,C)
895,0 (/.97,2)
901,2 (50C.7)
907,8 (504,4)
914._ (508.3)
422.2 (=-12.2)
929.9 (516.6)
937,8 (521.C}
946.1 (=-25.6)
954.7 (_20,4l
963,6 (=-2E.4)
972,Q (540.5l
982.6 (5/.5._)
992.6 (551.4)
I002,9 (557.21
1013.6 (563.1)
1024.6 (56_.2)
1035.9 (87=-.=-I
1047,6 (582.C)
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SMOOTHED TEMPERATURE DATA -
(d) Station 52 in. (132.08 cm), ray 0 °
Time, TC 2
sec o R (OK) o R .... (OK)
443.0
444. C
445. ¢
448. C
447.0
448.0
448. I
448.2
448.3
448.4
448.5
448.6
448.7
44_. 8
448.g
449. C
449.1
449.2
449. 3
44 ° .4
44_. 5
449. £
44q.7
449.e
44_._
45G.C
450.1
450.2
450.2
450.4
TABLE IV.-
TC 1
622.7 1345.<;)
631.7 (351.C)
638.1 (354,5)
£43.6 (357,5)
654.1 (3_3,4)
666.3 (370.2)
667.8 (371.C)
668.3 (371.E)
67C.8 (B72.7)
£72.2 (373.5)
£73.5 (314.2)
674.6 (3i4.E)
675.8 (375.4)
677.0 (37£.1}
b78.2 (3]E.6)
679.5 (377.5)
6aC.8 (376.2)
682.1 (379.01
_3.6 (37_,6)
665.2 (38C.7)
6=6.7 1381._)
669.2 (362.4)
63_.7 (3P3.2)
6_1.2 (_4.0)
692.8 (364,<;)
£_4.5 i_EE.E)
6_6.I (35_.7}
6S7.7 (3_7.E)
6g_.1 (3F8.4|
70C.6 (359.2)
624.4 (346.9)
631.4 (350.8l
637.5 (354.2)
643.5 (_57,5)
£51.6 (3_2.C)
661.9 (367.7)
683.2 (]68.4)
664.4 (36<;.1)
6_5.7 (369.9l
667.1 (37C.6)
668.5 (_71.4)
6£9.8 (_72.1)
671.1 (372.8)
672.5 (_73.6)
£73.8 (374.4)
675.2 (_75.1)
676.5 (375.8l
677,8 (_76.6l
679.1 (_77.3)
68C.5 (_78.C)
681.9 i378.8)
683.3 (_79.6)
_64.7 (_80.4)
686.1 (_81.2)
687.5 (_82.C)
689.0 (782.8)
6qC.5 (_83.6)
6g1.9 (_84.41
Eq3.3 (385.2)
£<;4.7 (_5.<;l
450.5
450.6
450.7
450.8
450.<;
451.C
45!. 1
451.2
451.?
451.4
4_.I.5
251.£
451.7
451.8
4_I.<;
452.0
452. I
4_2.2
452.3
482,4
457. 5
452.6
452.7
452, 8
452. c
4_.C
453.1
483.2
453.3
453.4
453.5
453.8
45_. 7
453.8
453. <;
454. C
454.1
4_4.2
454. 3
454.4
7C2.1
7C3,6
7C5.1
7C6.6
7CB.3
7C9. C
711.6
71_.4
715.3
717.2
719.1
7_I.0
723.1
72_.2
727.4
729,7
7_1.9
734.1
73¢,3
738.5
74C.6
742.7
744.8
747.0
749.4
7=i,9
754.6
757.3
752._
7£ 5. I
767.7
770.?
772.7
775.4
778.2
7_i.3
784.4
7P7.7
7_i.0
(39C.I)
(39C._)
(391.7)
(_92.6)
(397.5)
(394.4)
(BqS.4)
(3&£.3)
(3_7.4)
(398.4#
(3_.5)
(4CC.6)
1401.7)
(4C2.q)
(4C4.1l
(4CE.4)
(4C6.EI
14(7.<;I
(4C_.1)
(41C.3l
(411.5)
(412.£)
(413.8(
I_IE.C)
(41_.2l
(417.7)
(41<;.;)
1420.7l
(4_2.2)
(423.6)
(425.Cl
14_6.E)
(427._)
(429.3)
(430.8)
(4_2.4)
(434.6)
1435.8)
(4_._)
(439,51
6<;6.1 (386.7)
697.5 (387.5)
6_8.9 (_88,3l
" 7C0.4 (389.1)
7C1.8 (389.9)
7C3.3 (390.7)
7C4.8 (391.5)
7C8.3 1392.4)
7(7.8 (393.2)
76_.4 (_94.11
711.C (_95.0)
712.7 (2<;6.0)
714.5 (_96.9)
716.3 (3_7,9)
718.1 (2<;9.0)
720.1 (400.0)
722.1 (401.1)
724.0 1402.2)
726.0 (403.4)
728.0 (404.51
730.0 (405.6l
7_2.1 (4C6.7)
734.1 (407.8l
736.1 (408.9)
738.1 (410.1!
74C.2 (411.21
7¢2.4 (412.4)
744.5 1413.6l
_46.8 (4_4.91
749.C (416.11
751.4 (417,4)
753°8 (418.8)
756,3 (420.I)
758.8 (421.6)
761.4 (423.0J
764.1 (424.51
_66.<; (426.01
769,8 (427.61
772,7 1429.31
775.6 (430.91
Continued
TC TC 4
o R OR (OK)
3
I(°K)
(343.7)
(346.71
(350.3)
(352.81
( 357.01
(362.6)
(363.21
( 363.71
( 364.31
( 364.8 I
( 365.41
(366.01
(366.5)
(367.11
(367.71
(368.3)
(368.91
( 369.61
( 370.21
(370.81
I 371.41
(372.01
( 372.71
( 373.3 )
(373.91
[374.51
(375.11
( 375.71
{ 376.31
( 376.91
(377.51
(378.21
I 378.91
( _79.61
( 380.31
(381.01
(381.81
( 3_=2.71
(363.51
(_84.31
(385.21
(386.11
[ 387.01
(388.01
(388.91
(_89.81
{390.81
( 3<;1.71
{ 3<;2.61
( 393.5l
{ 394.41
(3q5.31
( 396.2l
(397.11
( ]g8.01
( 398.91
(399.9)
( 4C0.8 )
(401.81
I 4C2.8}
(4C3.81
1404.81
I 4C5.91
(4C7.01
( 4C8.1 I
(409._I
(410.51
(411.81
(413.11
( 414.41
618.6
624.1
530.5
635.0
642.5
552.7
653.7
_54.7
655.7
656.7
657.7
E58.7
£59.8
660.8
861.9
663.0
664.1
665,2
666.3
667.4
668.6
669.7
670. 8
671.9
673.0
674.1
675.1
676.2
677.3
678.4
679,5
68C.7
681.S
683.2
884.5
685. c
687.3
688-8
690.3
691.8
6<;3.4
6<;5.0
6S6.8
698,3
7C0.0
701.7
703.4
705.C
7C6.7
708.3
7C9.9
711.6
713.2
714.6
716.4
718.1
_19.7
721.5
723.2
725. C
726.8
728.6
73C.£
732.£
734.6
736 • 7
739. C
741.2
743.6
746. C
615.8 (342.11
620.9 (344.<;)
626.8 1348.21
631.4 (350.81
637.7 (354.3l
646.1 1359.C)
646.9 (359.41
647.7 (359.91
b48.5 (360.31
649.3 (36C.7l
650.0 (361.11
o50.7 (361.51
651.5 (361.q1
652.2 (362.41
653.0 (362.e1
653.8 (363.21
654.6 (363.7)
655.4 (364,11
656.3 (364.61
657.2 (365.11
658.1 1365._1
659.1 (366.21
660.1 (366.71
661.1 (367.31
662.2 1367.9|
663.4 (368.51
664.5 (369.21
665.7 l(369.81
667.0 (370.51
608.2 (371.21
668.4 (371.<;1
670.7 {_72.£1
672,0 (373.31
673.3 (374.11
674.6 1374.81
675.<; (375._)
677.2 (376,21
678.5 (376.91
679.8 (377.71
681.1 (378.41
682.4 (379.11
683.7 {379.81
685.0 1380.61
686.3 (381.31
687.6 (382.01
688.<; (382.71
69C.2 (383.5)
6<;1.6 (384.21
693.C (385.C1
694.4 (385.81
695.9 (386._1
697.3 [387.41
6<;8.8 (388.21
700.3 (389.01
701.7 (389.81
7C3.1 (390.61
706.5 1391.41
786.C (392.21
707,5 (393.C1
7C8.9 (393.91
71C_4 (394.7)
711.9 (395.5)
713.4 (396.31
714.9 1397.21
716.5 (398.11
718.2 (399.C)
719.8 [399.91
721.6 (400.<;1
723.4 (401,<;1
725.2 (402.91
4O
TABLE IV.- SMOOTHED TEMPERATURE DATA - Continued
(d) Station 52 in. (132.08 cB), ray 0 °. Concluded
454, 5
454,6
454,7
454.8
454,9
455,C
455, 1
455, 2
455.3
455,4
455.5
455.6
455,7
455.8
455, (_
_56.c
456, 1
456,2
456.3
456,4
456. 5
45b.6
456.7
456.8
456.g
457,0
457, 1
457,2
457, ._
457.4
457.5
457,b
457.7
457.8
Q57,9
458, C
458,1
458.2
458.3
458.4
458.-`
458.6
458.
458.8
458.(_
459. C
459. I
459.2
45_; • 3
459.4
459. -`
459.6
459, 7
459.E
459. c,
46C.C
460.1
460.2
400.3
460.4
460.5
460.6
460.T
46C. 8
460.g
461,C
461.1
461.2
461.3
461.4
TC 1
o R (OK)
794,4
797.7
801,0
8C4,2
807,4
81C, 5
813,5
816.5
81(;. 6
822.6
825.5
828, 5
831.3
833.9
836.4
838,7
84C.9
843.0
8_-`. 2
847.5
850.0
E-`_.O
856.3
E-`q. 6
663,1
866.3
869.6
872.7
87-`. 9
879.2
882, 8
887,2
8SI.9
897.0
903.8
911,6
919.9
92g.0
$38.9
g49.5
(60.9
977.5
1020.4
1C64.8
1109,5
11.'5.3
1194,9
1233.5
126%2
1302.6
1334.6
1365.4
1394.8
1422.0
1446.8
1669,7
1491.2
!512.0
I:_3.1
155-`.0
1577, 6
1599.1
1(:i7.8
1832.6
1643.8
16-`3.1
1662.8
1674.8
168q.4
1705.4
(441.3)
(443.2}
1445.Cl
(446.8)
1448.5)
(450.3)
(4!2,C1
14!3,61
1455,3)
1457,Cl
(458,6)
146C,3)
1461,8)
14_3.3}
(_(4.6)
(4EE.CI
1467._)
1468.3)
(46_.6)
(470,8)
(472,2)
14_3.9)
(475.7)
{47_,6)
(479.5}
(481,3l
(46_,1)
(484,8)
(4EE,+l
148E.41
(4_C,4)
(492.9}
(49-`,-`)
149E,3)
(-`C2,1)
(5C6.5)
1511,1)
1516,1)
(-`21,6}
(527,5}
(-`33,8)
15_3.1)
(566.g)
(591,_)
1_16,4l
(64(.7)
(6_3,8)
(EE-`.3)
17C-`.1)
(72_,7)
17_1,5l
(758,6)
(7_4.9)
(79C,C)
(EC_,S)
1816,5)
1828,4)
1840.0)
(8_1,7)
(863.91
(676.4)
(888._)
(898.8)
(_C7.C)
(g13,21
1918,4)
(923,8)
193C,5)
(_38.-`)
(947.5)
TC 2
0 R i . (OK)
778,6 (432,5)
781,5 (434,2l
784,5 1435,8)
787.4 (437,5)
79C,3 (439.1)
793,2 (440.7)
7_6,1 (442,3)
7_8.9 (443.81
801.6 (445,3)
8C4.3 (446,8)
8C6,9 (448,3)
8(9,6 (449,8)
812,2 1451,2)
814,7 (452,El
817.3 1454.0)
819,8 (455,4)
822.3 (4fi6.8l
824,8 (458,2)
827.2 (459.6)
829,6 (46C,9)
832.0 (462.2l
834.5 (_63.61
837.0 (465.0)
839.6 (466.5)
8_2.3 (467,_)
845,1 (469.5)
848,1 (471,2)
8-`1,3 1472,9)
854.6 (474.8)
658.1 (476.7)
862,1 (478,9)
666.4 (481,3)
870,_ (483.8)
8_5.5 (486.4l
88C,5 (489,1)
865.6 (492.0)
891.c 1495.cl
896.5 (_98.1)
902.3 (5Cl,3(
9C8.3 1504.6l
914.5 (508.1)
9_I.0 (_11,6)
930.3 (E16,8)
960,1 (533.4)
99C,5 (-`50,3l
I019.6 (E66.4)
IC48.0 (-`82.2)
1075,8 (-`97,6)
11C2.5 1612._)
1128,7 (627,1}
1154.2 (641,2)
1178,9 (654,9)
1202.9 (668.3)
1225,9 (681,1)
1248.0 (693.3)
1269.7 (705.4l
1290.-` 1716._)
1310,9 (728._)
1330,5 (739,2)
1349.7 (_4g.8)
1368.4 (760.2l
1366.5 (_7C,3)
1404.0 (780.0)
1420,9 (789.4)
1437,2 (798,5l
14E3.0 (807.2)
1468,2 (815.7)
1482.8 (823,8)
1496.8 1831,5)
1510,2 (839,0)
TC 3
OR (OK)
7484 (415.8,
750.8 14171,7-`3.3 (4185,
755.7 ,4199,
.82 (4212(7 o7 (4226)
7e3.1 142_,0)
765.6 (425,3)
768,1 (426,_)
770,5 1428,1l
772,_ (429,4)
775,4 (430,8)
777.8 (432,1)
780,3 (433,5)
782.7 (434.8)
785,0 (436.1)
787.4 (437,4)
789.8 (438.8)
792.3 (440.1)
794.7 1441.5)
797.1 (442.8)
799.5 (444,2)
8Ch9 (445.5)
804.4 (446.9)
8C6.8 1448,2)
8C9.3 (449.6)
811.8 (451,0)
814,3 (452,4)
816.9 1453.8l
819,5 (455.3)
822.2 (456.8)
825,1 1458,4)
828,1 (460.0|
831.2 (461.8)
834.3 (463.5l
837.5 1465.3)
840,8 1467.1)
844.2 (469.0)
847.b (470.9l
851,2 (472.9)
654.8 (474.9)
858.4 (476,9)
862.2 1479.0)
869.0 (482.8)
881.8 (489.9)
8R2.8 (496.0)
9C3.3 (501,8)
914.2 (5C7,9)
925.6 1514,2)
937.6 (520.9)
950.4 (528.01
964.0 (535,5)
978,1 (543.4)
992.7 (551.5)
10C7.5 (559.7l
1022.3 (568.0l
1037,0 (576,1)
1051.5 1584,2)
1065.7 (592,1)
107_,7 (-`_9.8)
IC93.5 (6C7,5)
1107,1 (615,1)
1120,7 (_22,6)
1134.4 (630.21
11_8,1 1637,8)
1161.8 (645.$)
1175,5 (653.1l
1189,1 (660,6)
1202,6 1668.1)
1216,1 1675,6)
TC 4
OR (OK)
727,1 (403,9)
729,0 (405,C)
731,t 1406,1)
733,1 (4C7,3)
735.2 1408.51
737.4 (4C_.71
739,5 (410,8)
741,7 1412,C)
743,8 1413,2)
745._ (414.4)
748,C (415,6|
750,1 1416,7)
752,2 1417._)
754,3 (419,1)
756.4 1420.2|
758,4 (421,4)
760.5 (422.5)
762,6 (423,7)
764.7 1424,8)
766.8 (426.0)
768,9 (427,2)
771,0 (_28.4)
773,1 (429.5)
775.3 1430,7)
777,5 1431.9)
779.7 (433.1)
781.9 (434.4)
784,1 (435,6)
786.4 (436.9l
788.6 (458.1)
79C.8 1439,31
793.0 (440.6)
795,2 (441.8)
797.4 1443.C)
799.7 (444.3l
8C2.0 1445.61
804.4 (446.g)
806.8 1448.2)
8C9.3 (449.6)
811.9 (451,1)
814.8 (4-`2,1)
817.9 14-`4.41
821.2 1456.2)
824.9 (458.3l
828.8 (460.-`)
833.1 1462,8)
837.9 1465.-`)
843.1 1468.4)
848.8 (471.6|
855.0 1475,C)
861.5 (478.6)
868.6 (482.-`|
876.0 (486.7)
883.9 1491.1)
892.2 (495,7)
900.9 150C*-`)
909.8 15C5.5|
919.0 (-`IC,-`)
928.4 (-`15,8)
938.2 1_21.2)
9_8.3 (-`26,E)
958,7 (-`32.6)
969.5 (-`38.6)
980,6 (-`44.8)
992.0 1551.I)
1003.8 1557.7l
1015,9 (564.4)
1028,4 (571,3)
1041,1 (578,4)
1054.2 (585,7)
41
TABLE IV.- SMOOTHED TEMPERATURE DATA - Continued
(e) Station 59.25 in. (150.50 om), ray 0 °
sec
_43.E
444. C
445. (
446. C
447. C
448.C
448. 1
448.2
448.3
448,4
448 • 5
448. (:
448, 7
448, 8
448. ¢
449, C
449. 1
449.2
4_9. 3
449, _i
443. 5
449. 6
449, 7
449. E
44G. c
450. C
450, ]
450. 2
450. _=
450.4
4=;0. 5
450. (
450. 7
450. 6
450. c
451. C
451. 1
451.2
_,51..=
451.4
4_1.5
_51.t
451.]
451._
451. c
4 S2 • C
452. I
452.2
452.2
452 • 4
452. E
452.t
452.7
452.8
452._
453. C
453.1
453.2
453.3
453,4
453.5
45_=.t
453. ?
453.8
453._
454. C
454.I
454.2
454.3
454,4
TC 1
OR
618.0
(:27.5
(:32.0
638.3
E47.9
_58.9
66C.4
e61.?
663.4
664.8
666.2
657. 5
668.9
67C.0
67C.9
671.8
(:72.6
(:7_. 5
674.4
675.6
677.0
678. 5
690, I
682.0
684.0
b86.0
667.9
699.5
691.1
(:92.6
693.7
E94. 8
6qE.O
6q7, 1
6cE.4
69q.8
701.4
703.1
7£ 4.9
7C6.8
?C8.7
71C.7
712.8
714.9
716.9
719.0
721.0
723.1
725.2
727.2
72C.1
731.1
732.9
734.9
?37.0
739.1
741.1
14_,2
745. 5
747.7
75C. I
752.6
?55.2
758.0
76C.9
?63.8
366.7
769.6
77_.4
775.3
(OK)
(3z3,3|
(348,6)
(321.1)
(324.(:)
(_SS,S)
(3(:(:,1)
136:(:,_)
(367.71
(368._}
(3(:q.3)
(370.1)
(37C,_)
(371.(:1
(372.2)
1392.7)
(37_.2)
(29S.7l
6214.1)
1_4.7)
(3_5,?l
(37_,1l
(377,S)
(_7_._l
(3_C.C)
(381.I)
13_2.])
(383.S)
(_84.f)
(385.4)
(36_.Cl
(_86.(:}
1388.C)
(388.E)
(38g.7l
(3go.(:)
(291._l
(332.7|
(234.S)
(3_E.C)
(397.2)
(_98.3)
(33g.4)
(4C0.(:)
(_01,7)
(_02._)
(4C4.Cl
(4C5,1)
(40(:.I)
(4C?.2)
(4CE._I
(4CS.4)
(41C._1
(_11.7)
(412._)
6414.1|
(ZlE.4)
(416,7l
641_.1)
(41S,(:)
(421.1)
(422.7l
(424.3)
(42_.C)
(427.(:l
(4_q.l)
TC 2
o R
621,3
(:27,2
632,7
(:37,7
(:46.4
#.56,9
65B.0
(:59,2
660.3
66:I.5
(:(:2.7
(:(:3.9
(:65.1
6(:6.4
667.6
(:E8.g
670.2
(:71.5
672.8
(:74.0
675.3
676.5
(:77,8
67g.0
680,1
681.3
6P2.5
683.6
E84.e
6E6.C
687.2
6P8.4
689.6
(:90. g
(:92.2
893.5
6c,4.S
636.4
698,0
(:S¢;.6
701,2
7C2.g
704.6
70(:.4
7C8.2
710.0
711,8
713.6
715,4
717.2
719.1
?2C.q
722.8
724.8
726.7
728.6
730,5
722.5
734.6
736.7
738.9
7_1.2
7_3.5
746.C
748.5
721.0
723.6
756.2
958.9
?(:I.6
(°K)
(345.2l
(_48,4)
(3_1.5)
(_54.3)
(359.1)
(_64.9)
(_65.6l
(_66.2)
(366.8]
(367.5)
(368,2)
(368.8}
(36g.5)
1370.2)
(370.9)
(371.6)
(272.3)
(]7_.0)
(373.8l
|374.51
(_75.1)
(375,8)
(_77,2)
(377,gl
(278.5)
(37g.1)
(373.8l
(_80,4)
(_81.I)
(381._)
(_2.4|
(38_.i)
(383.8)
(_94.5l
(385.3)
(386.1l
(_86.q)
(_87.8)
(388.71
(_8g.6)
(3g0.5)
(391.E)
(392.4|
(_g3.4)
(]94.4)
(_95,4)
(_96.4l
(397.5l
(_se.5|
1299.5)
(4CC.5]
(401,6)
(402.(:)
(_03,7)
(404.8)
(405.Sl
(_CT.Cl
(408.1)
14Cg.3)
(_10.5l
(411.8)
(_13.1)
(414,4)
(415.fl)
(417.2)
6418.9)
(_20.I)
(421.6)
(423.1)
TC 3
OR (OK)
216:.1 6342.3J
621.0 (345.0)
622.1 (347.8)
(:31.2 (350,7)
637.8 (354.3l
(:46.6 (359.3)
(:47.7 (359,g)
(:48.7 (360.4}
(:49.7 (360.9)
(:50.6 (361.5)
E51.6 [362,0l
652.5 (362.5)
(:53.4 (363.0l
(:54,3 (363.5)
(:55.2 (36%.0}
65(:.2 (364,5]
657.1 (_65.1}
(:58.1 (_65,6l
559.0 (366.1l
660.0 (366.7)
eel. O (367.2)
662.0 (367.81
EEB.O (368.4}
(:64.1 (368.g)
6(:5.2 (_69.6l
_(:6.3 (370,2|
667.4 (370.8)
(:f8.6 (]71.51
669.g 6372.1)
671.1 (372,8)
672.4 (373.6)
673.7 (374.3)
675.0 (_75.0l
676.3 (375.7)
677.(: (]76.4)
(:78.9 (377,2l
68C.2 (377.9|
621.5 (_78,8|
682,8 (37g.3)
684.1 (380.I)
665.5 (380.8)
6_6.8 (381.6)
688,2 (382.3)
689.5 (_83.1)
(:gO.g (383.9)
6S2,3 (_84.6}
6g_.8 (385.4)
(:c5,2 (386.2)
6S6.7 (387,1l
638,2 6387.g)
(:$9._ (388.8}
7C1,4 (389,6l
703,C (_90.5}
704,6 (Sgl.5)
7C6,3 (Sg2.4)
707,_ (393,3}
7cg.6 (394.2)
711,3 (395.1l
713.0 (_g6.1}
714.7 (397.1)
716.5 (398.I)
718.3 (39g.1)
720,2 1400,1)
722.1 (401.2)
724. C (402.2)
726.C (403.3l
728,0 (404,5l
730,1 [405.6)
732.2 (406.8)
734,4 (4C8.0i
TC 4
_R (°K)
612.4 (340.21
616.8 (_42.(:l
622.2 (345.6)
627.2 (348.5)
632.7 (351,5)
64C.5 (355._}
(:41.4 (35(:.3)
642.3 1356,_)
643.2 (357.4)
644.2 (357.S)
645,1 1358,4)
646.0 (358.S)
646.9 (35q,4l
647.8 (359.Sl
E48.8 (360._)
(:49.7 (36C._)
650.5 (3(:1.4)
651.4 (36:1,9)
6_2.2 (3(:2._|
653.0 (362._)
653.8 (3_.2)
654.(: (363,1)
655.4 (364.1)
656.2 (3(:4.(:)
657.0 (365,0l
657.8 (365.E)
658,(: (3(:5,_)
659.4 1366.3)
660._ (3(:6.E)
661,2 (367.?)
662.2 (36:7._l
663.1 [368._}
664.1 (36g.0)
665.2 (_29,51
666.3 (370.1)
667.4 (370,E)
668.6 (371,_|
669.9 (372.2}
671.2 1372.g)
672.7 (373.7)
674.2 (374,5)
675.0 (375._|
677.0 (37(:.1}
678.4 (376._)
679.8 (377,7}
681.3 (_78.5l
682.7 (37g.3)
684,1 1380,1|
685.5 (380.E!
686.9 (381.(:)
688.3 (382.4)
689.7 (38_.2)
6gl,O (383.S)
6g2.4 (384.7)
693,6 (385._}
6S5.1 (386,2)
696.5 (386.gl
697.8 4_87.6)
699.0 (388.4)
70C.4 (389.1)
701.7 (38_.El
703.1 (390._|
7C4.4 (391.4)
705.g (_g2,2l
7C7.4 (393.Cl
708.g (393.E)
710.4 (394.9)
711.9 (_95._)
713,5 (3_6,_l
715.2 (397._l
42
Time,
sec
454, 5
454, £
454, 7
4_4, E
454, c
455, C
455, 1
455,2
455,3
455.4
455, 5
455, 6
455._
455,8
455, c
456,C
456, I
45£ • 2
45_, 3
456, i,
456, c
456,6
456, 7
456, ._
&56, c
457, £
457,1
457,2
457,3
457,4
457,
457. 6
457, 7
457,@
457, q
458, C
458,1
458, 2
45_.3
45F.4
45_.5
458.6
458,
458,8
458, c
459.C
45$.I
459, 2
45c.3
455,4
459,5
459.6
455,7
459. @
455. ¢_
460.C
460. I
460. ;
460, 3
460.4
460 • 5
460, 6
460. T
46G. E
460. c
461,0
461 • |
461.2
461.3
461o4
TABLE IV.- SMOOTHED TEMPERATURE DATA -
(e) Station 59.25 in. 1150.50 cm), rav
TC I
OR (OK)
778.? (z32.4)
781.3 (434.G}
784.2 (435.6)
7_7.1 (437.3)
79C, I (436._)
793,1 (440,6)
756.0 (4_2,2}
759._ (443.8)
8Cl. E 1445,3}
804,1 (446,7)
RO_.7 (448.2)
8C%4 144_.71
@12.o 14_1.1)
814.4 (_2,5)
E16.8 l_3.6)
815.1 (_55.1l
821,5 1456.4}
824.0 (4_7,6}
826.5 (4_q.1)
82_,0 (_6C.5)
E_1.6 (462.C)
834,1 (4_3.4)
837.5 (465.3l
841,1 (467.3)
845.1 (46_,_}
E4q.6 (472.6)
860, o (478.3)
_67, g (*81.q}
874,7 (4_5,_)
881.8 (_$.8)
8_c.4 (_$_.1}
8q7.4 (48E.5)
$C5.7 (5C3.2}
914.5 (508.C)
$23.4 (_13,C)
_3a.1 (521._)
qg6,0 (531.1)
574,1 (_I._}
993.5 l_2.Cl
1016.5 (5(_.7)
1045.0 (580.5)
I07C.6 (_$S._}
illq. l (t21._)
1161.0 (645,£)
1202,9 (668.3)
1243.3 (690,7)
1281.4 (711._)
1316.8 1731.5)
134g.4 1741.7}
1380.2 (_66.E)
141C. I (783.4)
143_.2 (7_5._)
1467.3 (815.1!
1493,7 (E2q._}
1518,6 (843.£)
1541,6 (856.3)
1563,2 (868.4)
1584.7 (@80,4)
16C6.2 (852.3}
I(27.2 (504.0}
1647.1 1915.1)
1665.4 ($25.2)
1681.6 (934.2)
16_5.2 ($41.E)
17C6.3 (_48.C)
1716.6 19_3.6l
1727. q (_60.GI
1742.6 ($68,1!
TC 2
o R
764.3
757.0
7_q.6
772.2
774.9
777.4
779.$
752.3
7@4.7
7_7.1
789.4
751.6
793.9
7_6.1
758.3
8C0.6
802,8
e05.1
807,5
_10.0
812.7
_15,5
@18.6
821,8
825,3
829.1
833,1
837,6
842.4
847.5
852.9
658.6
8_,5
670,7
677,1
883.9
8_0.9
8q8.2
qC5.7
915.2
q35.S
_56,7
_78.1
ICCC.E
I025.1
IC50.7
1077.2
1103.9
1130.2
1155.7
I180.2
1203.7
1226.2
1248.0
1269.4
1290.5
1311.6
1332.3
1353.0
1373.6
1393.2
1412.3
1430.6
1447.9
14_4.0
1479.0
1492.7
1505.5
1517.6
(°K)
(424.6}
(_26.1)
(427.6)
(429.0)
(_30.5l
(431.9)
(4_3.3)
(434.6)
1436.0}
1437.3l
(438.5)
(439,8)
(_41.C)
(442.3l
(_¢3.5)
1444.8)
(4q6.0)
1447,3)
(448,6)
145C.0}
(_51._)
(453.1)
(_54.8)
(456.6)
(_56.5)
(460,6l
(462,8)
(465.3l
(468,0)
147C.$)
(473,8)
(477.0)
(480.3)
(_83.7l
(487.3)
(4ql.O}
1494,$)
(499,0}
(503.2)
(508.5)
(511.g)
(531.5)
(_43.4l
(556,C)
1569,5)
1583.7)
1_8.51
(613.3l
(_27.q)
(_42.1)
(6_5.71
(668.7)
(681.2)
(693.4)
(705.2)
(_16.g}
(728.6)
1740.2)
(]51.7)
(763.0)
(]74.Cl
1784.E)
(794.8)
(E04.4)
(813.3)
(821.6)
(829.3)
(E36.4l
(843.1l
TC 3
o R
736.6
738.8
7_1.C
743.3
745.6
747.9
750.3
752. 5
754,8
757,0
759.3
761.5
763,8
766,0
768.3
770.5
772.9
?75.2
777.5
77q.8
782.2
7E4.6
787.0
789,4
7q 2. C
794, 6
7_7,3
8C0.2
803.1
8C6.1
809,3
812.6
816.1
81_.6
823.3
827,0
830,';
834.q
838,9
8&3.1
847,4
ESI.E
857,5
_70.2
883.0
8q5.6
908,4
921.3
934.5
947.8
q61.4
$75.1
989, 1
1003.3
1017.7
1032.3
1047.3
1062.5
IC77.$
1093,5
llCO. O
1124.5
1139.5
1154.2
1168.4
1182.0
1195.2
1208.C
1220.5
(°K)
(409.2|
1410._)
(411.7)
(412.9)
1414.21
(415.5)
0416.8)
(418.1l
(419.3)
(420.6)
1421.8)
1423,1)
{424,3)
(425,6)
(426.8)
(428.1)
142_.4)
(430.6)
(431.9)
(433.2)
(434.5)
(435.9)
(437.2l
(438,61
(440.0)
(441.5l
(443.0l
(444.5)
(446.1)
1447.81
(449.6)
(451.5l
(453.4)
(455.3)
(457.4)
(459.5)
(461.6)
(463.8)
(466.1)
(468.4)
(470.8)
(473.2)
(476.4)
{483.5)
(490,5)
(497,6}
15C4.7)
(511.9)
(519.1)
(526.6)
(534.1}
(541.7)
(549.5l
(557.4)
(565.6)
1573.5)
1581.8)
1590.3)
(598.8)
(607.5)
(616.1)
(624.7)
1633.1l
(_41.2)
1649.1l
(£56._|
(66_.0l
(671.1)
1678.1)
Continued
0 °. Concluded
TC 4
OR (OK)
716.$ 1318.3)
718.7 (39q.3)
720.6 1400.31
722.5 (4Cl.4)
724,5 1402.5)
726.6 (403.1l
728.8 (404.$)
731.C 1406.1|
733.2 (4C7.3l
735.4 (408.5l
737,6 (4C9.8)
739,g (411.C)
742.C (412.2)
744.1 (_13.4)
746.2 (414.E)
748.4 (415.8)
750,5 (416._)
752.6 (_18.1}
754,7 (419,3)
755,8 (420.4)
758.8 (¢21.6)
7£0.$ (z22.7)
763.C 1423._l
7E4._ (425.C)
767,C 1426.1!
761,1 (427.3)
771.2 (428,4)
773,3 (429,£)
775,4 (430,8l
777,6 (432,C)
779,8 (433.2)
782.1 (434.5)
784.4 (435._l
786,8 (437,1)
785.3 (438.5l
791.8 (439._)
794.6 (441.4)
797.4 (443.C|
8CC.5 (44_.7)
803,8 (446.6)
807.4 (448.6)
811.4 (450.E)
815,6 1453.1)
_20.2 (455.7)
825.1 (458.4)
830.6 (4ti.4)
835.3 (464.E)
842.6 (468.I)
849.3 (471.8)
856.4 (475.E}
864,C (480.C)
871,9 1484,4)
880.3 (489.1)
889,0 (493.9}
8_8,1 (498.q)
907,6 (504,2)
917.3 (50q.E)
927.2 1515.1}
937.5 (520.8)
948.C (526.7)
958.9 (532.7|
970.2 (539,C)
981.7 1545.4)
993,6 (552.C)
1005.8 (5_8.E)
1018.3 1565.7l
1031.2 (572._)
1044.3 (580.2)
1057.8 (587._l
1071.7 1595.41
43
Time,
sec
443. C
444. C
445, (
446. C
447. C
44@.C
448. I
448.2
448.3
44_. 4
448. 5
448.6
448.7
448. e
448. c
44g. C
449, I
449 • 2
445. 3
44q.4
44 c. 5
44 c • E
449.7
449. 8
449. c
450.C
450.1
450.2
450.3
4s0.4
450. E
450.6
450.7
450. P
450. c
451.C
451.1
_51.2
451.3
451.4
451. E
451.6
4_1.7
451.8
451. c
452.C
452. i
452.2
452.3
452._
452.5
_52, 6
452.7
452.8
452. c
4_3.C
453. l
453.2
453.3
453.4
453. E
453. 6
453. T
453. 8
453. c
454.0
454. I
454, 2
454.3
454.4
TABLE IV.- SMOOTHED TEMPERATURE DATA -
(f) Station 73 in. (185.42 cm), ray 0 °
TC I TC 2
OR (OK)
612.0 (340.0)
62C.3 (344.6}
623.7 1346.E)
630.2 (350,1l
638.7 13_4,81
648.6 (360,4)
_49.6 (_6C.SI
650.7 (3_1.5)
651.9 (362.2)
653.2 1362._l
664.4 (3_3.6)
65_.6 (364.2l
656.8 (314.9)
657._ 1365.5)
_5q.O 1366.1)
65g.8 (366.EI
66C.7 (367.11
_61.6 1367.61
662.7 (366.1)
66%8 (3ee.e)
e55.2 (3bg.6l
666.7 1370.4l
669.2 (371.2)
66_.7 1372.Cl
_71.2 1372.9)
672.8 (373.8)
674.2 (3_.E)
675.5 (3_5.3)
676.8 1376.C)
678.0 (776,7)
67_.3 1377.4)
68C.5 (376.1)
681.7 (376.71
663.0 (37_.4)
684.3 138C.II
685.6 (380.91
686.9 (381.6)
6d8,3 (382.4)
6_S.6 (383.1)
691.1 (353.9)
6_2.6 (364.8)
654.3 (365.71
6_6.0 (386.7)
6_7.7 (3E7.6l
699.4 1388.E)
731.0 1389.51
702.7 (3_C.4)
704.4 (3gl.4)
7C6.2 (3_2.3)
7C8.I (393.4)
710.0 (3g4.4)
71_.I (3_E.6)
714.2 (3_6.EI
716.4 (3£8,C1
718.5 13S_._l
720.6 (4CC,4)
722.7 (4CI.5l
724.6 (402.6)
726.5 (403.6)
728.5 (404.71
73C.4 (4C5.81
732.5 14C6._l
734.6 (4C8,1)
736.8 (4C_.3)
739.2 (_lC,71
741.7 1412.1l
74_.3 I=13.E)
747.0 (415.Cl
74%6 (416.5)
752.4 (418.Cl
o R (°K)
613.4 (340.8)
618.8 1343.81
664.1 (346.7)
629.4 (349.6)
636.8 (353.8l
645.3 (358.E)
646.3 (359,1)
647.3 (_59.6)
648.3 (360,2|
649.4 (36C.8)
650.4 (361.4)
661.5 (362.0)
652.6 (362.6)
663.8 1363.2)
6_4.9 (363.8)
6E6.0 (364.5)
657.2 1365.1)
658.3 (365.7)
659.5 (_66.4)
660.6 (367.C)
661.8 (_67.6l
662.9 1368.3)
664.1 (369.01
665.3 (369.6l
666.6 (37C,31
6£7.8 1371.0)
6Eg.O (371.7)
67C.3 (372.4l
671.5 (373.1)
672.8 (373.8)
674.1 (374.5)
675.4 (375.2)
676.6 (375.q)
677.9 (376.6)
679.1 (377.3)
680.5 (378.0)
681.e (378.8)
683.2 (37q. E)
6E4.6 (380.3)
666.1 (381.1)
687.5 (382.0)
689.1 (382.8)
6qC.7 (383.7l
692.3 (384.6)
694.0 (385,E)
695.7 (_86.5)
6_7.4 (337.4)
699.1 (388.41
7C0.8 (38g.3)
7C2.5 (39C.3)
7C4.2 (391.2)
705.9 (392.21
7C7.6 (393.1)
7C9.2 1394.0)
71C.9 1394.9)
712.5 (395.8)
714.1 1396.71
715.8 (3S7.6)
717,4 1398,61
719.1 (399.5|
720.9 (40C.5)
722.8 1401.51
724.7 (402.6)
726,7 (403.71
723.8 (_04._)
730.9 (406.[)
733.2 (407.3)
735.6 1_08,71
738.0 (410.0l
740.4 (411.3)
TC 3
OR (OK)
608.7 (338.2l
613.7 (341.0l
619.2 (344.01
624.0 (346.7)
629,7 (349.91
638.0 (354.5)
638.9 (355,0)
639.8 (355.5)
640,7 (356.01
641.6 (356.4)
642.5 (356.91
643.3 (357,4)
644.2 (357.91
645.1 (358,4)
645.9 (358.9|
646.8 (359.3)
647.7 (359.8)
648.6 (360.3l
649._ (360.8)
650.4 1361.31
651.4 (361.q)
652.4 (362.4)
653.4 (363.01
654.5 (363,6)
655.6 (364.21
656.7 (364.9)
657.9 (365.5)
659.1 (366.2)
660,3 (366.8)
661.5 (367.5)
662.7 (368,1)
663.8 (368.81
665.0 (369.41
666.2 (370.1)
667.3 (370,7)
668.4 (371.41
669.6 1372.0)
670._ (372.6l
671.9 (373,3l
673.1 (374.0)
674.3 (374.6l
6_5.6 (375.3l
676.8 (376.0)
678.C (376.7l
679,3 1377.4)
880.6 (378.1)
682.0 (378.9)
683.3 (379.6)
684.7 (380.4l
686.1 (381°1l
687.4 (381.9l
688.8 (382,71
6_0.2 (363.41
691.6 1384.21
693.0 (385.0)
694,4 (385.8l
695,8 (386.5)
697.2 (387.3)
698.7 (388.11
700.1 1389.01
7C1.6 (389.8)
703.2 (390.7)
704.8 (391.6)
706.5 (392.5l
7C8.2 (393.41
7C9.9 (394.41
711.7 (3_5.4)
713.5 (3_6.4)
715.4 1397.5l
717.4 (398_5l
Continued
TC 4
OR (°K)
604.5 1335.9l
608.9 (338.3)
613.9 (341.0l
617.1 (342.EI
622.3 (345.7)
630,3 (350.11
631.1 (350.6)
631.9 (351.0)
632.7 (351.5)
633.4 (351.g)
634.2 (352.3)
635.0 (3_2.E)
635.7 (353.2)
636.5 (35_.6)
637.2 (354.C)
638.0 (354.51
638.8 (354._)
639.6 (355.4|
640.4 (355.81
641.2 (356.2l
642,0 (356.7)
642.9 (357.2)
643.8 (357.7)
644.7 1358.2)
645.7 (358,71
646.6 (359.2|
647.6 (359.61
648.5 (360.31
649.4 (360.81
650.3 (361.31
651.2 (361.8l
652.2 (362.3)
653.2 (362.9)
654.2 (363.4)
655.2 (364.0)
656.3 (364.6)
657.4 (36_.2l
658.5 (365.8l
65S.6 (366.5)
660.8 (367.11
681._ (367.7)
663.1 1368.4)
664.2 (369.0)
665.4 (369.7)
666.6 1370.31
667.8 (371.C)
669.0 (371.7)
670.2 (372.3)
671.4 (373.C)
672.6 (373,7l
613,8 (374.3)
674.9 (374._)
676.0 (375.6)
677.1 (376.2)
678.2 (376.8l
679.3 (377.41
680.4 (378,0)
681.6 (378.7l
682.8 (379.4)
684.1 (380.0)
685.3 (380.7l
686.6 (381.4)
687.9 (382.21
689,2 (382._)
690.6 (383.6)
692.0 (384.4)
693.4 (385.2l
694.9 (386.1)
696.5 (386°_)
698,1 (387.8)
44
Time,
sec
454.5
454, E
454.7
454. E
454. c;
455.¢
459.1
455.2
455.3
455.4
455.5
455.6
455.7
455.8
455._
456.C
456.1
456.2
456.3
456.4
456.5
456.6
456,7
456.8
456. c
457.C
457. 1
457.2
457.3
457.4
497.5
457. (_
457.7
457. E
457,
458. ¢
459. l
458.2
458, 3
458.4
458.5
458.E
456.7
458.8
458. c
459.C
459.1
45c_. ;
459.3
459.4
459.5
459.6
459, 7
45_. 8
459.
460.0
460, 1
460.2
460.3
460 • 4
460.9
460.
46C.7
460.8
460. c
461.0
461. I
461.2
461.3
461,4
TABLE
(f) Station
IV.- SMOOTHED TEMPERATURE DATA - Continued
73 Concluded
o R
TC 1
(°K)
(41(;.5l
4421.1)
4422.i)
(424.3)
(425._l
4427.5)
(428._)
(43C.2)
44_1.9l
4_32.8)
(434.15
4435,4l
(_36.7)
(438.Cl
4_3(;.41
144C.(;)
44_2.55
(444.3)
44_6.2)
(448.2)
(450.3)
l_52.55
1454.8)
4460.01
(468.2)
4475.8)
4496,65
(9CE,5)
492C,35
4531.21
(ELl. El
4551.2)
(56C,7)
457C.(;)
4583,21
(613.8!
4645.C)
466C.C)
(692,3)
(7C(;.1)
(72_._)
47_2.8)
4777.2)
47_.6)
4611._)
182_.1)
(846,C1
4862,1)
)877.1)
(6_C,71
4(;03,21
4(;15.21
4_27.I!
4939.3)
4(;_1.75
(964.2)
in. (185.42 cm), ray 0 °.
TC 2 TC 3
°R (°K,) °R (°K)
(_12.75 71(;.4 ( 399.61
(414.11 721.4 4400.6)
(415.45 723.5 (4Cl.9)
(416.7) 725.5 (403.15
(418.1) 727.6 (404.2)
(419.4) 72(;.7 (405.4l
(420.8) 731,7 (406.5)
(422.1) 733.8 1407.71
(423.3) ?35.8 (408.8)
(424.6) 737,6 (409.9)
(425. (;) 739,7 4411.01
(_27.25 741.7 (412.05
4_28.5) 743.6 1413.11
(429.85 745.6 4414.25
4431.15 747,5 1415.3)
(432.45 749.5 4416.4)
(433.8) 751.5 (417.55
4_35.1) 753,6 4418.6)
4436.4) 755.7 4419.8)
(4_7.75 758.C 4421.15
(_39.1) 760,5 4422.5)
4440.4) 763.2 1424.0l
(_41.71 766.1 1425.6l
4443.3l 769.3 1427.4)
(447.6l 772.8 4429.3)
(455.1) 776.5 1431.4)
(462.25 780.7 4433.7)
146(;.55 785.3 (436.3l
4476.8) 790.2 4439.0)
4484.3) 795.6 (442.0)
4491.7) 801.4 4445.2)
449_,3) 807.6 4448,71
45C6,9) 814,3 (452.4)
(514.8) 821.5 4456.4)
4523.C) 829,3 (460.7l
4531.75 837.7 (465.4)
4E41.0) 846.5 4470.3)
1550.Q) 955.9 4475.5l
lE61.4) 865,8 4481,0)
4=.72,55 8?6.0 (486.7l
4583,9) 886,_ (492,7)
(995.6) 898.2 (499.0)
4607.6) qC9.9 ( 5C5.55
(61c;.6) 922.0 4512.2)
41:31.85 934,6 (519.2)
4644.2) (;47.6 ( 526.4l
1656,7) (;61.0 4533,9l
4669.5) 974.9 4541.6)
1682.3) (;89.0 (549,5)
4699.35 1003.4 (957,5)
l?08,45 1018.1 ( 565.6l
4721.35 1033.0 4573.91
(734,2) 1048,C 4582,2)
4746.9) 1063.2 ( 590,75
415(;.3) 1078.5 4599.15
4771.45 IC(;3.8 ( 6C7.75
1783.25 1109.2 (616.25
17(;4.8) 1124.4 4624.7)
4806.2) 1139.6 4633.1)
4817.3) 1154.8 4641.6l
4826.2) 1170.1 4650.1l
I_10.0 4838.91 1185.4 (658.6)
1:28.3 4649.15 1200.8 1667.1)
1545.7 4858.7) 1216.2 1675.7)
I562.0 4E67.8) 1231.7 (684._l)
1577.2 4876.2) 1247.2 1652.9)
1591.4 4684.15 1262.8 1701.6)
1604.8 (891.61 1278.5 4710.31
1617.E 48(;e.85 1294.1 4719.01
11_30.6 4(;05.9) 1309.9 ( 727.75
742.9
745.3
747.7
750.1
792.6
755.C
757.4
79(;.7
762.0
764.3
7_6.6
768.9
771.3
773.6
776.0
778.4
760,6
783,2
765.5
787,9
7_0.3
7(;2.7
7_5.1
7_8.0
EC9.7
819.1
8_2.0
645.0
958,3
E_1.7
885.1
8(;8,7
912,5
926.6
941.4
_57.0
_73.8
991.7
IC10.6
1C3C.E
1091.1
1C72.2
IC_3.6
1115.3
1137._
1159.6
1182.1
1205.0
1228.2
1251.6
1275.0
12(;8.4
1_21.6
1344.4
1366.7
1388.5
1409.8
1430.6
1451.1
1471.2
14(;0.8
755,2
158,0
760.9
763,8
756,7
76%5
772,0
774,4
776.7
77%0
781.3
783.7
786.0
788, 3
7_C.9
7q3,5
7(;6.6
7_9,7
803,1
8C6.7
810.5
814.5
818.6
828.1
942.7
856.4
873,5
8_3,8
915.4
936.5
q74.8
992.2
lCC9.3
1027,7
1C49.7
IC7E,9
110_.8
1133.6
1161.0
llqB.O
1216.3
1246.1
1276.5
1306,6
1337.0
1367.8
1399.0
1430.3
14aI.4
1492,4
I622.8
1551.8
1576.7
1603.2
1625.8
1647.4
1668.9
I_90,7
1713.1
1_35.6
1757.6 4(;76.4)
1778.0 4_Ei.e)
17(;5.4 4_77.5)
18C8.8 (1CC4._)
1818.6 41010.31
1827.6 IICIE.3)
183%5 lie21.(;)
1856.1 (1081.25
1876.5 11042.5l
TC 4
OR (OK)
699.7 4388.7)
701.3 4389.6)
703.0 4390.5)
7C4.7 4391.55
706.4 (392.45
708.1 4393.4l
709.7 (394.35
711.4 4395.2|
713.0 4396.1l
714.7 (397,C)
716.4 4396.C1
718.0 1398.g)
719.7 (399.8l
721.4 (400.8)
723.0 1401.7l
724.6 (402.55
726.2 4403.a)
727.7 4404.3)
729.3 (409.2)
730.9 (406.11
732.6 4407.Cl
734.4 4408.C)
736.3 (409.0)
738.2 4410.11
740.2 4411;25
742.4 4412.45
744.7 4413.?1
747.2 (415.1!
749.6 (_16.9|
752.6 (418.1|
755.6 4419.85
758.7 1421._)
762.2 4423.4)
765.9 (&25.55
769.9 (427.71
774.4 (430.2)
779.1 4432.8)
784.2 4435.6l
789.6 (438.E)
795.3 5441.85
801.4 4445.2)
807.8 1448.8)
814.6 4452.6l
821.8 14_6.51
829.3 (460.7)
837,3 1465,2l
845,7 446(;.8)
854.4 4474.7)
863.5 4479.7)
873,0 4485.C)
862.6 44(;0.41
892.9 1496.C)
903.2 (E01.E)
913.7 4507.6)
924,6 4513.6)
935.6 4519.85
946.7 4526.C)
958,0 (532.25
969.3 4538.5)
980.9 (944,9)
992.6 4551.4)
1004.5 (558.11
1016.6 1564.81
1029,0 4571.6)
1041.5 1578.6)
1054.2 4585.6)
1067.1 4592.8)
I08C.I (600.1l
1093.4 (607.51
1106.9 (614.q)
45
Time,
sec
443. C
444, C
445, (
446, C
447,C
'_48. C
446. 1
448°2
448, 3
448,4
446°
448, 6
44(. 7
448, 8
448, S
4"_q, C
449, 1
449, 2
449.3
449,4
z.49. 5
449, E
44_, 7
444° e
4L9, c
450, C
450, I
4._0,2
450.
450,4
45C. 5
450. (
450.7
45G. 8
450. c
451.C
451.I
451,2
451,
451,4
451, 5
451.6
451. 7
451. E
4_I, c
452. C
452.1
452.2
452, __
452,4
4_2, .=
452,_
452.7
452.P
4-32. c
453, C
453,1
453, 2
453.
453.4
453.5
453.£
457. T
457,8
453. c
454 • C
454,1
454,2
454, 3
454,4
TABLE IV.- SMOOTHED TEMPERATURE DATA - Continued
(g) Station 85 in. (215.90 cm), ray 0 °
TC 1
OR (OK)
TC 2
o R (°K)
6C5,0
610.4
614,g
£19.5
626.6
635.g
636.7
£37.6
638.5
£39.3
640,2
641.0
641._
£42.8
6L3.7
644.7
(45,7
646,8
647._
649,C
650.1
651,2
£_2,3
£53,4
654,5
£55.7
656.8
657.c;
659,I
66C.I
661.3
662,4
6£3,5
££4.7
6£5._
667.1
_£8.3
6Eg,b
67C.9
672.2
673.6
£75.0
676,4
677.9
67_,4
6el,O
£82.5
6E4.1
EE5.7
667.3
688.9
6c_c. 4
6_2.1
£93.7
6_5.3
696.9
6c,8.5
700,I
7Cl.7
703.4
705.2
7C6._
768.7
710.6
712.6
714.6
"/16.7
718.¢_
721.I
723.3
(336.1l
(339.1)
(341.6)
(3_4.2)
(348.1)
6353.31
(353.7l
(364.2)
(354.7)
(355.2)
(355.6l
(356.1)
(356.£)
(357,i)
(357.6)
(358,2)
(358.7)
(359.3)
(359._)
l_60,51
(_61.2)
(361,8)
(_62.4)
(363.0)
(3£3.6)
(_64.31
13_4._I
(_65._l
(36_.1)
(3_6.7)
(_67.4)
(368.C)
(368.6)
(369.3)
(_6_.9)
(770,6)
6371.3)
(372.0)
(372.7)
(373.5)
(374.2)
(375.0)
(_75.8)
(376.6)
(377.5)
(378.3)
(37_,2)
(380,II
(380,9)
(381.()
(382,7)
(383,6)
(384,5)
(385.4)
(786.3)
(337.1)
(388,C)
(388.9)
638_.£)
(390.81
(391.8)
(392.7)
(393,7)
(3_4.e)
6395._)
(3_7,0)
(3_8.2)
(39_.4)
(4tO,E)
(LO1.8)
603.8 6335.4)
61C. 1 (338._)
616.4 (342.E)
62C.4 (344.7)
529.0 (34q.4)
63£.9 (3_3,_)
638.0 (354.5)
E3_.3 (355.2)
640.6 (355.&)
641.9 635E.£)
64_,2 (357,3)
644.5 (35E.))
645.7 (358,7)
646.8 (35_.3)
£47.7 6359.E)
64_,6 (360._)
64S.4 (36C.E)
65C.3 (3E1.3}
651.2 (361.El
£52.3 (_6_._l
65_.4 (363.6)
654,6 (363,7)
655.g (36_.41
657.2 (3_5.i)
_58.6 (36_,&)
65_.8 (266.£)
661.1 (367.3}
662.3 (367.9)
66_.4 636(,6)
664,5 (36_,_}
6_5.7 (36_,8)
66_.8 (37C,E)
65_.0 (371,1)
669.i (371o7)
670.2 (_2°3)
671,3 (313,C)
£72.5 (3_3.6)
673.8 (314.3)
675.2 (375,I)
678.2 6376,6)
67_.9 6377.7)
6_I.8 (378.E)
6E3.8 637_.&)
_5.6 (_C._)
6_7.4 (381._)
£_.i (3%2.t)
tgO. 7 (383.7)
6_2.2 (354,()
£03.7 13E5.4)
645.1 (3(£.21
6c_.6 (357,C)
648,1 6357,_)
64_.7 (385.7)
701.5 (389,7)
7C3.3 (3_C.7)
705,2 63_1.()
707.0 (3S2.(1
7CS,9 (_3.6)
710.8 (3_4._)
712.8 (3_6,C)
7l_.7 (3_7.1)
_i£.7 (3_Eo2)
71E.6 (3_.2)
7_C.7 (4CC.4)
722,9 (401.£)
725.4 (403.0)
]28.0 (4C4.5)
73C.9 (466.1)
73_,9 (4C7._1
TC 3
OR (OK)
6Cl.2 (334.0)
6C6.4 (336.9)
610.8 6339.3)
614.2 (341.2)
619.6 (344.2l
628.2 (349,0)
E2_.1 (349.5)
£30.C (350.0l
630.9 (350.5)
631.8 (351.0)
632.6 (351.5)
633.5 (351.9)
624.2 (352.4)
635.1 (352.8)
635.8 (353.21
636.6 (353.7)
537.3 (354,0)
638.0 (354,4)
638.7 (354.8)
£39.4 (355.2l
£40,2 (355.7)
641.0 (356,I)
641,8 (356,6)
642,7 (357.0)
£43.6 (357,5)
644,6 (358.1)
£45.6 6358,7)
£46.7 (359.3)
647,8 (359.9)
648._ (360.5)
650°0 (361.11
£51.2 (361.81
652.3 6362.4)
652.4 (363.0)
654,6 (363,7)
£55.7 (364.3)
656.g (365.0)
658,1 (365.6)
659.3 (366,3l
660.5 (367.0l
6_1.8 (367,6)
653.0 (368°3)
664.3 (369°0)
6_5.5 (309.7l
666.8 (370.5)
668.1 (371.2)
66_.4 (371.9}
£70.7 (372.6)
672.0 (373.3l
673.3 (374.1)
674.7 6374,8)
676.0 (375.6)
677.4 (376,3)
678,6 (377.0)
679.& (377.7)
681.1 (378.4)
682.4 (379.11
683.7 (379.8|
685.0 (380,5)
686.3 (381.3)
687.6 (382.0)
6Eg. O (382.8)
6_C,5 (383.6)
6_2,0 (384.5)
6_3.6 (385.3)
695.3 (386._1
697.1 (387.3J
6_8._ (388.3)
700.7 (389,3)
_C2._ (3_0.3)
TC 4
OR (OK)
5_8.6 (332.£l
603,2 (335.1)
607.0 (337.2)
609,8 (338.E)
614.9 6341.6)
620.7 (344.E)
621,3 (345.2)
622.0 (345.5l
622.6 (345._l
623.4 (346.3)
624.1 (346.7)
624,9 (347.2)
625.7 (347.61
626.5 (348.1)
627.3 (348.5)
628.1 6349.C)
628.9 (349.4)
62_.( (349,_)
630.6 (350.3)
631.4 (350.8)
632.2 (351.2)
633.0 6351.7)
633._ (352.2)
634.7 (352.6)
635.5 (353.1)
636.4 (353,_}
6_7,2 (354.Cl
638,C 6354.4)
638.8 6354._)
639.6 (355.3)
040.5 (355.E)
641.3 (356.3l
642.2 635E.El
643.2 1357.3)
644.2 (357._)
645.2 6358.4)
646.2 (359.C)
647.2 (35_.E)
648,2 (360,I)
649.2 (360.7)
650.3 6361,2)
651.4 (361._l
652.5 (362.5)
653.6 (363.1)
654.8 (363.8l
656.C |364.4)
657.2 (365.1)
658.4 (365.8)
659.6 (366.4)
66C.8 6367,1)
662.0 (367.E)
663.2 (368,4)
664.3 (369.I)
665.5 (369.7)
666.6 (370.4)
667.8 (371.0)
668.9 (371.6)
670.1 (372.3)
671.2 6372._)
672.4 (373.5)
673.5 (374.2)
674.7 1374.8)
675.8 (375,4)
676.9 6376.1)
678.1 (376.7)
679,3 (377.4)
68C.6 6378.1)
681._ (378.8)
683.3 (379,£)
684.7 (380.4)
46
TABLE IV.- SMOOTHED TEMPERATURE DATA - Continued
(g) Station 85 in. (215.90 cm), ray 0 °. Concluded
Time,
sec
454. E
454,6
454, 7
454 • 8
454._
455. (
455.1
45 = • 2
455.3
455.4
455. E
455.6
458. i
455. e
455. q
456. C
456.1
456. 2
456.3
456.4
456. E
456.6
456. 7
456, 8
456. c
457. C
457 • 1
457.2
457.3
457.4
457. 5
457.6
457..1
457.8
457, q
458.£
458.1
458.2:
458.3
456,4
458. 5
458.6
458. 7
458.8
458. q
45£. C
459.1
45 c • 2
456. _"
456°4
45q. 5
459,6
459.
459.8
459, q
460. 0
460.1
460, 2
460,3
460.4
460. 5
660. E
46C. 7
460.8
460. c
461.C
461.1
461.2
461.9
461,4
TC I
OR (OK)
737.1 (4C9.5}
740.3 (411.9|
743.5 (413.11
746.6 (414.E)
749.4 (416.3)
751.9 (417.7)
754.1 (418._1
756.1 (420.0)
758.1 (42:1.1)
76C.1 (422.9)
762.1 (z23.41
784.4 (424°7)
767.0 (426.11
76q.9 (¢27._)
772.8 (429.3)
778,9 (4_1.1)
779.2 (422.%l
7_2.7 (434,6)
78E,4 (436,q)
790.2 (439.C)
797.3 (4t2,_l
821.2 (456.2)
644.3 1489.C1
667.8 (462.1)
89!.6 (495.4)
_16.0 (EOE.3)
941.0 (522.E)
c66.4 (536,9)
_&l.7 (EEC.&)
i016.6 (564.8)
1041.5 (578.£1
I06_.2 (592.4)
1091._ (6(6.3)
1116.2 (620.11
1141.5 (634.2)
1167.4 ((48.61
!163.1 (662.8)
121_.I (676.7)
124_.I (690.6)
1267.4 (704.1)
12_1.5 (717.5)
1315.7 (730.9)
134C. I (744.5)
1364.8 (.158.2)
i3g0.9 (772.7|
1417,6 (.167.6)
144&.9 (802.7)
1472.9 (818.3)
150!.6 (834.2)
TC 2
OR (°K)
725.6 (403.1)
728.0 (4C4.4)
730.3 (405.7)
732.7 (4C7.1)
735.1 (408.4}
737.6 (409.8)
.140.0 (411.II
742.5 (412.5)
745.0 (413.91
747.4 (415,21
746.8 (416.6)
7_2.3 (417._)
754.8 (419.3)
757.2 (420.7)
759.7 (422.1)
762.2 (423.4)
7_4.7 (424.8)
767.2 (426,21
769.7 (427.8)
772.2 (_29.0)
7_5.7 (4_1.0)
.184.g 1436.C)
7q9.6 (444.2)
813.2 (451.81
828.1 (_60.II
844.6 (469,2)
E(2.3 (_79.11
880.5 (489.2)
898.7 (496.31
£18.8 (509.2)
994.4 (519.1)
g82.4 (629.1)
970.6 (539.2)
989.1 (_4g.E)
iCC8.2 (86C,I)
1e27.7 (57o.9)
1C47.8 (882.01
1C67.8 (593.2)
1C88.1 (604.5)
11C8.8 (616.0)
1129.6 ((27.51
1150.3 ((39.0l
I170.6 (650.4)
1190.7 (661.5)
1210.7 (672.6)
1230.9 (683.8)
1251.6 (695,3)
1273.0 (707.2)
1298.3 (719.61
1318.4 (732.5)
1341.9 (745.51
1365.3 (758.E)
1387.8 (771.01
14C£.6 (783.1)
1430.8 (794.9)
1491.5 (_86.4)
1472.0 (817.8)
1492.3 (829.0)
1812.6 (840.3)
1533.3 (EEI.8)
1854.2 (663.4)
1574.6 (e74.8)
1594.C (885.6)
1612.1 (695.6)
1629.0 (_05.0)
1_44.e (s13.8l
1859.6 (922.01
1673.2 (929.6)
1_85.9 (_36.6)
16_8.0 (943.41
TC 3
°R (°K)
704.5 (391.4)
7C6.4 (392.5)
708.3 (393.5)
710.3 (394.6)
712.2 1395.7)
714.1 (396.7)
716.C (397.8)
717.7 (398.7)
719.4 (399,7l
721,1 (400.6)
722.8 (401.6)
724.5 (402.5)
726.9 (403.5)
728.2 (404.51
7_0.1 (405.6l
732.2 (406.8)
734.4 (408.0l
736.9 (409.41
739.7 (411.0)
742.9 (412.71
746.4 (414.7)
750.4 (416.9)
754.8 (419.3)
759.8 (422.01
765.C (425,0)
770,9 (428.3)
777.4 (431.9|
784.5 (435.8)
792.2 (440,I)
8CC.4 (444.7)
809.1 (449.5)
818.3 (454.6)
828.C (460.0)
838,1 (465.6)
848.7 (471.5)
859.9 (477.7)
871.4 (464,11
883.4 (490.8)
895.8 (497.7)
9C8.4 (5C_.7}
921.3 (511.8)
£94.5 (519.21
948.0 (526.7l
£61.7 (534,3)
_75.7 (542,0)
989.8 (549.9)
10C4.3 (557.9l
1018.9 (566.l)
1033.7 (574.3l
1048.7 (582.6)
1063,7 (591.0)
IC78.q (599.4)
1094,1 (607.8)
11C_.3 (616.31
1124.5 (824.71
1139.8 (633.2)
11_5.0 (641.61
1170.1 (650,0)
1185.1 (658.4)
1200.1 (666._)
1215.1 (675.1)
1230.1 (683.41
1245.2 (691.81
1260.2 (700.11
1275.2 (7C8.41
1290.2 (716.8)
1305.2 (725,1!
1320.2 (733.41
1335.2 (741.8)
1350.2 (750,11
TC 4
o R (OK
666.2 (381.2)
687.7 (382.1)
689.3 (383.Cl
691.0 (383.9|
692.6 (384.8)
694.3 (385.7)
695._ (386.6)
697.5 (387.E|
699,2 (388.4)
7C0.8 (389.91
762.9 (990.2)
704.C (391.11
705.6 (392.C)
707.3 (393.C)
709.0 (393,£)
710.8 (994,91
712.5 (395.8)
714.3 (396.E)
716.2 (997.9)
718.1 (998._)
72C.2 (400.1|
722.4 (401.3)
724.8 (402.7)
727.5 (404.2)
730.3 (405.7)
733.3 (4C7.4)
736.7 (409.3l
740.3 (411.9)
744.3 (413.5)
748.5 (415.8)
752.9 (418,3)
757.7 (420.9)
762.8 (423.8}
768.3 (426.E)
774.1 (4_0.1)
780.3 (493.5)
787.C (437.2)
794.0 (441.1|
801.4 (446.2)
809. I (44g,5)
817.0 (453.£)
825.2 (458.4)
83_.7 (463.11
842.4 (468.C)
851.5 (479.11
860.9 (478.3)
870.6 (483.7)
880.5 (489.2)
890.8 (494.91
901.2 (SCC.l)
911.9 (506.E)
922.8 (512.7)
933.9 (EI8.E)
945.1 (525.0l
£56.5 1531.4)
968.0 (537.E)
979.6 1E44.21
991.3 (550.7)
1003.0 (557.2)
1014.8 (563._)
1026.7 (870.4)
1038.8 (577.11
I0_I.0 1583.9l
1063.2 (590.7)
1075.7 (597.E)
1088.2 (604._)
1100.8 (611.6)
1113.6 (618.71
1126.5 (625.8l
1199.5 (633.1)
47
TABLE IV.- SMOOTHED TEMPERATURE DATA - Continued
(h) Station 99 in. (251.46 cm), ray 0 °.
Time, TC 1 TC TC 3
sec °R
443._
444. C
445. C
446. C
447.C
448.C
448. |
448.2
448 • 3
448,4
448. 5
448.6
448. l
448.8
448. q
449, C
449.1
449.2
449.3
449.4
449. 5
449.6
449.7
449.8
449. q
450.C
450.1
450.2
450.3
450.4
450.5
450.6
450.7
450.8
450._
451. C
451.1
4_1.2
451.3
451.4
_51. E
451.6
451. 7
451.8
451. c
45_. C
452.1
452.2
452.3
452.4
452.._
452.6
452.7
452.E
452.q
453.(
453.1
453.2
453.3
453.4
453. I
453.6
453.7
453.e
453. q
454.C
454. I
454.2
454.3
454. _i
602.9
6C_.6
614,2
618.2
624.6
(:34.3
635.4
636.5
637.5
63_.4
63_.2
63S.9
84C.6
641.3
642.1
(42.9
643.9
645.0
646.2
647.4
648.6
641_. 8
651.1
652.4
653.8
65_.2
656.5
657.8
65c_. 0
66C. I
661.1
66._. 1
663.0
663.9
664.9
666.0
667.1
66_.3
66q.5
67C.8
672.2
673.7
675,2
676.7
678.2
679.8
_81.5
683.2
685.0
686.7
6']e.4
6gC.1
691.8
6q3,4
6c)4.9
6c36.4
697.6
69cj. 1
70C.6
702.0
_03.7
705.6
7 C 7.8
7C9.9
712.4
715.0
717.7
72C.6
723.7
126.7
(°K)
(335.C)
(335,71
(341.21
(343.41
(347.C1
13_2.4}
13_3.C)
(353.6}
13_4.2)
13_4.7)
(3S5.1}
135_.5)
1355.m)
(356.3)
1356.7)
1357.21
(357.71
(358.3)
135_.Cl
(35_.61
(360.3)
(361.C)
1361.7}
1362._}
1363.2}
1364.01
(314.7)
(365.4)
(366.1)
(366.71
1367.3)
(367.E)
(368.3}
1368.81
(369.4)
(370.C)
127C.6}
13_1.3)
1372.C}
(372.7}
13_3.5}
(3_4.3}
13i_.1}
(3_5.g)
(376._)
(377.7)
(378.6)
(37q.EI
136C.5|
1381.5)
(352.5)
13_3.4)
(384.3)
(285.21
(3E6.CI
(386.9)
(387,6)
1388._)
138q.2)
(390.0l
(391.0)
(392.C)
(393.2)
(3_4.4)
(3qS.EI
(3;7.21
(3_e.7l
14CC.3)
(402.0)
(403.71
O R ,=.
6C4.8
609.4
614.4
618.4
624.0
632.8
633.7
634.6
635.5
636.3
637.1
637.8
638.6
639.4
_40.1
840.9
641.8
_(2.6
643.5
644.5
645.5
646.5
847.6
648.7
64q.8
650.9
652.1
653.3
654.4
655.6
656.8
658.0
659.1
660.3
661.4
662.5
_63.7
664.9
_68.1
667.3
668.5
66_.8
671.0
672.3
673.6
675.0
676.3
677.7
679.1
680.5
681.8
683.2
664.6
656.1
687.5
688.g
6_C.4
691.9
6q3.5
695.2
6_6.9
6_8.7
7C0.6
7C2.5
704.6
7C6.7
7C8.8
711.0
713.3
715.6
2
(°K)
(336.0)
(338.6)
(341.3)
1343.6l
(346.6)
1351.5)
(352.11
(352.6|
(353.0)
(353.5!
(353.9)
(354.3)
(354.e)
1355.2}
(355.61
(356.1)
(356.5)
1357.0)
(357.51
(358.1)
(358.6)
(359.2)
135q,8}
(360.41
(361.CI
(361.61
1362.3)
(362.9)
(363.6)
1264.21
(364.91
(365.5)
(366.2)
(366.EI
(367.4)
(368.1)
1368.71
1369.4)
1370.0)
(370.71
1371.4)
(372.1)
(372.8)
1273.51
(374.2)
(375.C)
1375.71
1376.5}
(377.31
(378.0)
(378.81
(37_.61
(380.4)
1381.1)
(381._)
(382.7)
(383.5}
1384.4)
(_85.3)
(386.21
(387.2)
(388.2)
1389.2)
(390.3|
(391.4)
1392.6)
(393.81
(395.0)
(396.3)
(397.6)
OR (°K)
600.3 (333.5)
605.5 (336.4)
610.6 1339.2)
613.5 (340.8)
618.2 (343.5l
625.5 (347.5)
626.2 1347.9l
627.0 (348.3l
627.8 (948.8)
628.6 (349.21
629.4 (349.6)
630.1 (350.1)
830._ (350.51
631.7 (350.9)
632.5 1351.41
633.2 (351.81
634.0 1352.21
634.7 1352.6)
635.5 (353.11
636.3 (353.51
637.1 (353.9)
637.9 (354.4)
638.7 (354.81
639.6 (355.3)
640.5 (355,8l
641.4 (356.31
642.3 1356.81
643.3 (357o4)
644.3 (357.9l
_45.3 (358.51
646.4 (359.11
647.5 (359.7)
648.6 1360.3)
649.8 (361.01
651.0 (361.71
652.2 (362.3)
653.4 (363.01
654.6 1363.7)
655.8 1364.3)
Ef7. C (365.01
658.1 (365.6)
659.3 (366.31
660.5 1366.9)
661.6 (367.6)
662.7 (368.21
663.8 (368.81
664.8 (369.31
665.8 (369.91
666.8 (370.61
667.8 (371.01
668.7 (371.5)
669.7 (372.11
67C.7 1372.6)
671.7 (373.21
672.7 (373.71
673.8 (374.3)
674.9 (374.91
676.0 (375.6)
677.2 (376o2)
678.5 (376.91
679.8 (377.71
681.1 1378.41
682.6 (379.2l
684.1 (380.0|
685.6 (380.9l
687.3 (381.01
689.0 (382.81
6SC.8 1383.8)
692.6 (384.81
6_4.4 (385.81
TC 4
°R (OK)
5_q.3 (332._|
602.9 (335.0l
607.1 (337.31
610.4 (339.1)
614.8 (341.61
621.8 (345.4l
622.5 (345.81
623.1 1346.21
623.8 (346.6)
624.4 (346.9)
625.1 (347.3}
625.7 1347.6l
626.3 (347.91
626.9 (348.31
627.5 (348.61
628.C (348._1
628.6 (349.21
629.2 (349.51
629.8 (349.91
630.4 (350.2)
631.1 (35C.51
631.7 (351.01
632.4 1351.3l
633.0 (351.71
633.7 (352.11
634.4 (352.51
635.2 1352.q)
635._ (353.31
636.7 (353.71
637.5 (354.21
638.4 (354.6)
639.2 (355.11
640.1 (355.61
641.0 1356.11
642.C (356.7)
643.0 (3_7.21
644.0 (357.81
645.0 1358._}
646.1 (358.91
647.1 (359.51
648.1 (360.11
649.2 (360.61
65C.2 (361.21
651.3 (361.81
652.4 (362.41
653.4 (363.01
654.4 (363.61
655.5 (364.11
656.5 (364.71
657.5 (365.3)
658.5 (365.81
659.6 (366.41
660.6 1367.C)
661.6 (367._1
662.6 (368.1}
663.6 (368.71
664.7 (369.3)
665.7 (369.81
666.8 (370.4)
667._ 1371.01
669.0 (371._)
670.2 (372.31
671.3 (373.Cl
672.5 (373.6l
673.7 (374.31
675.0 (375.0)
676.3 (375.7)
677.6 (376.5)
679.0 (377.2)
68C.4 (378.C)
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Time,
sec
454.5
454.6
454.7
454. E
454.
455. (
455.1
`%55.2
455.3
455.4
`%55, 5
`%55. (:
455.7
'%55. E
'%55, ¢
456, C
456, 1
456, 2
456, 3
`%56, 4
456, 5
456,6
`%56.7
456. e
456. c
457, C
4"57,1
'%57.2
457, 3
457,4
`%57, 5
457,6
457, 7
457,8
`%57, ¢
458, C
458 • 1
4EE. 2
458.3
458,4
458; 5
458,6
458,7
`%58. E
458.
`%59. C
459.1
`%5g. 2
`%5_, 3
459°4
459.5
459.8
459.e
459, c
`%60. C
"%60.1
460.2
`%60,3
460. `%
`%60, 5
460, (5
`%60.7'
`%60.8
460, ¢.
`%61, C
461.1
461.2
461,3
461,4
TABLE IV.- SMOOTHED TEMPERATURE DATA - Continued
(h) Station 99 in. (251.46 cm), ray 0 °. Concluded
TC 21 TC
°R (°K) OR (°K)
(`%C5.5)
14C7.2)
(`%CE.I
141C.i)
(`%12.31
1413._)
(415.51
(`%17.1)
(_1E.7)
1420,4)
(422.7)
(424,81
(427.4)
IL3C.C)
(432.81
(_3_.7)
(436._)
(`%Sl.9)
(`%45._)
(`%56.11
(4_5.C)
(493.4)
(51C.E)
(52_.`%)
(543.6)
155_.4)
(5_4.41
(588.2)
(eOC._)
1613.3)
(_25._)
(_3_.E)
(e_2.c)
(6_5.2)
(678.3)
(691.2)
(i04.1)
(71_.2)
(73C.6)
(7_.C)
(757.2l
(77C.2)
(783.2)
(798.6)
(61C.6)
(825.3)
(856.31
(872.2)
18_8.2)
(_0`%.2)
(_20.Cl
(_35,3)
(_5C.C)
(c64.3l
(_78,4)
(]C(6.1)
(lC2C.2)
(1C35.2)
(1C51._I
(1068.8)
(1(E6._)
718.0 (398.9)
72C.5 (*00.3)
723.1 (401.7)
725.7 (403.2)
728.4 (404.7)
731.2 (406.2)
734.1 (_07.8)
737.0 (`%09.51
740.2 (411.2|
7`%3.5 (413.1)
7`%6.9 (414.9)
750.4 (416.g)
754.0 (_18.9)
757.6 (420.q)
761.`% (323.Cl
765.3 (425.2)
769.3 (_27.4l
773.4 (42g.7)
777.7 (4_2.0)
782.6 (L34.8)
7_4.C (_`%1.11
817.C (_53.g)
838.4 (465.8)
E59.6 (477.6l
880,6 (489.21
gOl.l (!00.6)
9_1.1 (511.7)
940.6 (_22.6)
$59.6 (533.11
_78.0 (643.4)
1C14.2 (563.5)
1032.4 (573,6)
IC51.0 (_83.g)
1069,8 (_q4.3)
1C89.0 (E05,0)
IIC8,2 ((15.7)
1127.3 (_26.3)
1146.3 (_36.8)
11_5.2 (6_7.3)
1184.0 (657,8)
12C3.C (_68.4l
1222.5 (679.2)
1242.3 (6gC.2)
1262,5 (_01.4)
1283.3 (713.C)
I_0`%.7 (724.8l
1326.5 (736.9)
1348.7 (149.3)
1371.3 (_61.8)
1393.8 (774.4)
1416.2 (i86.8)
1438.3 (799.1)
14_0.0 (611.1)
1481.3 (822.9)
1!02.3 (634.6)
1!23.2 (E`%6.2)
1544.1 (657.8)
1!(5.1 (86_.5)
15E6.1 (681.21
16C7.3 (892.g)
1628.4 (_04.7)
1649.3 (916.3)
1669.7 (927.6l
1689.3 (_38.5l
17C8.0 (_`%8.9)
1725.5 (_58,6)
1742,0 (&67.8)
1757.7 (_76.5)
1773.2 (_85.1)
729,9
733.0
736.1
735.2
742.2
1`%5.1
747.9
i5C.7
753,6
i56,8
76C.9
764,6
769,3
774,0
779,0
78`%.2
789.7
795,5
ECl.4
821,0
855.1
898.1
919,4
_.4
978.5
I0_6.9
!C33.9
1058.7
I051.7
II04.0
1126.6
I14q,9
1!73.6
II_7.4
12_l.O
1244.2
1257,5
1291,0
I_15.1
I_3C.2
13_.0
13_6.4
1`%09.8
1¢3_.9
145_,0
I_85,5
I_13.0
1541,3
1570.0
15_8,8
1627,5
1655,_
16_3.5
1710.0
1775.7
17El. l
17_6.2
1811.1
1836,4
I_63._
18q _. 6
1923.9
1956.2
TC 3
OR (OK)
696.2
698.0
699.9
701.8
703.7
705.7
7C7.8
7C9.9
712.0
714.3
716,6
719. !
721.8
724.5
727.2
730.1
733.1
736.1
73q.2
7`%2.4
745.7
7`%9.1
753.9
763.8
776.5
786.2
796. C
8C6.1
816.4
827.0
837.7
848,8
860.0
871.4
883.1
895.1
9C7,3
919,6
932,3
g45.1
958.2
_71.6
_5.3
999.1
1013.2
1027.4
I0_1.8
1056.3
IC71.0
1C85.8
1100.7
1115.7
1130.7
1145.8
I160._
I176.1
1191.`%
120_.7
1222.0
1237.4
1252.9
1268,4
128`%.C
1299.7
1315.4
1331.1
1347.0
1362.9
1378.8
139`%.9
(386.8l
(387.81
(388.8l
(389.9)
(391.0l
(392.1l
(393.2l
(_94.4)
(395.6)
(396.8l
(398.1)
(399.5)
(`%01.0)
(`%02.51
(`%C4.0)
(`%05.6)
(`%07.3)
(`%C8.9)
(_10.7)
(412.5)
(414.3)
(416.2l
(418.8)
(_24.4)
(`%31.41
(436.8)
l`%42.2)
(447.8)
(453.6)
(459.4l
(465.4l
(471.5l
(`%77.8)
(`%84.1)
(`%90.6(
(997.3)
(5C4.01
(510.9)
(517.9)
(525.1)
(!32.3)
(539.8)
(5`%7.4)
(555.1)
(562.9l
(570.8l
(578.8)
(586.9)
(595.0)
(603.2l
(611.5)
(619.81
(628.2)
(636.5)
(665.0)
(653.4)
(661.9)
(670.41
(678.91
(687.5)
(696.0)
(704.7l
(713.3)
(722.0)
1730.8)
(739.51
(748.3)
(757.2)
(766.0)
(774.9)
TC 4
OR (OK)
681.7 (378.71
683.1 (379.5)
684.6 (380.3)
686.0 (381.1)
687,5 (382.C)
689.1 (382.8)
690.7 (383.7l
692.3 (384.(l
693.8 (385.5)
695,4 (386.4l
697.1 (387.3)
698.8 (388.2)
70C.5 (389.2)
702.4 (390.2)
704.3 (391.3)
7C6.3 (3_2*`%)
70_,`% (393.5l
710.6 (394._)
713.0 (396.11
715.6 (397.5)
718.3 (399.1)
721.3 (400.7)
724.5 1`%02.5)
727.9 (4C4.4)
731.6 (406.5)
735,6 (408.E)
739,8 (411.0)
7`%4,5 (413.6)
749,6 (416,4)
755.C (`%19.4|
760.7 (`%22.6)
766.8 (426.0)
773.3 (429.6)
780.2 (433._)
787,`% (`%37.4)
795,C (441,6)
802.9 (446,1)
811.1 (`%50.61
819.6 (455.3)
828.3 (46C.2l
837.3 (465.2l
846,5 (`%70.3)
856.C (415.5l
865.5 (4Be.El
875.2 (486.2)
885,1 (`%91.71
895.0 (497.2)
9C5.1 (502.E)
915.2 (508.5)
925.5 (514.2)
935.8 151_._l
9`%6.2 (525.7)
956.7 (_31.5)
967.3 1537.41
978.C (5`%3.2)
988.7 (_4_.3)
999.5 (555.3)
1010.`% (561.`%l
1021.5 (567.5l
1032,6 (573.6l
1043.8 (579._)
1055.1 (586.1)
1066.`% (592.5)
1077,9 (598.E)
1089.5 (605.3l
1101.1 (611.7)
1112.9 (618.3l
1124.7 (624.8)
1136.6 (_31.5l
1148.7 (638.2)
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TABLE IV.- SMOOTHED TEMPERATURE DATA - Continued
(i) Station I09 in. (276.86 cm), ray 0 °
Time,
sec
443, (
444. C
445. (
446. (
447.C
44 E • C
448. 1
448, 2
44_* 3
448.4
448. 5
448. 6
448. 7
448.6
448.q
449. C
449. I
449 • 2
449.3
469.4
44g. 5
44q. 6
449. 8
449.9
450. C
450.1
450.2
450.3
450.4
450.(
45C • 7
450.6
450.q
451. C
451.1
451.2
451.
451.4
_51. E
451.6
451.7
451.E
451. c
452. C
452. 1
452.2
452.3
453.4
452. 5
452.6
452. 7
452.8
452. g
_53.C
453.1
453.2
453. 3
453.4
453.5
453.6
453.7
453.6
453.9
454. C
454. I
454.2
454.3
454.4
TC 2TC 1 TC 3
°R (°K) °R (°K) °R (°K)
(334.3)
6336.7)
(340.6l
(242.E)
(346.E)
6361.7)
(362.2)
(362.61
6363.3)
(3_3.E}
(354.3}
6355.11
6355.6)
1366.C)
(356.41
(366.$1
6357.41
(358.G)
(_56.f)
1359.2)
(35q.(}
(36C.4)
(3(I.C)
(361.()
(362.21
(3_.7)
(3(3.3)
(363.q)
(364._]
(365.C)
(_65.6)
(366.1)
6366.6)
(367.2)
6367.E)
(366.4)
(_6g.C)
(37C.5)
(_1.3)
(372.1)
(373.C)
(3_4.E)
1315.6)
6377.3)
(376.2)
(_7S.C)
(379.E)
6380.61
(381._)
(3_2.2)
(393.Cl
(363.7)
(384.5|
(365.2)
(3E6.CI
(366.61
(367.7)
(386.7)
1389.8]
6351.1)
(392.6l
(3_4.31
6396.C)
(3_7.9)
63SS._)
(4C2.2)
603.5
6C8.1
612.4
616.1
622.1
630.0
630.6
631.5
632.3
633.C
633.8
634.6
635.3
636.1
(36.8
637.6
638.4
639.3
640.1
641.C
641.9
(42.g
643.8
644.8
645.9
646.9
(48.C
649.1
650.2
651.3
652.4
663.5
654.7
655.8
_57.0
658.2
659.5
660.7
662.0
663.2
664.5
665.8
667.1
668.4
(69.7
671.0
672.3
673.5
674.8
676.0
577.3
678.5
679.7
681.0
662.2
683.4
664.7
686.1
687.5
689.1
6q0.8
692.6
6g4.5
6_6.5
6q8.7
7C1.0
7C3.5
7C6,1
7C9.0
711.9
(335.3)
(337.8)
(340.2)
6342.31
(345.6)
6350.0l
(350.4)
(350.g]
(351.3)
6351.7)
6352.1)
6352.5)
(352.9)
(353.4)
(353._)
(354.21
(354.7)
6355.1)
(355.6)
(356.1)
(356.6)
(357.2)
(357.7)
(358,2l
(358.8)
1359.4)
(360.0)
(360.6)
6361.2)
(361.8)
(362.4)
(363.1)
6363.7l
(364.3)
(365.C1
(365.7)
(366.4)
(367.1)
(367.6)
(369.2)
(369.9)
(370.6)
(371.3)
(372.01
(372.8)
(378.5)
6374.21
6374.g)
(375.6)
(_76.3)
(376.9)
(377.6)
(378.3)
(37S.C)
(379,7)
(380.4}
(381.2)
63_2.0)
(382.8)
(383.8l
(384.e)
(385.8)
(387.0)
(388.2)
(389.5)
639C.8)
(392.3)
(393.g)
(395.5)
6C0.8
6C5.1
6C8.6
612.0
617.6
623.5
624.1
624.7
625.3
625.q
626.6
627.2
628.0
628.7
62q.4
630.1
630.S
631.7
632.6
633.4
634.3
635.1
635._
636.8
637.6
638.4
639.2
640.0
640.8
641.6
642.4
643.2
644.0
644._
645.8
646.8
647.8
648._
649.q
651.0
652.1
653.3
6_4.5
655.7
657.0
658.2
659.4
660.7
661.9
6_3.1
664.3
6_5.5
666.7
667.9
669.1
670.2
671.3
672.5
673.6
674. q
676.1
677.4
678.8
680.1
661.8
683.1
684.7
686.3
688.0
689.8
601.7
60q.7
613.0
616.4
(23.7
(33.0
634.0
635.0
636.0
636.8
637.7
638.4
639.2
640.0
64C,8
641.6
642.5
643.4
_44.4
645.5
645.5
(47.6
646.7
6,q.7
65C.8
651.9
652.9
654.0
655.0
_56.0
657.0
658.0
6_q.0
659.9
65C.9
662.0
663.1
6_4.3
(65.6
E66. g
6_E.3
66_.8
_71.3
6?3.0
674.6
676.1
677.7
679.2
68C.7
682.2
683.6
685.0
6F6.4
687. 9
6q g. 3
6_C.7
692.1
6c3.4
694. 8
6c_.3
6_7. g
699.6
7C1.7
704.0
iC6.7
70 g. 7
712.9
716.2
719.9
724.0
(333.8)
6336.21
6338.1)
6340.0)
6343.1)
(346.41
(346.7)
(347.0)
(347.4)
(347.7)
(348.1)
(348.5)
(348.9)
(349.3)
(349.7)
(350.1)
(350.5)
(351.0)
(351.4)
(351.9)
(352.4)
(352.8)
(353.3)
(353.8)
(354.21
(354.7)
(355.1)
6355.61
(356.0)
(356.4l
(356.9)
(357.3)
(357.8l
(358.3)
6358.8)
(359.3(
(359.9)
(360.5)
(361.1!
(361.6)
(362.3)
(362.9)
(363.6)
(364.3)
(365.0l
(365.71
1366.41
(367.0)
6367.71
(368.4)
(369.1)
6369,7)
(370.4)
(371.1l
6371.7)
(372.3)
(373.0)
(373.6)
(374.2)
(374.9)
(375.6l
6376.3)
6377.1)
(377.8)
(378.6)
(379.5)
(380.4l
6381.3)
(382.2)
(_83.2)
TC 4
OR (OK)
5g8.6 (332.6)
603.1 6335.1)
6C6.1 (336.7)
608.1 6337.6)
613.4 (340.8)
619.0 6343.9)
61g.5 (344.2)
620.1 (344.5)
620.6 (344.6)
621.1 6345.0)
621.6 (345.3)
622.1 (345.6)
622.6 (345.gl
623.1 (346.2|
623.6 (346.5)
624.2 (346.8)
624.8 (347.1)
625.4 (347.4)
626.1 (347.8l
626._ (348.3)
627.6 (346.7)
628.4 (349.1)
629.3 (349.6)
630.2 6350.1)
631.1 (350,6)
632.C 6351.1)
632.9 (351.6)
633.8 (352.1)
634.6 (352.6)
635.7 (353.2)
636.7 (353.7)
637.8 (354.3l
638.6 (354.9)
639.8 (355.4)
64C.7 1355.91
641.6 (356.5)
642.5 (357.C)
643.4 6357.4)
644.2 (357.$)
645.1 (358.4)
645.9 (358.9)
646.8 (359.3)
647.7 (359.6)
648.6 (360.3)
649.5 (360.8)
650.4 (361.3)
651.3 (361.6)
652.2 (362.3)
653.1 (362.9]
654.1 (363.4)
655.0 (363._)
655.9 (?_4.4)
6.56.9 (364.9)
657.9 1365.E)
658.q (366.C)
659.9 (366._)
660.q (367.1l
661.q (367.7l
662.g (368.3)
663.9 (368.81
664.9 (369.4)
666.0 (370.C)
667.1 (370.6)
668.3 (371.3)
669.5 (371.9)
670.8 6372.71
672.1 (373.4)
673.5 (374.2)
674.9 (374,9)
676.3 (375.7)
5O
TABLE IV.- SMOOTHEDTEMPERATUREDATA - Continued
(i) Station Z09 in. (276.86 cm), ray 0°. ConcIuded
Time,
eec
454. E
454. E
454.7
454. E
454.9
455. (
455. I
455.2
455.3
455,4
455.5
455.t
455.7
455.e
455. c
45(:. C
456.1
456.2
45_.3
456.4
456. 5
45EOE
456.
456, E
456. c
457. C
4_7, 1
457.2
457.
457.4
457. E
457,6
457° 7
457.8
457.9
458,C
458.1
458.2
45B.3
458.4
458. 5
458.6
4_F.7
45F.8
458. c
459, C
45c;. 1
459. 2
459° =
459. 4
459. 5
459.6
459.7
459.8
459. c
46G. C
460.1
46C. 2
460._
460.4
46C. 5
460°6
460. T
46o.e
460. c
461.C
461. I
461.2
461.3
461.4
TC 1
OR (°K)
728. 3
732,7
737. l
741.9
746, 8
_82.0
757. I
762,8
76c_* 0
775,3
7_i, 8
7_8,7
795,8
EC3,2
PIC.9
52_,5
848.1
868.9
892.3
918.5
9_6.4
c.7 ?. 9
9oe,. 6
IC29. 3
I048.4
!06e.2
iO_e.3
IIC6.1
lifE. 1
1146.1
'_166.6
1137.7
1209. I
1230.6
1252.1
1273°7
1298.5
1317.7
134C.1
19_2.7
14C_.5
1432.8
1458.7
1485.7
_E13.1
1E_0.6
15_.I
15_ ._.9
]624,2
1683.0
]681.7
171C.2
1738. I
1765.2
1791.7
1817.9
1844,0
187_. 6
18_8.2
1926.4
1.98_. 2
198C.9
2CC6.8
20"2.4
1404,_l
(407,C}
[409.5]
(L12,2)
{414._)
(417.8)
{42C.6)
1423.8|
1421.2l
(_3C.7l
(434.31
(43_.1]
(442.1]
(448.2}
145C,5|
(46C.3|
{471.21
(4e2.7]
(495._)
(51C.3}
(52_.8)
(511,1]
[588.3]
(568.5}
(580.8)
(992.3)
(603,5)
1614.5]
(£36.7)
(t48.1)
(eS_.EI
(t71.7]
(_83.7)
It_E.6]
17C7.6]
(719.71
1732.C|
{744.5)
(7_7,1)
(782.51
(7_E.C|
(EIC.4]
(P28.4|
{84C.6)
(_55.q]
1671,1]
(E_t.t}
1902.3|
(_1P.3)
[c34.3)
(95C,1]
(99C,7|
1_98.4|
(1CC_.9)
(IC24,5)
(IC54,51
(lCTC,EI
(11£C,5|
(1114,_!
(1129,1]
TC 2 TC 3
°R ..... (°K) °R .... (°K)
715.1 (_97.3|
718.3 (399,1l
721.8 I4OI.C}
725.5 (403.C|
729.3 (408.21
733.3 (_07.4l
737.4 (_C_.TI
741.7 (412.1}
746,2 1414.5)
75C,8 1417.I)
755,6 (419.8]
76_.5 (422.5)
7t5.6 l_25.4)
77C,9 |428.3|
776.3 (4_1.3)
783.8 (435.4}
7_8.6 (z43._)
813.6 1452.0}
_29.2 (460.61
_45.4 (46_.7)
E_2.5 [479.2)
880.3 (_89.I)
898.4 (499.I|
_16.6 (509.21
934.5 (E19.I)
982.0 (823,91
969.2 (538.4)
986.3 (547.9)
10C3.2 {557.3]
1020.2 (866.81
1037.3 (576.31
1054.4 {585.8|
IC71.5 (595.3)
iC88.5 (_04.7)
1105.5 (E14.2)
1122.5 (t23.6}
i139.6 l(33.1)
1156,8 {t42.7)
1174.4 (_82.5)
1192.4 (662._)
1210.8 ((72.7l
1229.9 (_83.3|
1249.3 (694.1)
1269.1 (7C5.0]
1239.1 (716.1)
13C9.2 (727.4]
1329.7 (_38.7|
1350.4 (750,2)
1371.5 1761,q)
1393.1 (773,q)
1415.1 (786.2)
1459,9 (811.I)
1482,4 (82_.51
1504.4 (835.81
1526.1 (847.8)
1547.3 (85_.6]
1568.3 (871.3!
1589.1 (E82.8)
1610.I (Eg_.SI
1631.3 (9C6.3l
lt82.7 1918.2)
1674.2 (_30.1}
1715.7 (_53.2)
1735.3 (_64,C]
1783.8 (574.3l
1771.5 l_84.2)
1788.6 (_93.6]
1805.4 (1C03.0]
691.8 {384,3)
693.8 1385.4)
695.9 (386°6)
698.2 (387.9|
7CC.5 (389,2}
703.1 (390.6l
7C5.7 (392.1|
708.5 1393.6l
711.4 1395.2l
714.4 (396.9)
717.6 (398.61
720.8 (400.4)
724.2 (402.3|
727,7 {404.3)
7_1.3 (4C6.3l
735.C /4C8.3}
738.8 (410.5)
742.8 (412.6|
747.8 (415.4]
_56,4 (420.2|
765°3 [425.2}
774,4 (430.2]
783.6 (435.4)
79_.I (440.6]
8C2,8 {446,0|
812.6 (451.4]
822.7 (457.0|
832.9 {462.7)
843.4 (468.5}
854.1 (474.5)
864.9 (480,5l
876.C (486,6|
887.2 (492.9)
898.7 (499.3)
910.3 (505,7)
922,1 (512.3)
934,1 (518.9l
946.2 (525.7)
958.5 (532,5)
_7C,9 (539,4|
g83,4 {546.4)
996.2 (5§3.4|
ICC9,0 {560,6)
1022.1 (567.9]
iC35.5 (575.3)
I049,I (582.8)
lC62._ [E_0.5)
IC76.e 1898.2]
I091.C (606,1)
1105.2 (614.0l
1119.7 (622.1)
1136.5 (t30,3l
1149,5 (638.6l
1164.6 (647.0]
1179,9 (_55.51
1195.3 (664.1)
1210.8 (872.7|
1226.4 (681.3}
1242.C {690.0]
12_7.7 (6_8.7)
1273.3 (707.4)
1288.9 1716.1)
1304.6 {724.8l
1320.3 (733.5l
1336.1 1742.3)
1381.8 (751.0)
1367,7 1759.8)
1383.5 (768,6l
1399.4 (777.4)
1415.3 (386.3l
TC 4
OR (°K)
677.8 (376.E)
679.3 (377.4)
68C.8 1378.2}
682.4 (379.1}
684.1 (380.C|
685.7 (_81.¢l
687.4 (381.9]
689.2 (382._)
69C._ (38_.9)
692.8 {984,g)
694.7 (986.C_
69E.8 (387.1)
698.9 (388.3l
701.3 (389.t)
7C3.7 (391.0l
7C6,4 (392.4}
7C9.3 (3_4,1l
712.5 1395._)
71E.C (397.8}
719.7 {399,9]
723.8 (4C2.1}
728.2 (4C4.E]
732.8 (4C7.1)
737.8 (409._1
743.0 (_12.8)
74_.5 (415.8|
754.4 {419.1)
760.5 (422.5)
766.8 (_26.C|
773.5 (429.7)
78C.3 (433,E)
787.4 (437,4l
7_4.6 (441.E)
802.1 _445.£}
809.9 (449.9)
817.9 (_E4.4|
826.1 (459.01
834.6 (463.7)
843.3 (468.5|
852.3 (473.5l
861,4 (478.t|
870.7 [483.7)
88C.4 (489.1l
890,2 (494.E}
90C.2 {500.1}
91C.5 (E05,E)
920.9 1511._}
931.5 (517.E|
942.2 (523.5|
953.1 (52_.5)
964.1 (535.6|
975.1 {541.7)
986.2 (547._)
997,4 (554.1)
10C8.7 (560.4l
I020.C (56E,E)
1031.2 (572.9)
1042.5 (57_.2)
1053.7 (585.4|
I065.C 1591.7|
1076.3 (598.C)
1087.7 (604.3l
lOqg.l 161C.6)
1110.5 1616,q|
1121.9 (623.3)
I133.4 (_29.7)
I14_._ (636.1l
1156.5 (642.5|
1168.1 (148._)
1179.7 (655.4)
51
TABLE IV.- SMOOTHED
(j) Station 121 in.
Time,
$ec
443.G
444.0
445.C
446.0
447.0
448.0
448.1
_48.2
448.3
468.4
468.5
448.6
468,7
468.8
448,_
4660
449.1
449.2
449.3
669.6
449.5
449.6
469.7
449.8
44_).9
450.0
450.L
450.2
450.3
450.4
450.5
450.6
450.7
450.8
450.9
451.0
451.l
451.2
451.3
451.6
451.5
451.6
451.7
451.8
451.9
452.0
452.l
452.2
452.3
452,6
452,5
452.6
452.7
452.8
452.9
453.0
453.1
453,2
653,3
653.4
453.5
453.6
453.7
453,8
453.9
456.0
454.1
454.2
456.3
454.4
TC I
OR (OK)
599.6 1333.11
607.0 1337.21
61l.l 1339,51
613. l 0340.6)
621.1 1345,01
630.1 0350,11
631.0 (350.6}
63L.8 (351.0)
631.4 035[,4l
633.1 135107)
633.7 1352.|)
634.4 0352.5)
635.2 1352,91
636.0 1353.3)
636.8 1353,81
63707 1354.3|
638.6 (354.8)
639.5 0355.31
640.4 1355.81
641.3 1356.31
642.2 135608)
643.2 1357.31
644.3 1357.91
64503 1358051
646.4 1359.11
647.5 1359071
648.6 1360.31
649.6 (36009)
650.6 1361.4)
651.5 (361.91
652.4 136204)
65302 0362.9)
654.1 1363.41
655.0 0363,9}
655.9 0364.4)
656.9 1364.91
65r.9 1365.51
b59.1 1366.2)
660.3 1366.81
66|.7 1367.61
66301 1368.41
664.7 0369.31
666.2 1370.11
667.8 137[.01
669.3 1371.81
670.7 (372.61
672.0 1373.31
673.3 1374.0)
674.5 0374.7)
6?5.8 1375.4)
677.2 137602)
678.6 1377.0)
68002 137709)
681.9 0378.81
683.7 137908)
685.4 1380.81
6870[ 1381.7)
688.8 0382.6)
690.3 1383.5)
692.0 1384.4)
693.6 1385.3)
695.6 0386.4)
698.0 0387.8)
700.8 0389.4)
7G4.1 1391.21
7C8.1 .1393.41
712.0 039505)
717.8 1398.8)
724.1 0402.31
731.2 1406.21
TEMPERATURE DATA - Continued
(307.34 cm), ray 0 °
TC 2
o R (°K)
601.8 1336.31
604.4 1335.8)
60701 1337.3)
611.8 0339.91
617.1 1342.81
626.9 1348.3)
627.9 (348.81
62807 1349.31
629.5 0349.7)
630.2 1350.11
630.9 1350.51
631.5 1350.8)
63201 135102)
632.7 0351.51
633.3 1351.8)
633.8 1352.1l
63403 1352.41
634.8 1352.61
635.2 135209)
635.7 0353,2)
63603 1353051
63700 035309l
637.7 1354.3)
638.6 1354.81
63906 (35503)
640.6 (355.91
64108 0356.5l
642.9 0357,1)
644.0 1357,8)
645.1 1358.41
64603 0359.1)
64705 1359.7)
64806 1360,3)
649.T (360.9}
650.8 1361.51
65Lo9 0362.21
653.1 1362.8)
654.3 136305)
65505 0364.2)
656.5 0364.7)
657.5 1365.31
658.4 0365.8)
659.4 036603)
660.5 0366.9)
661.5 (367.51
662.6 0368.1)
66307 1368.71
664.8 1369.3)
666.0 037000)
667.2 1370.71
668.4 0371.3)
66906 0372o0)
670.9 1372.71
672.2 (373041
673.6 0374.21
675.l 1375.0l
676.6 0375.91
67801 1376.71
679.7 1377.61
68105 0378.61
683.4 1379.7)
685.4 0380.8)
68704 (381.91
689.6 0383.1)
691.8 0384.31
694.1 138506)
696.9 0386.91
69809 (388.3)
701.9 0389.71
704.1 1391.21
TC
OR (°K)
600.5 (333.6)
603.2 0335.11
605.8 0336.5)
608.7 033802)
61309 0341.|l
62109 0345.5)
622.5 (349.81
623.0 134601)
623.5 1346041
624.[ 1346.71
62405 0347.01
625.0 0347.2)
625.4 0347.5)
629.9 034707)
626.4 0348.0)
62609 (348.31
627.9 (348.61
628.0 0348.9)
6Z806 1349.2)
629.2 (349.61
629.9 1349.9)
63006 0390.31
631.4 1350.8)
632.3 1351031
633.3 (351.91
634.4 0392.51
635.6 0353011
63607 0393.71
637.8 1354.3)
638.9 1355,01
640.0 0355.6)
641.1 1396.11
642.1 (356.7)
64301 (357.31
64%0 1357.8)
644.9 0358.3)
645.8 1358.8)
646.7 1399,31
647.7 (359.81
648.6 (360.3)
649.4 0360.8)
690.2 1361.21
691.0 0361,7l
651.9 1362,11
692.7 0362.61
693.6 (363,1)
694.6 0363,7)
695.6 1364,2)
69607 (364,91
698.0 1365,91
699.2 1366o21
660.4 0366.9)
661.9 1367.91
662.6 0368.tl
66308 (368.81
665.0 136904)
666.1 (370.0J
667.1 0370.61
66801 (371.21
669.0 1371.71
670.0 0372.2l
671.1 0372.81
672.2 1373.41
673.3 (374.0)
674.4 0374.71
675.7 0375._1
67701 1376.2)
678.8 0377.11
680.6 1378.11
682.7 1379.3|
TC 4
OR (OK)
597.0 0331071
600.0 1333.31
603.8 0335.4l
606.5 (33609)
609.6 0338.7}
61702 (342.91
617.9 0343.31
618.9 0343.61
61901 (343.91
619.6 1344.21
620.2 0344.9)
620.7 0344.8)
621.1 1345.01
62105 (345.31
621.9 0345.9)
622.2 1345.71
622.6 1345.91
623.0 1346.11
623.3 0346.3)
623.7 1346.9)
624.0 1346.71
624.5 0346.91
62500 1347.2l
625.9 0347.5)
62601 (347.81
626.8 (348.2)
627.6 1348071
628.5 1349.21
629.4 0349.7)
630.3 0350.2)
631.2 1350.71
632.1 0351.2)
633.0 1351.7)
633.9 0352,21
634.9 1352.71
635.8 (353.2)
63607 0353.71
637.6 (354.21
638.9 0354.7)
639.4 1355.21
640.2 0355.7)
641.0 1356.1)
641.7 (35605l
642.4 0396.91
643.2 (357.31
644.0 0357.8)
644.8 0358.21
645.6 0358.61
646.4 (399.11
647.4 0399.6)
648.4 (360.2)
64905 036008)
690.5 1361.4)
691.5 0362.01
692.5 0362.51
653.6 0363.[1
694.7 1363.71
695.7 (364.3)
69607 0364.8)
697.7 1365.4)
698.7 0365,9)
69908 0366.9)
660.9 0367.11
662.0 1367.81
663.0 (368.31
664ol (36809)
665.2 0369°5)
666.3 1370.2)
667.5 1370.81
668.8 |371.6|
52
Time,
sec
454.5
454.6
;54.7
454,8
454.9
455,0
455.1
455.2
455.3
455,4
455.5
455.6
455.7
455.8
455.q
456.0
456.1
456.2
456.3
456.4
456.5
456.6
456.7
456.8
456.9
457.0
457.1
457,2
457.3
457.4
457.5
457.6
457.7
457.8
457.9
458.0
458.L
;58.2
458.3
458.4
458,5
458.6
458.7
458.8
458.9
459.0
459.1
459.2
459,3
459.4
459.5
459,6
459.7
459.8
459.9
460,0
460.1
460.2
460.3
460.4
460.5
460.6
460.7
460.8
460.9
461,0
461,1
461,2
461.3
461.4
TABLE IV.- SMOOTHED TEMPERATURE DATA - Continued
(j) Station 121 in. (307.34 cm), ray 0 °. Concluded
TC 1 TC 3
OR (OK) OR (OK)
TC 2
o R (OK)
706.8 (3927, 685.1 (3806,710.7 13918, 687.8 (3821,719.2 13965( 6909 1383,727, (4042, +94.4 (385,735.8 1408.81 698.2 (3879,7+4.3 (+135, 702.3 (3902,753.2 ,418, 706.8 (3927,762.6 ,42371 711.7 (3954,772.6 (4292, 716.9 1398,7834 (+352, 722.5 (4014,
795.1 144L.71 728.4 1404.71
807.5 1448.6) 734.7 1408.11
820,7 (455,91 741,2 1411,81
834.6 1463.71 748,1 1415,61
849,0 1471,71 755.3 1419,61
863.8 (479.9) 762,9 1423,81
878.8 1488,21 770,8 1428,21
893,8 (496.6) 779.0 1432.81
908.8 1504.91 787.5 1437,51
923.7 1513,11 796.3 (442.4)
938.4 1521,31 805.3 1447,41
952,9 1529.41 814,6 (452,6)
967,4 (537.4) 824.1 1457.8)
981,9 1545.51 833.8 (463,2)
996,6 1553,61 843.7 1468.71
1011.4 1561.91 853.9 (474.41
1026,5 (570.3) 864,4 1480,21
1041,7 (578.7) 875.0 1486.11
1057.0 1587.21 885.8 1492.11
1072.4 1595,81 896.9 1498.31
tC87,7 (604.3) 908.0 1504,41
1102,9 1612,71 919.3 1510.71
1118,0 (621,11 930,8 1517.11
1133,1 1629-51 + 942,3 1523,51
1148,3 (637.9) 954,0 1530,01
1163.6 (646,4) 965,7 1536,51
1179.1 1655.11 977,6 1543,11
1195.2 1664,01 989.5 1549.7)
12_1.8 1673.21 1001, 5 1556,41
1229,0 1682.81 1013.7 (563,21
1247,0 (692.8) 1026.0 1570.01
1265,7 1703,11 1038.4 (576.9)
1284,9 1713.91 1051,0 1583,91
1304.7 (724.81 1063.7 (590.9)
1324,9 1736.11 1076,5 1598.1)
1345.5 (747.5) 1089.6 1605,31
1366.3 1759.1) 1102,8 1612.71
1387,4 1770.8l 1116,3 (620,2)
1408,8 1782,71 1129.9 (627.7)
1430,5 1794,71 1143,8 (635,4)
1452,3 1806.91 1158,0 1643,31
1474,3 1819,11 1172.4 1651,31
1496.3 1831.3) 1187,1 1659,51
1518,3 (843,5) 1202,1 1667,81
1540.0 1855.61 1217,3 1676,31
1561.6 (867,6) 1232,7 (684,8)
1583,.1 1879,51 1248,3 1693,51
1604,6 1891.4| 1264.2 (702,3)
1626.3 (903,5) 1280,4 1711,31
1648.3 1915,71 1296,7 (720,;)
1670.9 1928.3) 1313.3 1729,6)
1693,8 1941,01 1330,2 (739,0)
1717.0 1953.91 1347,3 1748.51
1364,6 1758,11
1382,2 (767.9)
1400.0 1777.81
739.0 1410,.51
7_7.5 1415.3)
756.8 1420.51
764.4 1424.71
773.6 (429.8)
786.3 1436,8)
799.0 (443.9)
811.8 1451.01
824.9 (458.3)
838.8 1466.01
853.8 1474.31
870.3 1483.51
88_.3 1493,51
907.2 1504.01
927.0 1515.01
9_7,7 1526.5)
969.4 1538.51
991.2 1550.71
1012.0 (562,2)
1030.6 1572.51
1047.2 (581.81
1062,9 1590,51
1078.5 (599.2)
1094.6 1608.11
1111.1 1617,31
1128.1 1626.71
11_5,7 1636.51
1163.3 (646.31
1180.6 (655.9)
1197.5 1665.31
1214.9 1675.01
12_3.8 1685.41
1254,3 1696.81
1275.3 (708.5)
1296.0 (720.0)
1316.1 1731.11
1336.3 1742,41
13_7.4 (754.11
1379.5 (766.4)
1402.0 1778.9)
1424.6 1791.41
1447.2 (804.0|
1410.3 1816.91
1494.2 1830,11
1519.2 1844.01
1545.6 (858.7)
1573.6 1874.21
1602.9 1890.5)
1632.6 (907,01
1661.7 1923.21
1689.8 (938.8)
1717.1 1954.01
1744.1 1968,9)
1770.7 1983.71
1797.1 (998.4i
1823.3 (1013,0)
1849,8 11027.71
1876.9 (1042,7)
1905.3 i1058.51
1934.7 11074.9)
1961.1 11091.21
1992.2 11106°8)
2018.6 11121,51
TC 4
OR (OK)
670.3 (372.41
671,7 1373.21
673.3 (374,11
675.0 1375.01
676.9 1376,1)
678.9 1377,21
681.1 (378.4)
683.3 1379,61
685.8 1381.01
688,5 1382.51
691,4 1384,11
694.5 1385.81
697,8 (387,61
701,4 (389,7)
705.5 1391,91
709.9 1394.41
714,6 (397.0)
719,7 1399,81
725.0 (402.81
730.8 1406,01
736,9 (409,4)
743,2 1412,91
749.8 (416o51
756.8 1420.41
764.0 1424.41
771,4 1428.61
778.9 1632.71
786,5 1436,91
794.3 1441.31
802.2 (445,61
810.1 1450,01
818,0 1454,51
826.2 (459.0)
834,4 1463,6)
842,7 1468,2)
851.1 (472.81
859.4 (477.5)
868.0 1482.21
876.7 (487.11
885.6 (492.01
894.6 (497.01
903.7 1502.11
913,1 1507,31
922,6 (512,5)
932.3 1517.91
942,1 1523,41
952.1 (528,91
962.3 (534,6)
972.6 1540.31
983.1 1546.21
993,6 1552,01
1004.2 1557,91
1014.9 1563.9)
1025,8 1569,91
1036.7 1575,91
1047,5 1582,01
IC58,4 1588,01
1069,4 1594,11
lC80,5 1600,31
1091,6 (606,5)
1102.8 1612,71
1114,1 1618,91
1125,4 1625,21
1136,9 1631.6)
1148.3 1638.01
1159,9 1644.41
1171,5 1650,81
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TABLE IV.- SMOOTHEDTEMPERATUREDATA - Continued
(k) Station 133 in. (337.82 cm), ray 0 °
Time, TC 1 TC 2 TC 3 TC 4
sec o R (OK) o R (OK) o R (OK) o R (o K
443.0
444.0
445.0
446.0
441.0
448.0
448.1
448.2
448.3
448.4
448.5
448.6
448.7
448.8
448.9
449,0
449.1
449.2
449.3
449.4
449.5
449.6
449.7
449.8
449,9
450.0
650.1
450.2
450.3
450.4
450.5
450.6
450.7
450.8
450.9
451.0
451.1
451.2
451.3
451.4
451.5
451.6
451.7
4_L.8
451.g
452.0
452.1
452.2
452.3
452.4
452.5
452.6
452.7
452.8
452.9
453.0
453.1
453.2
453.3
453.4
453.5
453.6
453.7
453.8
453.9
454.0
454.1
454.2
454.3
454.4
596.9
603.8
606.6
610.0
b16.1
624.3
625.1
(331.61
(335.41
(337.01
(338.91
(342.3)
(346.81
(347.3!
595.7 (330.9)
600.8 (333.81
605.2 (336.2)
606.3 1336.81
610.9 (339.4}
619.7 (344.3)
620.6 1344.8)
594.8 (330.5)
595.9 (331.1)
598.0 (332.2)
602.3 1334.61
605.9 (336.6)
613.9 1341.1|
614.7 1341.5)
593.3 1329.61
594.8 (330.51
597.9 (332.2|
601.4 (334.1i
605.6 1336.41
611.8 (339.9)
612.3 (340.2}
626.0 1341.81
626.9 (348.3)
627.8 {348.8}
628.7 (349.31
629.5 (349.71
630.4 {350.2)
631.2 1350.71
632.0 1351.11
632.8 (351.5)
633.4 (351.9)
634.0 (352.2)
634.6 (352.6)
655.4 (353.01
636.1 1353.41
637.0 (353.9)
637.9 (354o41
638,9 (355.0)
640.1 (355.6|
641.3 (356.3)
621.4 (345.21
622.2 (345.71
623.0 (346.11
623.7 (346.5)
624.3 (346.91
625.0 (347.2)
625.7 (347.6l
626.3 (347.9|
626.8 1348.21
627.4 (348.6}
628.0 (348.91
628.5 (349.2l
629.0 (349.5)
629.6 (349.8)
630.2 (350.1|
631.0 (350.5)
631.8 (351.01
632.7 (351.5)
633.6 (352.0)
615.6 (342.01
6L6.4 (342.5)
617.2 (342.91
617.8 (343.21
618.4 1343.6)
619.0 (343.g)
619.5 (344.2)
619.9 1344.41
620.3 (344.61
620.6 (344.81
620.9 (344.9)
621.2 1345.11
621.5 1345.31
621.9 (345.5)
622.3 1345.7)
622.8 (346.01
623.5 {346.41
624.4 (346.9)
625.3 (347.4l
612.8 1340.41
613.2 (340.71
613.6 (340.9)
613.9 (341.1)
614.2 (341.2|
6L4.5 (341.4l
614.9 (341.61
615.3 1341.81
615.7 (342.0)
616.0 (342.2|
616.3 (342.4)
616.6 (342.6|
617.0 (342.8)
617.4 (343.0)
617.9 {343.31
618.3 (343.5)
618.9 (343o8)
619.6 (344.21
620.4 (344.7|
642.5 (357.01
643.7 (357.6)
644.7 (358o2l
645.6 (358.7|
646.5 (359.21
647.3 (359.61
648.0 (360.01
648.8 (360.5)
649.7 (361.01
650.6 1361.51
651.6 (362.0)
652.6 (362.5)
653.7 (363.21
654.8 (363.8|
656.0 (364.5)
657.3 1365.2)
658.6 (_65.9|
660.1 (366.7)
661.6 (367.5)
663.0 (368.31
664.4 (369.1)
665.8 (369.9|
667.1 (370.61
668.4 (371.3)
669.7 (372.0)
670.9 (372.7)
672.3 (373.51
673.6" (374,21
675.3 (375.L)
677.1 {376.2)
679.3 (377.4)
581.5 1378.61
683.9 (379.9)
686.5 (381.41
689.3 (382o9}
692.2 (384.6)
645.4 (386.3}
598.8 (388.2)
702.3 (390.2)
713.6 (396.4)
728.4 (404.7)
742.2 (412.31
755.5 (419.7)
769.C (427.2l
634.5 (352.5|
635.5 (353.11
636.5 (353.61
637.6 1354.2|
638.6 (354.8l
639.7 (355.4)
640.8 (356.0)
641.9 (356.61
643.1 (357.31
644.3 (357.9)
645.4 (358.6)
646.5 (359.2)
647.7 1359.8)
648.8 (360.4}
650.0 (361.11
651.1 1361.7l
652.2 {362.3)
653.2 (362.9)
654.2 1363.4)
655.1 (364.01
656.2 (364.6)
657.3 {365.2)
658.4 (365.8)
659.6 (366.4l
66C.8 (367.11
662.1 (367.8)
663.5 (368.6)
665.1 (369.51
667.0 (370.51
669.1 1371.71
671.3 1372.91
673.7 1374.31
676.2 (375.7}
678.9 (377.21
681.7 1378.7}
684.7 (380.4)
687.8 (382.1)
691.0 1383.91
694.4 (385.81
697.9 1387.71
703.8 (391.01
715.1 (397.31
726.5 (403.6)
737°0 (409.4)
626.3 {347.9)
627.3 1348.5)
628.3 (349.1)
629.3 (349.6)
630.4 (350.21
631.5 (350.8)
632.5 (351.4}
633.5 (352.01
634.6 (352.5)
635.6 (353.1)
636.6 (353.7)
637.5 (354.2l
638.3 (354.6)
639.0 (355.0}
639.7 (355.4)
640.4 1355.8)
64L.1 (356,21
641.9 (356.6)
642.7 (357.1)
643.5 (357.5)
644.4 (358.01
665.4 (358.5)
646.4 (359.11
647.4 (359.7)
648.3 1360o2)
649.2 (360.7)
650.0 (361.1)
650.9 (361.6)
651.7 (362.01
652.5 (362.5)
653.5 (363.0)
654,5 (363.6)
655.8 1364.41
657.4 (365.2)
659.0 (366.11
660.8 (367.1)
662.8 (368.2)
665.1 (369.5)
667.8 1371.0)
670.9 (372.7)
676.5 1374.71
678.4 (376.9)
682.8 1379.3)
687.5 (382.0)
621.1 (345.1)
621.9 (345.5)
622.7 (345.9)
623.4 (346.3)
624.2 (346.81
624.9 1347.2)
625.6 . (347.61
626.3 (348.0l
627.1 (348.4)
627.9 (348.8)
628.8 (349.3)
629.7 (349.8)
630.5 (350.31
631.4 (350.81
632.3 (351.31
633.2 (351.8)
634.2 (352.3)
635.3 (352.9)
636.4 (353.5)
637.5 (354.2|
638.6 (354.8)
639.8 (355.5l
641.1 (356.21
642.4 1356.9)
643.6 (357.6)
644.8 (358.2)
645.8 (358.8)
646.8 (359.3}
647.7 (359.8)
648.4 1360.2)
649.1 (360.6)
649.7 (360.9)
650.2 (361.21
650.8 4361.6)
651.3 (361.9)
651.8 (362.1}
652.2 (362.4)
652.7 (362.6l
653.2 (362.9}
653.8 (363.2)
654.7 (363.7l
655.9 (364.4l
657.3 (365.2}
658.9 (366.1)
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TABLE IV.- SMOOTHED TEMPERATURE DATA - Continued
(k) Station 133 in. (337.82 cm), ray 0 °. Concluded
Time, TC 1 TC 2
sec
454,5
454°6
454°7
454,8
4.54,9
455,0
4.55,1
455,2
455,3
455.4
455°5
455°6
4.55°7
4.55.8
4.55°9
456.0
4.56ol
456,2
456.3
4.56,4
456.5
4.56.6
456. ?
456,8
456,_
457.0
457.L
457.2
457.3
457.4
4.57,5
4,57.6
4.57°7
457.8
457.9
458,0
458.1
458,2
4.58.3
458.4
4.58,5
458,6
4.58.7
458,8
458,g
459,0
459. l
459,2
459,3
459,4
459,5
459,6
459.7
459,8
459,9
460.0
4.60.1
4.60,2
4.60,3
460.4
460.5
460.6
4.60.7
460.8
460,9
461.0
461.1
461.2
461.3
461.4
OR (OK)
782.7 (434..8)
796.4 (442.4.|
810.3 (450.2)
825.0 (458.3)
840.5 (4.66,9)
856.5 (475.9)
872.9 (4.85.01
889.6 (4.94,2)
906.6 (503,6(
923.6 (513.1)
940.3 (522,4)
956,6 (531.4)
972,5 (54.0,3)
988,0 (548,9)
I003.I 1557.3)
1017.7 (565.4)
1032.4 (573.6)
1047.4 (581,9)
1062.3 (590,2l
1076.5 (598,1)
1089.8 (605,4)
1102.5 (612,5)
1115.5 (619.7)
1129.6 (627,6)
1145.1 (636.21
1161.5 (645.3)
1178.0 (654,4)
1194,5 (663.6|
1211.2 (672,9)
1229,1 (682,8)
1248.0 (693.3)
1266.9 (703,8(
1285.1 1713.9)
L303.2 (724.0)
1322.1 (734.5)
1342.1 (745.6(
1362o6 (757,0)
1_83.1 (768.4)
1404.0 (780.0)
1425,8 (792,1)
1448,8 (804,9)
1_72,8 (818,2)
1497.4 (831.9)
1522.3 (84.5.7}
1547.7 1859,8)
1573.8 (874..4)
1601.0 (889,4)
1629.1 (905,0l
165T.9 (921.1)
1686,8 (937.1)
17[5.1 (952°8|
L742.7 (968,2(
1770.0 1983.3)
oR (°K)
747.6 (415°31
758.2 (4.21,2)
769.0 (427.2)
779,9 (433.3)
790.9 (439.4)
802,0 (445.5)
813.2 (45L.8)
824,5 (458,1)
836.0 (464..4l
847.5 (470.8)
859,2 (477.3)
870,9 (483.8)
882,8 (490.4)
894.9 (497.1)
907.1 (503.9)
919.3 (510.7)
931.6 (517.6)
943.9 (524,4)
$56.3 (531.3(
968,8 (538,2)
981.3 (545.2)
993.6 (552.0)
1006.1 (558,9)
1018.7 (565.91
1031.5 (573,1)
TC 3
o R
692.6
697.9
703.5
709.4
715.5
721.8
728.3
735.0
742.0
749.2
756,8
764.6
772.8
781.1
789.6
798.3
807.1
816.1
825,3
834.7
84.4,2
853,8
863.5
873.3
882,9
(°K)
(384.8)
(387.7)
(390.8|
(394.1(
(397.5)
(401o0)
(4.04..6)
(408.4(
(412,2)
(416.2)
(420.4)
(424.8)
(429.3)
(4.33.9)
1438.7)
(443.5)
(448.4)
(453.4)
(458,5l
(463.71
(4.69.0)
(474.4)
(479.7)
(485.1)
(4.90,5)
TC 4
OR (OK)
660.9 (367.2)
663.2 (368.5)
666.0 (370.0)
669.0 (371.7)
672.4 (373.5)
676.1 1375.6)
680.3 (377.9)
684.7 (380.4)
689.6 (383.1)
694.7 (386.0)
700.2 (38q.0)
705.9 (392.2)
711.8 (395.5)
718.0 (398.9)
724.2 (402.4)
730.7 (406.0)
737.4 (409.7)
74.4.3 (413.5)
751.3 (417.4)
758.4. (4.21.4)
765.8 (425.4)
773.3 (429.6}
780.9 (4.33.8)
788.5 (438.1)
796.2 (462,3)
804.0 (446.6)
811.8 (451.0)
819.7 (455.4)
827,5 (459,7)
835.5 (464.1)
843.6 (468.7)
851.8 (473.2)
860.0 (477.8)
868.2 (482.3)
876.4 (486.9|
884,8 (491,5)
893.1 (496.2)
901.4 (500.8l
909.7 (505.4.(
918.2 (510.1)
926.8 (514.9)
935.6 (519.8)
944.6 (524.8)
953,8 (529,9)
963.1 (535.1}
97207 (54.0.4)
982,5 (545.8)
992.4 (551.3)
1002,5 1557,0)
1012.8 (562.7)
1023.3 (568.5)
1034.0 (574.4)
1044.9 1580.5)
IC56.0 (586.6)
1067.2 (592.9)
1078.7 (599.3)
1090.3 (605.7)
1102.1 (612.3)
1114.1 (619.0(
1126.4 (625.8)
1138.8 (632.6)
115103 (639.6)
1164.1 (646.7)
1177.1 (653.9)
1190.2 (66102)
1044.5 (580.3)
1057.6 (587.5)
1070.8 (594.9)
IC84.2 (602.4)
1C97.8 (609,9)
1111.8 (617.7J
1126.1 (625.6)
1140.7 (633.7)
1155.8 (642.1)
1171.3 (650.7)
1187.3 (659.6)
1203.7 (668.7)
1220,8 (678.2)
1238.3 (688.0)
1256.3 (697.9)
1274.5 (708.1)
1293.1 (718.4)
1312.5 (729.2|
1332.4 (740.2)
1352.8 (751.5)
1373.4. (763.0)
1394.2 (774.5)
1414.9 (786.1)
1435.7 (797.6)
14.56.4 (809.1)
1477.2 (820.6)
1497.8 (832.1)
1518.5 (843.6)
1539.2 (855.11
1560.0 (866,7)
1581.1 (878.4)
1602.5 (890.3)
1624.1 (902.3)
1645.9 (914.4)
1667.9 (926.6)
1690.0 (938.9)
1712.2 (951.21
1734.7 (963.7)
1757.3 1976.3)
1780°0 (988.9)
1803.0 (1001.6)
892.5
902.1
91L.8
921.5
931.3
941.2
951.3
961.4
971.8
982,4
993.2
1004..3
1015.6
1027.0
1038.7
1050.6
1062.7
1075.1
1087.8
1100.6
1113.7
1127.0
1140.4
1154.0
1167.7
1181.5
1195,5
1209.7
1223.9
1238.3
1252.9
1267.6
1282.5
1297.5
1312.7
1328.0
1343.5
1359.1
1374..9
1390.8
1406.9
(495.8(
(501.2)
(506.6)
(512.0)
(517.4)
(522.9)
(528,5!
(534.1)
(53909)
(545.8)
1551,81
(558,0)
(564.2)
(570.6)
1577.1!
(583.6)
(590.4.)
(597.3)
(604.3)
(611.5)
1618.7)
(626.1)
(633.6)
(641.L)
1648,7)
(656.4)
(664.2)
(672.0)
(680.0)
(688,0l
(696.1)
(704.2)
(712.5)
1720.8)
(729.3)
(737.8)
(746.4)
(755.0)
(763.8)
(772.7)
(781.6)
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TABLE IV.- SMOOTHEDTEMPERATUREDATA - Continued
(1) Station 144 in, (365.76 cm), ray 0 °
Time, TC 2 TC 3
sec o R (OK) o R (OK)
443.0
444.0
445.0
446.0
447.0
448.0
448.1
448.2
448.3
448.4
448,5
448.6
448,7
448.8
448.9
449.0
469. L
669,2
449.3
449.4
449,5
449.6
/*49.7
449.8
469.9
450.0
4_O.L
450,2
450.3
450.4
450.5
450.6
650.7
650.8
450.9
451.0
451oi
451.2
451.3
451.4
451.5
451.6
451.7
451.8
45L.q
452.0
452. I
452.2
452.3
452.4
452.5
452.6
452.7
452.8
452.9
653.0
453. l
453.2
453.3
453.4
453.5
453.6
453.T
453.8
453.9
454.0
456.1
454.2
454.3
454.4
TC 1
OR (OK)
591.1 (328 4J
5_.1 (332.3)
601.8 (334.3)
603.7 (335,4)
609.6 (338.6)
617.5 (343.0)
618.3 (343.5)
619.3 (344.1)
620.2 (344.6)
621.1 (365.1)
622.0 (345.5)
622.7 (345.9)
623.4 (346.3)
626.0 (346.7)
626.6 (347.0)
625.3 (347.4)
626.0 (347.8)
626.7 (348.2)
627.5 (368.6)
628.5 (369.21
629.6 (349.8)
630.6 (350.3)
631.7 (350.9)
632.7 (351.5)
633.8 (352.1)
636.8 (352.7)
635.8 (353.2)
636.7 (353.71
637.6 (354.2)
638.6 (354.71
639.2 (355,1)
660.1 (355.61
661.0 (356.1)
661.8 (356.6)
642.8 (357.1)
663.8 (357,7)
666.9 (358,3)
666.1 (359.0)
667.6 (359.7)
668.8 1360.4)
650.1 (361.2)
651.4 (361,9)
652.7 (362.6)
056.0 (363.3)
655.2 (366.0)
656.4 (364,7)
657.6 (365.3)
658.7 (365.9)
659.8 (366.6)
661.0 (367.2)
662.4 (368.0)
663.7 (368.7)
665.2 (369.6)
666.8 (370.4)
668.7 (371.5)
670.7 (372.6)
673.4 (374.1)
676.6 (375.9)
680.3 (377.9)
686.4 (380.2)
688.9 (382.7)
693.8 (385.4)
699.1 (388.4)
708,7 (393.7)
725.5 (403.0)
761.7 (412.1)
757.6 (420.9)
7t3.1 (429.5)
788.5 (438.0)
803.0 (446.11
591.1
595.0
598.2
600.5
604.4
614.0
615.0
616.0
616,9
617.8
618.6
619.4
620.2
620.9
621.4
621.8
622.2
622.5
622.7
623.0
623.3
623.7
624.1
626.8
(:;25.5
626.6
627.4
628.4
629.5
630.7
631.9
633.0
634.2
635.4
636.7
638.0
639.2
640.3
641.4
662.3
643.2
644.1
644,9
645,7
646.6
647.5
648.5
649*6
650.7
652.0
653.3
654.8
656,4
658.1
659.9
661.9
663.9
666.0
668.2
670.5
672.9
675.4
678.0
681.1
688.5
704.3
717.2
729.9
742.4
754.7
( 328.4l
(330.5)
(332.3)
(333.6)
(335.8)
(341.1)
(341.7)
(342.2)
(342.7)
(343.2)
(343.7)
( 344, 1 )
(364.6)
(344.9)
(345.2)
(345.5)
(345.7l
1345.8)
(346.0)
(346.1)
(346.3)
( 346.5 )
( 346.7 )
(347.1)
(347.5)
(348.01
(348.6)
(349.1)
(349.7)
(350.4)
(351.0)
(351.7)
(352.3)
(353.0)
(353.7)
(354.4)
( 355.1 )
(355.7)
(356.3)
(356.8)
(357.3)
(357.8)
(358.3)
(358.7)
(359.2)
(359.7)
( 360.3 )
(360.9)
(361.5)
(362.2)
(363.0)
(363.8)
(364.7)
(365.6)
(366.6)
(367.7)
(368.8)
(370.0)
(371.2)
(372.5)
(373.8)
( 375.2 )
(376.6)
(378.4)
(382.5)
(391.3)
(398.4)
(405.5)
14L2.5)
(419.3)
589.2
591.7
593.2
596.4
60L.0
609.2
6L0.0
610.8
611.5
612.1
6L2.6
613.1
613.7
614.2
614.6
614.9
615.2
615.5
615.7
616.0
616.2
616.5
616.9
617.4
618. L
618.9
619.7
620.6
621.6
622.6
623.7
624.7
625.9
627,0
628.2
629.4
630.7
63L.9
633.0
634.1
635.0
635.9
636.8
637.6
638.4
639.1
639.9
640.8
661.6
642.5
643.3
644.2
645.0
646.0
647.0
648.0
649.1
650.2
651.4
652.5
653.8
655.0
656.3
657.6
658.9
660.2
662. l
671.2
680.8
690.3
(327.31
(328.7)
(329.5)
(331.3)
(333.9)
(338.5)
(338.9)
(339.3)
(339.7)
(340.0)
(340.3)
(340.6)
(340.9l
(341.2)
(341.4)
(341.6)
(341.8)
134L.9)
(342.1)
(342.2)
(342.3)
(342.5)
(342.7)
(343.0)
(343.4)
(343.9)
(344.3)
(344.8)
(345.3)
(345.9)
1346.5)
(347,1)
(347.7)
(368.4)
(349.0)
(349.7l
(350.4)
(351.1)
(351.7)
(352.3)
(352.8)
(353,3)
(353.8)
(354.2)
(354.7)
(355.1)
1355.5)
(356.0)
(356.4)
1356.9)
(357.4)
(357.9)
(358.4)
(358.9)
(359.4)
(360.0)
(360.6)
(361.2)
(361.9)
(362.5)
(363.2)
(363.9)
(364.6)
(365.3)
(366.1)
1366.8)
(367.8)
(372.9)
(378.2)
(383.5)
TC 4
OR (OK)
587.5 (326.4)
590.2 (327.91
592.0 (328.9)
594.2 (330.Ll
596.6 (331.4)
605.8 (336.5)
606.6 (337.0)
607.4 (337.5)
608.1 (337.8)
608.7 (338.2)
609.1 (338.4)
609.5 (338.6)
609.7 (338.7)
610.0 (338.9)
610.2 (339.0)
610.2 (339.0)
610.2 (339.0)
610.1 (339.0)
610.0 (338.9)
610.0 (338.9)
610.0 (338.9)
610.2 (339.0)
610.4 (339.1)
6L0.8 (339.3)
611.4 (339.7)
612.2 (340.1)
613.0 (340.6)
613.9 (341.01
614.7 (341.5)
615.6 (342.0)
616.6 (342.6)
617.6 (363.1)
618.6 (343,71
619.7 (344.3)
620.7 (344.8)
621.8 (345.4)
622.9 (346.1)
624.1 (346.7)
625.1 (347.3)
626.I (347.8)
627.0 (348.3)
627.8 (348.8)
628.7 (349.3)
629.5 (349.7)
630.3 (350.2)
631.1 (350.6)
631.9 (351.1)
632.8 (351.6)
633.7 (352.1)
634.6 (352.5)
635.4 (353.0)
636.0 (353.3)
636.6 (353._)
637.2 (354.0)
637.7 (354.3)
638.2 (354.6)
638.7 (354.8)
639.1 (355.1)
639.6 (355.3)
640.1 (355.6)
640.7 (356.0)
641.3 (356.3)
642.0 (356.7)
642.8 (357.1)
643.7 (357.6)
644.7 (358.2)
646.2 (359.0)
648.0 (360.0)
650.2 (361.2)
652.8 (362.7)
56
Time,
sec
454.5
454.6
454.7
454.8
454.9
455.0
455.1
455.2
455.3
455.4
455.5
455.6
455.7
455.8
455,9
456.0
456.1
456.2
4.56.3
456.4
456.5
456.6
456.7
456,8
456.9
457.0
457.L
457.2
451.3
457.4
451.5
451.6
457.7
457.8
457.9
458.0
458.1
458.2
458.3
458.4
458.5
458.6
458,7
458.8
458.g
459.0
459. [
459.2
459.3
459.4
459.5
459.6
459.7
459.8
459,9
460.0
460.1
460.2
460.3
460.4
460.5
460.6
460. 1
460.8
460.9
461.0
461.1
461.2
461.3
461.4
TABLE IV.- SMOOTHED
(1) Station 144 in.
TC 1
OR (OK)
817.0 (453.9)
831.0 (461.7)
844.7 (469,3)
858.4 (476,9)
872.0 (484,4)
885.7 (492,1)
899.5 (499,7)
913,2 (507,3)
926.7 (514,8)
940.0 (522,2)
953.3 (529.6)
966.8 (537,1)
980.3 (544,6)
993.7 (552,0)
1007.0 (559,5)
1020.4 (566.9)
1033.8 (574,4)
1047.2 (581,8)
1060.3 (589,l)
1073.5 (596.4)
1086.6 (603,7)
1100.2 (611.2)
1114,1 (618,9)
1128.3 (626,8)
1142.3 (634,6)
1158.0 (643.3)
1173.7 (652.1)
1189.7 (660.9)
1205.7 (669.9)
1222.3 (679,1)
1239.0 (688.3)
1255.8 (697.7)
1274.1 (707.81
12)1.7 (717,6)
1310.4 (728.0)
1330.0 (738,9)
1350.0 (750.0)
1369.9 (761.0)
1390.3 (172.4)
1412.5 (784.7)
1434.3 (796.8)
1456.8 (809.3)
1680.9 (822.7)
1505.1 (836.2)
1529.3 (849.6)
1556.2 (866.6)
1583.6 (879.8)
1610.5 (894,7)
1638.9 (910,5)
1661.7 (926,5)
1696.1 (942,3)
1126.9 1958,3)
1752.9 (973,9)
1780.6 (989,2)
1807,9 (1004,4)
1835.4 (1019,7)
L863.3 (1035.2)
1891,8 (1051,0)
1920.3 (1066,8)
1968.9 (1082,7)
1977.4 (1098,6)
2006.0 (1114.4)
2034,5 (1130,3)
2063.2 (1146.2)
TEMPERATURE DATA - Continued
(365.76 cm), ray 0 °.
TC 3T_'I2
OR (OK)
766,8 (426,0)
178,7 (432.6)
79C.4 1439.1)
801,9 1445,5)
813,1 (451,7)
823,9 (457.7)
834.4 (463.6)
844.8 (469,3)
854,9 (474,9)
865,0 (480.6)
875.1 (486.2)
885.4 1491,9)
895.9 (497.7)
906.6 (503,7)
917.5 1509,7)
928.7 (515,9)
939,9 (522ol)
951.2 (528.4)
962,7 (536,81
974.4 (541,4)
_86.4 (548.0)
998.3 (554.6)
OR (OK)
699.4 (388,5)
708. L (393,4)
716,2 (397,9)
723,9 (402,2)
731.0 (406,1)
737.6 (409,8)
743.8 (413.21
749.8 (416,6)
755,9 (419,9)
162.1 (423,4)
768.7 (421,1)
775,9 (431,0)
783.5 (435.3)
791.7 (439,8)
800.3 (444,61
809.1 (449,5)
818,1 (454,51
827.2 (459,5)
836,3 (464.6)
845,4 (469,7)
854.4 (474.7)
863.3 (679.6)
Concl
TC
o R
655,8
659.2
662,8
666,6
670,7
675,0
679,6
684,4
689.4
694.6
700.0
705.6
711.3
717,2
723,1
729.0
735,0
741,2
747.5
753.9
760,5
767.3
uded
4
(OK)
(364,3|
(366,2)
(368,2)
(310.3)
(372,6)
(375,0)
(377.5)
(360,2)
(383,0)
(385,9)
(388.9)
(392,0)
(395,2)
(398,4)
(401,7)
(405,0)
(408,3)
(411,8)
(415.3)
(418.8)
(422.5)
(426,3)
1010,1
1022,1
1C34,0
1C45.9
1057.8
1069,8
1082.0
1094.5
1107,2
1120.3
1133,9
1147,9
1162.2
1177,0
1192.4
1208,3
1224.9
1242.1
1259,8
1277.7
1296,2
1315,1
1334.4
1353,8
1373,5
1393.5
1413,6
1433.8
1454,1
1474,5
1495.0
1515,5
1536,2
1557,0
1577,9
1599,0
1620,1
1641,4
1662,8
1684.2
1705.9
1727.6
(561,2)
(567,8)
(574,5)
(581.1)
(587.7)
(594,3)
(601.1)
(608.0)
(615.11
(622,4)
(629,9)
(631.7)
1645.7)
(653.9)
(662.5)
(671,3)
(680.5)
(690.1)
(699,9)
(709,9)
(720.1)
(730,6)
(741,3)
('752,1)
(763.0)
(774.1)
(785.3)
(796.6)
(807,8)
(819,2)
(830.5)
(842,0)
(853,5)
(865.0)
(876,6)
(888.3)
(900,1)
(911,9)
(923,8)
1935.71
(941.7)
(959.8)
872.3 (484,6)
881.2 (489,5)
890.1 (494,5)
899.0 (499.5)
908.0 (504.4)
916.9 (509,4)
925.9 (514.4)
934.8 (519.4)
944.0 (524.4)
953.3 (529.6)
962.9 (534,9)
972.8 (540.5)
983.2 (54602)
993.8 (552,1)
1004.7 (558.2)
1015.8 (564,3)
1027.0 (570.5)
1038. L (576.7)
1049.4 (583,0)
1060.7 (589.3)
1072.2 (595,6)
1084,0 (602,2)
1096,2 (609,0)
1108,9 (616,1)
1L22.1 (623,4)
1135.6 (630,9}
1149.4 (638,6)
1163.4 (646.4)
1177.6 (654,2)
IL91,8 (662,1)
1206,2 (670,1)
1220.7 (678.2)
1235.4 (686.3)
1250.3 (694.6)
1265,2 (702,9)
1280.0 (711,1;
1294,6 (719,2)
1308.7 (727.0)
1322,3 (734,6)
1335.4 (741o9)
1348,2 (749.0)
1360.9 (756o0)
77_,7
782,2
789,7
797,1
804,5
811,8
819.1
826,4
833,7
841.0
848.3
855.7
863,1
870.7
878.5
886,2
894.1
902.0
910,1
918.4
926.9
935.7
944.7
_54.0
_63.6
973.5
983.5
993.5
1003.8
I014. I
1024.6
1035,3
1046.1
1057.1
1C68,3
1079.6
1C91,1
1102,7
1114.5
1126.5
1138.6
1150,9
(430.4)
(434.6)
(438,7)
(442,8)
(446,9)
(451,0)
(455,0)
(459.1)
(463.2)
(467,2)
(471,3)
(475.4)
(479.5l
(483,7)
(488.0)
(492.4)
(496.7)
(501.1)
(505.6)
(510.2)
(514,9)
(519,8)
(524,9)
(530,0)
(535.3)
(540,8)
(546.4)
(552,0)
(557,6)
(563,4)
(569.2)
(575.2)
(581.2)
(587.3)
(593,5)
(599,8)
(606.2)
(612,6)
(619,2)
(625,8)
(632.6)
(639,4)
TABLE IV.-
(m) Station 73
Time, TC 1
sec
443.C
444. C
445. ([
446.C
447. C
,_48. C
448. l
445.2
446. 3
448. 4
445.
448. E
446. ]
446,8
44P. c
44a. C
449. 1
44 c • 2
449.3
449. 4
44q. E
44c. 7
44c.@
449. 5
450. C
450. I
450. 2
4_.0.3
4=0.4
450.. c
450.6
45C.]
450. 8
45C.
451.C
4FI. 1
451.2
451. 3
451.4
4_1.5
451. 6
451._
_I.E
451. c
45_). C
_52. 1
452.2
452.
452.
4_2. 5
452.
452.7
452.5
453.C
453. 1
4_5.-;
453.3
453._
453°
453.7
453.
453._
454. C
454. 1
454,2
454.3
454. 4
OR (OK)
66_.7 (338.1)
616.3 (342.4)
621.5 (34_.3)
627.2 6346._)
634.2 (3_2.4)
_43.9 (357.7)
645.1 (358.4)
_46.3 635q.1)
_47.6 6355,(l
64S.8 (360.5l
65C. 0 (361,i)
_51.0 (351.71
6_2.0 (362._)
662.9 (362.7)
_E_.7 (3_3._)
_s5.7 (3_4.3)
656.8 (364.5)
652.0 (3_5.6)
66C.6 (367.C)
661.9 (367,7)
663.1 (366.&l
664.3 (365,1l
6_.4 636_.7)
6_6.5 (37C._1
667.5 (370.F)
66_._ (371.4|
665.6 6372.[|
67C.7 (3_2._)
671._ (373._)
67_.I (373.g)
674.4 (3_4.7)
675.9 (375.f)
677.4 (336.3)
67C.0 (317._)
6_C.6 (376.])
6_._ (?_O.C)
6F_.5 (3_C._)
657.2 (281.E)
(68.5 (3c2.()
6qC.3 62_3._]
65_.4 (_5.2)
6_4.9 (3E_.ll
656.5 (?ET.C)
69_.2 (397._)
69c.e (3FS.F)
_Ol.6 (3_5.E}
703.5 (3@C.F|
7C5.4 (?ql,c)
7C7.4 (393.C)
7O%3 (3_4.1)
711.2 63_°1)
713.0 (356.1l
]14.8 (397.1)
716.5 135_.I)
71Q.4 {3_9.I)
72C.2 64CC.I)
732.1 (401.2)
724.0 (4C2.2|
]2_.2 (4C3.4)
]2_.4 (4C4.7)
]3C.7 (4C6.CI
733.2 (4C7.3|
735.7 (4CE.7)
736.2 [41C.1)
]4C.8 (411.6|
]43.6 (_13,I)
SMOOTHED TEMPERATURE DATA - Continued
in. (185.42 cm), ray 90 °
TC 2
°R .... (OK)
611.4 (33_.7l
617.4 (343.0)
622.5 (345.8|
627.E (348.8)
633.6 (352.0)
643.C (357.2)
644.1 (357.8)
_45.2 (_58,4)
6_6.3 (35_.C;
647.3 6359,6)
648.4 6360,2)
649.4 (360.8)
650.3 (361.3)
6_.3 (361.8)
6_2.3 (362,4)
6_3.2 (362.q)
6_4.1 (363.4)
E_5.0 (36_._l
_._ (364.3)
656.6 (364.E)
657,5 (365.3)
658.3 (36_.7l
E59.0 (366.1|
65_.8 (_66.6)
660,7 (367.0)
661.6 (_67,5|
662.5 (_68.C}
663.3 6368.5)
664.3 (369.ll
665.3 (369.6)
666.4 (37C.2)
667°6 (370,g)
67C.0 (372.2)
671.3 (373.C)
_72.7 (373.7)
674.1 (374.5)
6]5.6 (375.3)
677.1 (_76.2)
_78.6 (377.C)
6EC.2 (377.gl
681.8 (378°8)
683.3 (979.6)
664.g (38C.Fl
666.4 (381.3)
667.g (382.2)
689.4 (_3.0)
6_C.9 (3_3.E)
6_2.4 (384.6)
6_3.8 (3_5._)
_q5.3 (_86.3l
656.8 (_87.1)
6_8.3 1387.g)
6_9.8 (3F8.8)
7Clo3 (_8g°6)
702°9 (39C.5)
704.5 (391.4|
7C6.2 (_92.3)
7C7.9 (393.3)
7C9.7 (_94.3)
711.7 (_9_°4)
713.6 (396,5)
]15.6 (_97.6)
717.6 (398,7|
71g,6 639_o6|
721.6 (40C.E)
723,6 (402°0)
725.6 (403.1l
727.6 (404.2)
72g.7 (405.4)
TC 3 TC 4
o R o R (OK)
6C7.5
612.7
616.7
621.6
627.0
_35.0
636.8
637.7
638.6
63g.4
E40.3
641.1
641.9
_42.7
643,4
644,1
644.g
645°6
646.2
647.0
647.7
649.4
649.2
6_0.0
650.9
_I.8
652.8
tf3.7
6_4.8
6E5.$
E_7.O
658.1
6_g.3
660,6
661.P
6_3.1
664.4
6_5.6
666,_
(°K)
(337.5)
(340.41
(342.6)
(345.4)
(348.3)
1352.8)
6353.3)
(353.8)
(354.3)
(354.8)
(355.2)
(355.7l
(356.2)
(356.61
(357.0)
(357.4l
(357,9)
(358._)
(358.6)
(359.0)
(359.4)
(359.8)
6360,2)
(360.71
(361.1l
(361.61
(362.1l
(362.6)
(3_3.2l
(363,8l
(364.4)
(365.0l
(_65,6|
(366.3)
(367.0|
(367.7l
(368.4}
(369.i)
(36g,8l
(370.5l
606.1
609,9
612._
617.2
623.2
629.4
630. I
630.8
631.5
632.2
632.9
633.6
634,3
635.C
63_.8
636.5
637.4
638._
639.0
63S.8
64C.7
641.6
_42.5
643.4
644.2
645,1
646.0
646._
647.7
64_.5
649.4
65C.3
651.2
652. |
653.C
654.0
654.9
655.9
657.0
658.0
668.2 (371.2l
_g.5 (_71.9)
670.8 (372.6)
672.1 (373,4)
673.3 (374.1l
6_4.6 (374.8l
675.8 (3_5.51
677.1 (376.2|
676.3 (376.9)
679.6
659.1
66C.2
6ei.3
662.E
663.6
664.7
665.8
667°0
668.C
(377,6) 669.1
660.5 (378.3|
_82.1 (379.0)
683.4 (379.7)
6E4.7 (380.4)
686.0 6381.II
6_7.3 (381.8}
683.6 (382.5)
E_g.g (38_.3)
6_1.3 (384.1)
6_2.7 (384,8}
6_4.1 (385.6)
6_5°7 (386,5)
657.2 (387,3)
6¢8.8 (588.2l
7C0.4 (389._)
7C2.1 (390.1|
703.8 (391.0)
7C5.6 (392.0|
7C7.3 (3_2.9)
7£9.C (3_3.9)
_7C.1
671.2
672.2
673.3
674.3
675.3
676.3
677.4
678.6
679.8
681.0
682.2
6_3o5
6_4.8
68_,2
687°6
685.0
6qC.5
652.1
6g3.6
(336.7)
(338.8)
(340.3)
(342°$)
(346.2)
(349.7)
(350.0)
(350.4l
6350.8}
(351.2)
(351,E}
(352.0l
(352.4)
(352.8)
(3_3.2)
(353,t)
(354.1)
(3_4.t)
(355.0)
1355,_)
1355.g)
(356o4)
(3_6.9)
(357.4)
6357._)
(358.4l
(3_8._l
635_.4)
(35g._)
6360.3)
6360.El
(361.3)
(361.El
(362.3)
(362.E)
6363.3)
(363.E)
6364.4)
(365.Cl
(3E=.(I
(366.2)
(366.E)
6367.4l
(368.C)
(368._)
636_.3)
(36_.5)
137C._)
(371.1)
6371.7)
(372.3)
(372.q)
(373.5l
(374.Cl
(374.6)
1375.1)
(375.7)
(376.3l
(377.C)
(377.6|
(378.3|
(379.C)
637g.7)
(380.4l
(381.2}
(382.C)
(382.E)
(383.6l
(384.5)
(385.3l
58
Time,
sec
454.5
454.
454 • 7
454.
454. ¢.
455.C
455. I
455.2
465.3
455.L
455. E
455.
455.7
455. E
_55. c
456. C
45_. 1
',56.2
45_.2
45£, 4
456.5
456, 6
456.7
456. E
45_:. c
457.C
457. I
457.2
457. 3
457.4
_57 • 5
457.6
457.7
_57. E
457. c
45B. C
458,1
458,2
45P, 3
458, 4
458, 5
_F8,6
458,7
458, 8
45fl,_
459. C
459. I
45_.2
459, 3
45g.4
459.5
459, 6
459,7
459, E
459,
460, C
460. )
460.2
46C, ._
460.4
460, 5
460, £
460. T
460.
460, ¢.
461, C
461. I
461. ;
461, ._
461,4
TABLE i V.-
(m) Station 73
TC ]
OR (OK)
746,6 1414,8)
]49,7 (416,5)
752,8 (416,21
755,9 (420.0)
756, g (421.6)
761.6 (423.1)
764.5 (424,7l
767,5 (426,4)
771.4 142_,5)
775.2 143C,6)
780.2 (_33.4)
786,6 1437.C)
793,8 (_£1,6)
801.1 (445,11
809,4 1449,6)
817,7 (454.3)
_26,6 (459.2)
635,9 1414,4)
845,7 (46q,8)
856,0 (4_5,5)
86_.3 1481.3)
890,0 (494,4)
915.0 (5C6,7)
c41,8 1523.2)
_6P,5 1536,1)
995.6 1553,1)
102_,I (568,4)
1052.5 (564._)
!081.9 (601.I!
1148.3 1638,6}
]183,5 1657.5)
1219,4 (677,E|
12_5,8 16_7,7|
1292,1 1717.E)
1328.& (738.C1
1364. e 1_5_,2)
1401.3 1776,5)
1437.8 (7_e.E)
1474.5 161_,2)
150q.7 183_,71
1544.0 (E57.6}
1577,5 1576,4)
1610,3 1594.6)
1662,4 (_12,4)
TEMPERATURE DATA - Continued
in. (185.42 cm), ray 90 ° • Concluded
TC 2
OR . (°K)
731.8 (&06.6)
734.0 (407,81
736.3 (409.1)
738.8 1410.4)
741.4 1411.9)
744.2 (413,4)
747.2 1415.1)
75C.4 (416._)
753.9 (418.8)
757,8 (421.0)
762.1 1_23,4)
766.6 (425,_)
771,5 (428,6)
776.5 (431,4)
781.9 1434.4)
767.5 (437.5)
793,3 (440.7)
7g_,4 1444,1)
805,8 1447,7)
812.5 1451,4)
819,4 1455,2)
_26,8 1459,_)
843.8 1_68,8)
863,1 1479,5)
_82,3 [490,2)
901.7 (500.g)
921.3 [511.8)
941,4 (523.C)
962.2 1534.6)
983,8 1546,51
I006.1 (558,9)
I029,I (_71.7)
I0_2,7 (584.8|
1076,9 1596,31
II01.5 1611.9)
1126.5 (625.8)
1151,9 (_39,9)
1177,6 1654,21
1203.7 (668.7)
1230.3 (683,5)
1257.4 (£_8.6)
1284.9 (713.9)
1312,g 1729.4)
1341,2 (745,1l
1369.5 (]60.8|
1398.0 (]76.7)
1426,7 (792.6)
1455.5 (E08.61
1484.3 (824,6)
1513,1 (_4C.6)
1541.5 (656._}
1568.5 (571,9)
1597.2 (587,3)
1624.6 (_02.7)
1_52.7 (_18,2|
1661.3 (_34.0)
1710,6 (_50,3]
1740.6 (_67.0)
_771.1 (_83.9l
18Cl,6 (1CCC.g)
SMOOTHED
TC 3
OR (OK)
710,7 139_.9)
712.5 (_95.8)
714,3 (396.8|
716.1 1397.8)
718.0 (398.9)
719.g (4C0.0)
721.9 (401.1)
724, C (402.2l
726.2 (403,5)
728.5 (404.7)
731.C (406,1)
733.6 (407.5)
736.4 (409.1)
739.5 (410.9)
742.8 (412.7)
746,2 1414,5)
749.7 (416.5)
753,4 (418.6l
157.3 (420,7)
761.3 (422.9)
765,5 (425.31
769.8 (427.7)
774.3 1430.2)
778._ (432.7)
786,6 (437.0)
7_8,4 1443,6)
808,4 (449,1)
818.0 (454.5)
828.2 (460.1)
838.7 (466,0)
8_g.7 (472.1)
_61.2 (478,5)
673,2 (485,1l
865.E (492.0)
8_8°4 (499.1)
qll.6 (EC6.EI
925.4 (514,1)
g3g.6 (522.0)
954,4 (5]0.2)
969,8 1538,8)
&85,_ (547,4)
1001.4 (556,_)
1017.9 1565.5)
I034.7 (574.8|
1051.8 (584.3)
10e9.3 (594,0)
IC87.1 (603.9)
1105.1 (61_.0l
1123,3 (624.1)
1141.5 (634,2)
1159,g 1644.4)
1178.5 (654,7)
1197,2 (665.II
1216.0 1675,5)
1235.0 1686.1)
1254.0 (696,7)
1273,3 (707.4)
1292,8 1718.2)
1312.4 1729,1l
1332.3 (740.2|
1352.2 (751,2)
1372.4 (762,4)
1392.7 (773.7)
1413.3 1785,1)
1434.0 (796.7)
1454._ (808.B)
1475._ (820.0)
1497,2 16_1,8(
1518.6 (843,7|
1540.2 (855.7)
i
TC 4
°R (°K)
695,2 1386,21
6_6,8 1387,1)
698,4 (388,0|
7CC.1 1388,_|
701,7 1389,&)
7C3.4 1390.8)
705.1 (391.7)
706.9 (392,7)
7CE.7 1393.7)
710.5 (394.7l
712,4 (395,8)
714,4 1396.9)
716.4 1398.0)
718.5 (399.2)
720,6 (40C.4)
722,8 (401.6)
725.1 (402.8)
727,5 (404.2l
730. C 1405.6)
732.7 (407.1)
735,5 1408,61
738,4 (410.2|
741.4 1411.g)
744.7 (413,7)
748,2 1415;7)
752.C (417.8)
756.C (420.C)
760,2 (422.4)
764.9 1424._)
769.8 (427.7)
77E.2 (430,7)
78C.g (433.6)
787.2 (437.3l
793._ (_41.0|
801.1 1445,C)
808.6 1449.21
816.5 1453.6)
824,9 1458.3)
833.6 1463.1)
842,9 1468.3)
852.5 (473,()
8_2.4 (479,1)
872,6 (484,6)
883.2 (490,7|
894,1 1496.7)
9C5.3 (503,0)
916,8 15C9.31
928.5 (815.6|
9_0,5 (522.5)
952.7 (529,3)
_65,0 1536,11
977,5 (543.1)
99C.2 1550.1)
1003.1 (557.3)
1016,1 (564.5)
1029.3 1571.51
1042.6 (579,2)
1056.1 (586.7)
1069.7 (594._l
1083.3 (601,_)
1097.1 16C9,5)
1111,1 (617._1
1125.2 (625,1|
1139o4 (633.0)
1153.8 (641,C)
1168,3 (649,1)
1183.0 (657.2)
1197,8 (665,4)
1212,8 1673.E)
1227.9 1682.1)
59
TABLE IV.- SMOOTHEDTEMPERATUREDATA - Continued
(n) Station 144 in. (365.76 cm), ray 90 °
Time
sec
443.0
444.0
445.0
446.0
447.0
448.C
448 • 1
448.2
448-3
448.4
448.5
4¢8.6
448 • T
448.8
448.9
449.0
449.]
449.2
449.3
449.4
449.5
449.6
449. l
449.8
449.9
450.0
450.1
450.2
450.3
, TC
o R
585.9
592.7
597,0
600.6
605.2
613.2
614.3
6].5.3
616.3
617.2
618.1
6].8.8
6]..9.6
620.0
620.5
621.0
621.5
622.0
622.7
623.3
624.0
624.9
625.7
626.6
627.5
628.4
62.9.4
630.2
63L.0
1
(°K)
(325,5)
(329.3)
(331.7)
[333.6)
(336.2)
(340.7)
134],.3|
(341.9)
(342.4)
(362.91
(343.4)
(343.8)
(344.11
1344.5)
(344.7)
(345.0|
(345.3)
(345.6)
(345.9|
(346.3)
(346.7)
1347.2)
1347.6|
(368.1|
1348.6)
1349.11
(349.6|
1350.1)
(350.6|
450.4
450.5
450.6
450,?
450.8
450.9
451.0
451.1
451.2
45]..3
45],.4
45]..5
451.6
451.7
451.8
451.9
452.0
452.1
452.2
452.3
452.4
4E2.5
452.6
452.7
452.8
452.9
453.0
453.L
453.2
453.3
453.4
453.5
453.6
453.7
453.8
453.9
454°0
454.1
454.2
454.3
454.4
631.8 (351.0|
632.5 (351.4)
633.2 (351.8)
634.0 (352.2)
634.8 (352.7)
635.7 (353.2)
636.7 (353.7)
637.9 (354.4|
639.2 (355.1)
640.5 1355.8l
641.8 (356.6)
643.2 (357.3)
644.5 (358.[)
645.8 (358.8)
646.9 (359.4)
648.1 (360.01
649.3 1360.7)
650.5 136],.41
651.9 1362.1|
653.3 (362.9)
654.7 (363.7|
656.2 (364.6)
657.9 (365.5)
659.8 (366.6)
662.1 (367.8|
664.6 (369.2)
667.2 (370.7)
670.0 1372.2)
673.7 (374.31
617.8 (376.5)
682.3 1379.11
687.3 1381.81
692.8 (384.ql
698,7 (388.11
705.0 (391.7)
7].7.6 1398.6|
731.3 (406.3)
745.( 1413.9)
TSg.[ (42[.TI
773.2 1429.51
787.5 (437.5l
TC 2
°R (°K)
587.8 (326.5l
592.3 1329.1)
596.5 1331.4l
599.6 (333.Ll
602.6 (334.8|
6C8.6 1338.1)
609.3 (338.5)
6],0.1 (338.9)
610.9 1339.4)
61],.6 (339.8|
6].2.4 (340.2)
613.1 1340.6|
613.8 (341.0|
614.6 (341.51
615.4 (341.9)
616.1 1342.3|
616.8 1342.71
617.5 (343.1)
618.2 (343.4)
618.8 (343.8)
619.5 (344.2)
620.1 1364.51
620.8 (344.9|
621.4 1345.2)
622.2 (365.61
622.9 (346.0)
623.6 (346.5)
626.5 (346.9)
625.3 1367.4)
626.2 (367.9)
627.1 1368.41
628.1 (348.9)
629.1 1349.51
630.1 (350.01
631.], 1350.61
632.2 1351.21
633.3 (351.8)
634.3 1352.4)
635.4 (353.0)
636.4 (353.6)
637.5 (354. L)
638,5 (354.7)
639.6 (355.3)
64C.7 1355.9)
641.8 (356.61
643.0 1357.2l
646.3 (357.91
645.6 1358.71
647.0 (359.4)
648.5 (360.3)
650.0 (361.1l
651.6 (362.0)
653.4 (363.0)
655.2 1364.0)
657.0 (365.01
659.0 (366.[1
661.0 (367.21
663.1 (368.4)
665.3 (369.6|
667.6 (370.91
669.9 (372.2)
672.3 (373.5l
674.8 1376.91
677.4 (376.3)
680.[ (377.81
688.3 1382.41
702.6 1390.21
716.4 1398.01
730.1 (405.6)
743.4 (413.01
TC 3
OR (OK)
586.1 1325.61
588.0 (326.7)
589.]. (327.3)
592.1 1328.91
597.9 1332.2)
604.4 1335.8)
605.0 1336.11
605.6 1336.41
606.2 1336.81
606.9 1337.2)
607.5 1337,51
608.1 (337.81
608.7 1338.11
609.3 1338.5|
609.9 (338.8)
610.4 1339.1|
610.8 1339.41
611.3 (339.6)
611.7 1339.9)
612.2 (340.11
6].2.7 1340.41
6].3.2 (340.6)
613.7 1340.9)
614.2 (341.21
614.9 (341.61
615.6 (342.0)
616.3 (342.61
617.1 (342.81
6L7.8 (343.21
618.6 (343.71
619.5 (344.2)
620.4 (344.71
621.3 1345.2)
622.3 (345.7)
623.2 (346.2)
624.2 1346.8)
625.2 (347.31
626.1 (347.8)
627.0 (348.3)
627.8 (348.8)
628.6 (349.21
629.4 (349.7)
630.2 1350.1)
631.1 1350.61
631.9 (351.01
632.6 (351.6)
633.4 (351.91
634.2 (352.31
635.1 1352.8)
635.9 (353.3)
636.9 (353.8)
637,8 1354.31
638,8 (354.91
640,0 1355.5)
641,1 (356.2)
642.6 (356.9|
643.8 (357.71
645.3 (358.51
646.9 1359.61
648.8 1360.41
650.7 136],.51
652.8 1362.TI
655.1 1364.01
657.6 1365.4)
660,4 (366.9|
663.6 (368._|
667.3 1370.71
671.4 1373.01
675.8 1375.41
680.6 1378.1)
t
TC 4
°R (°K)
582.5 (323,6|
585.1 1325,1)
587.8 (326.6)
590.6 1328,0|
595.2 (330.7|
601.9 (334.4)
602.3 1334.6)
602.5 1334,7)
602.7 (336.8)
602.9 1334.9)
603.0 (335.01
603.0 1335°0)
602.9 1335.0|
603.0 (335.0)
603.0 (335.01
603.2 1335.11
603.4 (335.2|
603.7 (335.4)
604.1 1335.6)
604.6 (335.91
605.2 (336.2)
605.9 1336,6)
606.6 (337.0)
607.5 (337.5)
608.4 1338o01
609.5 (338.6)
610.5 (339.21
611.5 (339.7)
612.5 (340.31
613.4 (360.81
614.2 1341.2)
6].5.0 (341.71
615.8 (342.1|
616.4 (342.5)
617.0 (342.81
617.6 (343.1)
618.2 (343.5)
618.8 (343.8)
619.4 1344.1)
620.0 1344.41
620.5 (344.7)
621.1 (345.0)
621.7 1345.41
622.3 4345.7)
623.0 (346.11
623.7 1346.5)
624.4 1346.9)
625.3 1347.41
626.2 1347.91
627.3 (348.5|
628.3 (349.11
629.3 (349.6)
630.2 (350o1|
631.1 1350.6)
632.0 (351.1)
633.0 135],.61
633.8 (352.1)
634.6 (352.6|
635.6 1353.0|
636.3 1353.51
637.2 (354.0)
638.2 1354.61
639.2 (355.1)
660.2 (355.71
661.3 1356.31
642.7 135¥.0)
646.2 135¥.9)
646.1 1359.01
640.2 1360.1)
650.6 1361.4|
6O
Time
sec
454.5
654.6
654.7
454.8
454.9
655.0
455.1
455.2
455.3
4.55.4
455.5
455.6
455.7
4.55.8
455.9
456.C
4.56.1
4.56.2
4.56.3
456.4
4.56.5
456.6
4.56.7
4.56.8
4.56. (;
457.0
4.57.1
4.57.2
4.57.3
4.57.4
4.57.5
4.57.6
457.7
4.57.8
4.57.g
4.58.0
4.58.1
458.2
4.5d. 3
4.58,4
458.5
458.6
4.58.1
4.58.8
4.58.9
4.59.0
4.59. I
4.59.2
459.3
4.59.4
4.59.5
459.6
4.59.7
459.8
459.9
4.60.C
4.60.1
4.60.2
460.3
460.4
4.60.5
4.60.6
4.60.7
4.60.8
460.9
461.0
4.61.1
461.2
4.61.3
4.61.4
TABLE IV.- SMOOTHED TEMPERATURE DATA - Continued
(n) Station 144 in. (365:76 cm), ray 90 ° . C0ncluded
TC 1
o R
802,0
816,6
831,3
84.5, 5
859, 7
873.5
887,0
8_8,7
911.2
923.5
935.6
94.8.3
960.9
973,9
987.1
1000 • 7
1014.4
1028.8
1043.4.
1058.5
1074.. 5
1090.5
1106.5
1123.8
1141.0
1158.8
117,>.9
1196.2
1215.6
1235.2
1255.8
L216.9
1278.8
13;'2.1
134.5.6
1370,0
1396, I
1422.5
144.9.4
1477.0
1504,6
1534.. 1
1562.2
1593.7
1625.0
1657.0
1691. I
1726. C
1760.4.
1796.2
1832.5
1869.2
1906.3
1943.6
1981.3
2019.3
2057.6
2096.1
2134.. 7
2173.3
2211.9
2250.5
2289. I
2327.7
2366.3
24.04.. 8
24.43.4.
(°K)
(4.45.6)
(4.53.71
(4.61.81
(469.7)
(4.77.61
(485.3)
(492.8|
(4.99.3)
(506.2)
(513.[1
(5!9.81
(526.8)
(533.9)
154.1.01
(54.8.4.)
(556.0)
(563.6l
(571.61
(579.7)
1588.1)
1597.01
(605.8)
16L4..71
(624..3)
|633.9)
(643.8)
(653.9)
(664.5)
(675.4.)
(686.21
(697.6)
(709.4)
(721.61
(734.5)
(747.5)
1761.11
(775.6)
(790.3)
(805.2)
(820.61
(835.9)
(852.3)
(867.9)
(885.4)
(902.81
(920.51
(939.5)
(958.9)
(978.0)
(997.9)
11018.01
11038.41
(1059.01
(1079.8)
(1100.71
(1121.8)
(114.3.11
(1164.51
( 1186.01
( 1207.4.1
( 1228.8 )
(1250.3)
(1271.71
(1293.11
(1314.6)
(1336.01
(1357.51
TC 2
° e (OK)
756,3 1420,21
768,8 (4.27.11
780.7 (4.33,7)
792.1 14.40.01
803.0 (4.46.1)
813.4. (451.91
823.4. (4.57.5)
833.2 (662.9)
842.8 (468.21
852.5 (473.61
862.3 1479.11
872.6 14.84..81
883.2 (4.90.7)
894..3 (4.96.8)
905.6 1503.11
917.2 (509.51
928.9 (516.11
94.0.8 1522.71
952.9 1529.4.)
965.2 (536.2)
977.8 1543.23
990.7 1550.4.)
1004..0 1557.81
1017.8 (565.4.)
1032.0 (573.3)
104.6.7 (581.5)
1061,8 (589.93
1077.1 (598.4)
1092.8 1607.11
1108.6 (615.9)
1124..6 1624.81
114.0.8 (633.8)
1157.4. 164.3.01
1174.5 1652.51
1192.0 (662.2)
1210.1 (672.3)
1228.6 (682.5)
1247.4. (693.0)
1266,6 (703.7|
1286.1 (714..51
1306.2 (725.71
1327.0 (737.2)
134.8.7 1749.31
1371.4 (761.91
1395.2 1775.11
1419.8 (788.8)
144.5.2 (802.9)
14.70.9 18L7.2)
1496.9 1831.61
1522.7 (846.0l
154.8.4. 1860.2)
1573.9 (874..4)
1599.3 (888.5)
1624.6 (902.6|
1650.1 (916.7|
1675.8 (93t.0)
1702.0 (945.51
1728.6 (960.3)
1755.6 (975.3|
1783.0 (990.6)
1810.8 11006.0)
1838.7 11021.5)
1866.7 (1037.01
1894.7 (1052.6)
1922.8 (1068.21
1951.0 11083.91
TC 3
OR (OK)
685.8 (381.0)
691.3 (384..1)
697.3 (387.4)
703.5 1390.81
7L0.1 1394.5)
716.9 (398.3|
724..1 (402.3)
731.6 (406.4.)
739.2 (4.10.7)
74.7.0 (415.0)
755.0 14.19.4.1
763.1 14.24.0)
771.3 14.28.51
779.6 14.33.1)
788.0 (4.37.8)
796.2 (4.4.2.4.)
804..5 (447.0)
813.0 14.51.6)
821.6 (4.56.41
830.3 14.61.3|
839.2 (4.66.2)
84.8.3 (4.71.3|
857.6 (4.76.4.)
867.0 14.81.71
876.5 (4.86.9)
886.0 (4.92.2)
895.8 (4.97.61
905.6 1503.1)
915.6 (508.7)
925.7 (514..3|
936.1 (520.0)
946.7 (526.0)
957,6 (532.0)
968.6 (538.1)
979.8 (54.4..3|
991.4. (550.8)
1003.4. (557.4.)
1015.5 (564..2)
1027.8 (571.0)
104.0.5 1578.11
1053.5 (585.3)
1066.9 1592.7)
1080.8 (600.4.)
1095.0 (608.31
1109,5 1616.4.)
1124.3 (624.6)
1139.4. 1633.01
1154..8 164.1.6)
1170.5 (650.31
1186.3 (659.01
1202.2 (667.9|
1218.4. (676.9)
1234..8 (686,0)
1251_2 1695.11
1267.7 1704..3)
1284.._ 1713.51
1301.2 [722.9)
1318.2 (732.4.)
1335.4. (74.1.9|
1352.8 1751.61
1370.3 (761.31
1388.0 (771.1)
14.05.9 (781.0l
1423.9 (791.1)
14.4.2.1 1801.2)
14.60.5 1811.41
TC 4
OR (OK)
653.3 (362.91
656.4. (364..7)
659.8 (366.6)
663.6 1368.7)
667.8 1371.0)
672.2 1373.5)
677.0 (376.1)
682.0 (378.9)
687.2 (381.8)
692.6 (384..8)
698.3 (387.9)
704.0 (391.11
709.8 1394..3)
715.7 1397.6)
721.7 (4.00,91
727.8 1404..3)
734..0 (4.07.8)
74.0.2 (4.11.21
74.6.4 (4.14.7)
752.9 14.L8.31
759.5 14.21.91
766.1 (4.25.61
772.7 (4.29.3)
779.4. (433.0)
786.1 (4.36.7)
792.9 (4.4.0.5)
799.8 (44.4.3)
806.8 (44.8.21
813.8 14.52.1)
820.9 14.56.11
828.2 (460.1)
835.6 14.64..2|
843.1 (4.68.4.)
E50.8 (4.72.6)
858.6 14.77.0)
866.6 1481.41
874.7 (4.85.9)
882.9 (4.90.5|
891.3 (4.95.2)
900.0 (500.01
908.9 (504.9)
918.1 (510.01
927.5 (515.3)
937.2 (520.7)
94.7.1 (526.2)
957.4. 1531.9)
967.7 (537.6)
978.2 154.3.5l
988.9 (54.9.4.)
999.8 1555.4.1
1010.8 1561.6)
1022.0 1567.8)
1033.3 (574..0|
1044..6 (580.4.)
1056.1 (586.71
1C67.8 1593.2)
1C79.6 (599.8)
1091.5 (606.4.)
1103.6 (613.1)
LlL5.8 1619.91
1128.2 (626.8)
114.0.7 (633.7)
1153.3 164.0.7)
L|66.1 (64.7.81
1179.1 1655.01
1192.1 (662.3|
61
443. C
444, C
445. [
446. C
447 o 0
448, C
449.1
4_8.2
448,
448,4
448. 5
448, E
448,7
448.° 8
44_, C
440. C
449. I
44_. 2
44S. ?
440.4
449.
449.6
44c,. 7
449. 8
449. c
450. O
450. I
450.2
450. 3
450,4
45C. 5
450,6
450. 7
450.8
_50 • c
451.C
451.1
451.2
451.3
451.4
451.5
451.6
451.7
451.8
451.S
452,C
452.1
452.2
452. 3
452,4
452. 5
452.6
452. 7
452.8
4._2.c
453. C
453. I
453.2
453.3
453.4
453, 5
453.6
453, "t
45_.8
453, c
4_4, C
454.1
454, 2
454.
454.4
TABLE IV.- SMOOTHED TEMPERATURE DATA - Continued
(o) Station 52 in. (I32.08 cm), ray 180 °
TC 1
OR (OK)
621.7 6345.4l
52_.5 (349.7)
635.1 1352.8)
645.0 (358.41
6E3.0 (3_2.81
662.3 (367.9)
662. q (368o3)
66?.5 (368.6|
664.2 (36_.0|
66E.0 (36_,41
665.8 6359._)
666.7 6370,4)
667.8 (371,C|
668.8 6371.5)
66_,7 1372.1)
67C.7 (372.6)
671.7 (373.2)
672.7 (?]3.7)
67?.8 6374.3)
675.0 (3i5.0)
676.2 (375.7)
677.6 (316.4)
679.1 (317.3)
680.6 637E.1)
682.3 (379,0)
663.8 (379o9)
66_.3 (380,7)
6_6.8 (381._)
68@.3 (782.41
68_.B 1383,2)
6_1.4 (354.1)
693.1 (365.C)
6_4.9 6386.0)
6_.8 635_,1)
69_.7 (388.2)
7CC,7 1399,3)
702.8 (3_C.4)
704.8 (391.6|
706. B (302.7)
708.6 (393.7)
710.4 (394,7)
712.0 6355.6)
713.5 (396,4|
715.1 (3_7.3)
716.8 [395.2)
718.6 63_g.2)
720.4 640C.2)
7?2.5 64CI.4)
724.7 (402.6)
727.0 (403.g)
72q. 5 [4C5.3)
_31.8 (4C6.6)
734.0 (407.8)
_36.1 (4C9.C)
738.1 (410.I|
74C. I (411.2)
7_2.1 (412.3)
744.2 (413,4)
_46.2 (414.6)
748.3 6415.7)
750.5 (416._)
752.7 (418.2)
755.2 (419.6)
757.7 (420.9)
760._ (422.4)
762.9 (423.8)
765.6 (425.3|
768.4 (426._)
771.2 (426.5)
774.2 (430.I)
TC 2
o e (°K)
622.0 6345.5)
628.6 (349.2)
635.S (353.3}
642.6 (357,0)
650.0 (361.I)
558.6 (365.9)
659.6 (366.4)
660.5 (367,0)
661.5 (367.5)
662.4 (368.0)
663.4 (368._)
664.3 (369.I)
6(5.2 (36g,6)
666.2 (370.1)
667.1 6370.6l
668.1 6371.2)
669.0 6371.7)
670.0 (372.2)
671.0 (372.8)
672.1 (373,4)
673,1 (374.0)
674.2 (374.6l
675,3 (_75.2|
676.5 (375.8)
677.8 (376.5)
679.0 (377.2)
680.3 (378.C)
681.6 (378.7)
683.0 (379,_)
6_4.4 (380.2)
685.9 (381.1)
657.5 (_81.9)
689.0 (382.e)
E_C,6 (383,6l
692.2 (_84.6)
693.8 (385.5l
695.5 (_86.4)
6_7.2 6387.3)
6_8.Q (388.3)
700.7 (_89.3)
7C2.4 (390.2)
7C4.2 (391.2)
706.0 (392.2)
7C7.9 (393,3)
7C9.7 (394.3)
711.6 (395.3|
713.4 (396.3)
715.2 (397.3l
717.0 (398.3)
718.8 (399.3)
72C,6 (400.3)
722.4 (401.3)
724.1 (402.3)
725.8 (403.2)
727.6 (404.2)
729.3 (405.2)
7_1.0 (406.1|
732.7 (407.1)
734.4 (408.0)
736.2 (409.0)
738.1 (410.0)
740.0 (411.1|
742.0 (412.2)
744.C (413,3l
746.2 1414.5)
748.4 (415_8)
75C.7 (417.1)
753.1 (418.4)
755.5 (419.7)
758.1 (_21.11
TC 3
OR (OK)
616,2 (342.3)
623,2 (346,2)
628,4 (349,1)
635,@ (353,3)
644.1 (357.8)
651.9 (362.2)
6_2.6 (362.6)
653,3 (362,9)
E53.9 (363.3)
654.5 (363.6)
655.2 (364.0)
655.9 (364.4)
656.7 (364.9l
657.7 (765.4)
658.6 (365.9)
6_.6 (366.4)
660.6 (367.0)
661.4 (367.5)
662,2 (367,9)
663.0 (368.3)
663.7 (368.7l
664.5 (369.1|
665.3 (369.6)
666.3 (370.2)
667.4 (370.8|
668.5 (371,4)
669.7 (372,1)
670.8 (372,7)
671.9 (373,3)
673.0 (373.9)
674.0 (374.5)
675.1 6375.0)
676.1 6375.6)
677.3 6376.3)
678.5 (376.9)
679.8 (377,7)
681.1 (378._l
682.5 (379.1)
683.8 (379.9)
685.2 (380.7)
686.6 (381.5)
688.1 (382.3l
689.6 (383.1l
6q1.1 (384.0)
692.7 (384.8)
694.3 (385.7)
6_5._ (386.6l
647.5 (387o5|
699.1 (388,4)
7CC.6 (_89.2)
702.1 (390,1)
7C3,6 1390.9)
705.C (391.7l
706,5 (392.5)
708.C (393.3l
709.5 (394.2)
711.1 (395.01
712.7 (395,9)
714.4 (396.9)
716.1 (397.9)
717.9 (398.8)
719.7 (399.9|
721.5 (400o9)
723.3 _401.gl
725.1 (402.9)
726.9 (403.9l
728.8 (4C4.9)
730,6 1405,9l
732,5 (407,0l
734,5 (408.1)
i
TC 4
°R (°K)
609.6 (338.7)
613.3 1340.7)
617.1 (342.8)
621.3 6345.2)
626.0 (347._)
633,3 (351.8l
634,0 (352.2)
634,7 (352.6)
635.3 [352._)
635,9 (353,3l
636.5 (353,6)
637,0 (353,9)
637.6 (354.2)
638.1 (354.5l
638,7 (354.E)
639.3 (355.1)
699.9 (355o5)
640.6 (355.9|
641.2 (356.2)
641.g (356.6l
642.7 (357.Cl
643.4 (357.5)
644.2 (357._)
644._ (358,3)
645.7 (358.7l
646.5 (359.2)
647.3 (359.6l
648.1 (360.1)
648.g (360.E)
649.8 (361.0)
650.7 (361.El
651.7 (362.1l
652.8 (362.7)
653.8 (363.2)
654._ (363.8)
656.0 (364.4)
657.2 (365.1l
658.4 6365,_l
_59.6 6366.4)
660.8 (367.1)
662.1 (367,E)
663.4 (368.6)
664.7 (369.3)
666°0 6370,C)
667.3 (370.7)
668.5 (371.4l
669.8 (372.1|
671.0 (372.8)
672.1 (373.4)
673.3 (374.C)
674.4 1374.7)
675.6 (375,3)
676.8 (376.C)
677.9 (376.8)
679.I (377,3l
68C.3 (377.9l
681.5 (378.6l
682.8 1379.3)
684.1 (380.1)
685.4 (380.El
686.8 1381.6|
688.2 6382.3)
689.7 (383.2l
691.2 (384,C)
692.8 (384.Sl
694.9 (385,7l
696.0 (386.7)
697.7 (387.6l
699.4 (388.6)
7C1.1 1389.5)
62
TABLE IV.- SMOOTHED TEMPERATURE
(o) Station 52 in. (132.08 cm),
Time,
sec
454.5
454.E
454.7
454. E
454.q
455. C
455.1
455.2
455. __
4_5.4
455.5
455.1=
455.8
455. c
_5E. C
456.1
456.2
45f.3
456.4
456. E
456.6
45 6. 7
456.8
456. c
_57.£
457.1
457.2
457. ?
457.4
457.5
457.6
457. 9
457.8
'57.
458jC
458.1
458. ;:
458. ?
45_°4
458. E
458.6
458° 7
459.8
456, c
459. C
459,I
459° 2
459.3
459.4
45 c ,
459,6
456° 7
459.8
459, c
46C. C
460. 1
460.2
460, ?
46C, 4
460. 5
460.6
460. 7
460.8
460. c
461.0
_61.I
461_
461.3
461.4
TC I
oR (OK)
777,2 1431.81
780.1 (z73.41
783.2 (435.11
7e6.3 (43_._1
7PS.6 143_,71
7q2.9 1z40.51
796.3 (4z2,4)
79g.7 (444.3)
803.2 144E.2|
806.q (448.3)
810.7 14E0.4|
e14.8 1452.71
£1s.o 1455.C)
82_.2 (45_.3)
827.6 (_5S.EI
8_2.5 1462._)
857.5 (_65.3)
842.0 14_8.11
E4O. O 1471.1|
e53.5 1474.21
_59.3 1477.4|
675.0 14E6.I)
_84.9 1491.6|
891.1 (4_E.C)
900.I 150C.11
_13.5 15(7.51
93],I 151_.31
951.4 1528.61
_72.2 1_4C.1)
S_1.5 1550.E1
I008.4 (56C.2)
!023.6 1568._1
1078.7 1577.C1
1055.7 1586.51
1C76.3 1597.S)
IlCC. 8 1611.£|
I129.3 1627.4)
1151.6 1645.41
IiC8._ 16_5.81
123_.6 (e88.71
1265.4 1714.1l
1393.5 (7i4.21
1457,! 18C_o5)
1527.0 (_48.31
1601.I (88_._|
I_75.6 (_C.q|
1747.2 1q7C.71
1814.5 (1CCE.C)
1879. I (IC44.C)
TC 2
OR (°K)
76C.6 1_22.E1
763.3 1424.1)
766.C 1425.6|
768.8 1427.1l
771.6 (428.7)
774,5 1430o31
777.2 1431.8]
780.0 1_33.31
782.8 (434.91
755.6 (436.4)
788.5 1438,11
791.6 1439.81
7_4.B 1441°6)
7_8,3 (443.5)
802.0 (445°6|
806.Z 1447.g)
810.5 1450.3l
815.2 1452.S)
820.8 1_56.01
826.g 1_59.4)
_33.3 1463.0)
840,2 (466,81
847,4 1470,81
855.C 1_75.0)
863.0 1479.4)
871.3 1_84.1)
£80.I 148q. C1
889.3 1494,01
8_8.8 1499._)
9C8.8 1_04.9)
927.7 1515._1
_46.5 1825.81
g56.8 1_31.61
_67.7 1_37.6)
g80.I I_44.5S
994.6 1552.61
1Cl1.4 1_61.9|
1030.4 1572.41
10f1.6 (584.21
IC_5.4 1597.4)
1102.1 1_12.?)
1131.8 (62_.8|
1164.7 (E47.11
1200.9 1667.21
1240.7 (189.31
1284.C 1713.91
1330.4 1739.11
1378,4 1765.8)
1426.4 1792,41
1473.C 1818.41
1517._ (E4_.31
1560.E 1_67.11
1601.6 (£89.8)
164C.6 1_II.4|
1678.1 (932.31
1715.0 1952.8)
I_52.C (_73.31
1789.2 ($9@.0l
1826.8 (ICl4.g|
TC 3
°R (*K)
DATA - Continued
ray 180 ° . Concluded
i
TC 4
736.6 1_09.21
738.7 1410._1
740.g 1411.6|
743.2 1412.91
145.5 1414.2)
747.8 (_15.51
7_0.1 1416.71
_2.4 1418.0|
]54.6 1419,_)
]56,7 (420,W)
758.8 1421,61
760,9 1422.71
763.1 1423.9)
765.4 (425.2)
_7.8 1426.6|
770.5 1428.1|
779.4 (429.7)
776.6 1431.41
780.0 1433.31
783.6 (_25.3)
787.4 (437._)
791.4 1439.61
7S5.5 1a41.91
7_9.6 (44_,21
8C3._ 1446.6l
808.3 1449.01
n12.8 1451.6)
E17.6 (454.2)
822.8 1457.11
828.4 (460._1
834.5 1463.61
841._ (467,_|
848.2 1471.21
855.7 (475.4|
663.5 (479.71
871.7 1_8_.31
880.4 (489.1)
8_g.6 1494.2)
899.5 1499.7|
910.3 1505.7|
922.1 1512,31
_35.0 1519.41
948._ 1527.21
_64.0 1535.b|
_80.3 1544,6)
997,7 1554.3l
1C16.1 1564.5|
I035.6 1575.31
1056.0 1586.71
IC]7.4 1598.51
1099,5 (610.91
1122.4 1623.5|
1145.7 (636.5)
1169.4 16_9.71
1193.4 (663.0l
1217,5 1676.W1
I241,7 1689.81
1265.9 (703.3|
1290,I (716.7|
1314.4 (730.2l
OR (OK)
702.q
704.6
706.4
706.3
710.1
711.q
713.8
715.8
717.7
719,7
721.7
723.8
725.g
728.0
730,2
732.4
73_.7
737.1
7_9.6
742.1
744.7
747.4
75C.2
753.2
75_.1
759.1
762.2
765.5
768,9
772,4
775.9
779.6
783.5
787.6
791.9
796.4
801.I
8C6.1
811.4
817.2
823.2
829.7
836.6
8_4.0
852.C
860.7
869.9
879,7
890.3
gCl.3
912.¢
925.0
937.7
951.0
964.6
978.7
qg?.O
10C7.B
1022.6
1037.8
1053.3
1069.2
1085.4
1102.0
[I19.0
1136.3
1154.0
1172.0
1190.4
1209.1
1_90.5)
1391._1
1392.5|
1393.E)
1394.51
1395.51
1396.6)
1397.E1
1398,7)
(399,8)
14C0._)
1402.1|
(403.!I
1404,41
1405,61
(_C6.9)
1_08.21
1409.51
1410.91
1412.3l
1413._|
1_15.21
1416.8|
1419.4)
1420.11
1£21.]1
(423.E|
1425._1
(427.2)
1429oi}
1&31.C1
1_33.1l
1435,31
1437.81
(_39._)
1_42.4)
1445.C)
(447.E)
145C._)
1454.C)
1457.4)
(460.$1
1464.8)
1468._|
(473.3|
1478.2t
(483.3|
(488.i)
(494._)
150C.]|
1507.1|
1513.g)
(82l. C|
(528.3|
(535._l
1543.11
(551.71
1559._|
1568.1l
1576.5l
1585.2)
1594.C)
(60_.CI
1612.2l
1621.71
(631.31
1641.11
(651.11
1661.3l
1671.71
63
Time,
sec
443. C
444 • C
445.(
44e. C
447. C
4z_8. C
448. I
44_.2
44_. 3
448.4
448.E
448 • 6
448.7
44_. E
445,
44c. C
44 c . ]
449.2
44?. 3
44g.
44c. 6
44e,. 7
444.8
444 •
450.C
450.1
450.2
450.4
450. E
4SO. (
450 • 7
450.8
450.
_51.6
_5!. I
4_1.2
451.3
4_I._
451._
451.7
451. e
451. (
4=3.C
45_.I
452.2
452. _.
452.. _
4.c2. (
452.7
452. e
457. C
4_3. (
457.1
453.2
453.3
453.4
457.. _
453.6
453. 8
45_. c
454. ¢
454, l
454,
454.3
454.4
TABLE IV.- SMOOTHED TEMPERATURE DATA - Continued
(p) Station 73 in. (185.42 cm), ray 180 °
i
TC 1 TC 2 TC 3 TC 4
o R o ROR ,(OK)
611.0 (33_.4)
617.9 (_43.3)
622.8 (_4_.C}
(3_.2 (350.1)
637.5 (3_4.21
64_.i (356.4)
646.0 (358._}
647°0 1?5_._)
64_.0 l?60.C}
64%0 138C.5)
_4%.q ()El.C)
65C.7 (3el._}
6_1.5 (361._)
6_2.2 (362.4)
E_?.O (362.8)
_53.E (363.21
6_4.7 (763.71
_55.6 (3t4.2)
65_.5 1364.7)
6_7.5 (_65.3)
658.4 (355.8)
65_.4 (_66.3)
66C.3 1366._}
661.3 (367.4)
662,? (367._)
663.3 (368.E}
664.2 (769,CI
665°2 (36_,6l
6_6,4 (_7C.2|
6_7.4 137C.6)
658.8 (371._)
670, I (_72.3)
671.8 (3i_._)
67_,6 (314.2)
677.1 (976.2)
67_.9 l?_7.2)
6_0,5 (378.1}
6_2.1 (378.9)
63_.4 (379.7)
6P4.7 1380.4)
666.0 (3BI.1}
6_7.4 (3_1._}
688.9 (_82.7}
6cC.6 6381.7)
697.4 (364.7}
6c4.2 (3EE.7}
6c_.2 (356.8)
65_,2 (3_7,_I
vee,3 138_,I}
702,4 (39C.21
7C4,5 (3gI.4l
706.5 (392.E)
7C8.3 (3_._)
71C,I (3c4.E)
i11.7 (3_5.4)
713.4 (3_6.3)
715,0 (3_7.2}
i16,7 (3_8.))
720.0 (40C,01
721,8 (401.C)
123.7 (402.11
i25.8 (403.2)
727.9 (404.4l
73C. I (4C_.6)
7?2.4 (4C6.S)
734.8 (4CE.2)
737.5 (4C_.7}
740.3 (411.3)
oR
612.0
616.8
623.4
629.3
636.l
643.8
644.5
6" 5.2
646.0
646.7
647.4
648.0
645.7
649.4
t_C.l
653.7
651.4
6._2.2
653.6
654.4
655.3
656.1
_57.0
6.=7.¢;
658.8
{59.8
E4C.g
662.0
6E3._ _
_64.5
665.8
667.2
568.6
67C.1
671.5
67_.1
674.6
676.2
677.8
679.4
661.1
682.8
6F4.4
586.I
6E7.7
684.4
691.0
692.6
694.2
695.7
6¢,7.3
6¢; 8.8
7CC.3
701.8
7C3.3
7C4.7
7C6.2
7C7.7
7C9.2
710.7
712.3
714.0
715.7
717.5
719.4
721.5
723.6
725.8
728.1
(°K)
(340.0)
(342.7)
(346.31
(349.6l
(353.4)
(357.61
(358.11
(_58.5)
(358.9)
(359.3}
635_.6}
(360.0}
(360.41
(36C.P)
(361.2}
636_.5l
(161._}
(362.3)
(362.7)
(363.II
(_63.61
(364.C)
1_64.5|
(365.C}
(Z65.5)
1366.0)
(366.6}
1_67.2)
(367.8)
(_68.5)
(36_.1)
(359.9)
(_7C.7)
{_71.41
l_72.?)
(773.1)
1373.q)
(_74._)
(375.7)
(375.6}
(377.5)
1_78.4)
(379.31
(380.2)
(381.2)
1382.1)
(383.o1
(383.g)
(784.8}
(_85.7)
(386.5)
(387.4)
(388.2}
(389.13
1384._)
(390.7}
(391.5}
(292.3)
(393.2)
{394.01
(394.8)
(395.7)
(3_6.61
1397.6)
(]98.61
(399.7)
(40C.8)
1402.01
1403,2l
1404.5l
608. g
613.3
618.5
623.7
629.3
636.4
637.1
637.8
628.5
6_9.2
534._
640.6
641.3
642.0
642.7
643._
644.2
645.0
645.8
646.6
647.3
648.1
64R.g
649.7
650.4
6_1.1
651.9
652.6
6_3.4
654.2
655.0
655.P
656.7
657.7
658.8
659.q
661.1
_62.3
663.6
665.0
666.4
667.8
efg.3
670.7
67?.2
673.6
675.0
676.3
677.6
678.9
65C.2
681.4
652.6
683.7
684.8
685._
687.0
688.2
689.3
6gC.6
6ql.q
693.2
6_4.5
696.0
697.5
699.0
700.6
702.3
7C4.0
705.8
(OK)
(338.3)
(340.7)
(343.61
(346.51
(349.6}
1353.6)
(354.0}
1354.3)
1354.7)
(355.11
(355.5)
(355.9)
(356.31
(356.7)
(357.1)
(357.5}
(357.9)
(358.3}
(358.8}
(359.2}
(359.6)
(360.I)
(360.5}
(360.9)
(361.3)
(361.7)
(362.2l
(362.6)
6363,0)
(363.4)
(363.9)
(364.4)
(364.9)
(365.4l
(360.0)
(366.6)
1367.3)
(368.0}
(308.7)
(369.4)
1370,2)
1371.0)
(371.81
(372.61
(373.41
1374.2)
(375.01
(375.71
(376.5)
1377.2)
(377.9)
(378.5)
(379.2l
1379.81
1380.5)
(381.1}
1381.7)
(382.3)
(383.0)
(383.61
1384.4)
(385.1l
(385,9)
(386.7}
(387.SI
(388.31
(389.2)
1390.2)
139|.11
{ 392._ }
605.6
6C9.8
614.C
619.1
624.8
630.7
631.3
631.8
632.4
632.q
633.5
634.0
634.6
635.1
635.7
636.3
636.8
637.4
638.C
638.6
63_.2
639._
64C.6
641.3
642.1
642.8
643.6
644.4
645.3
646.1
647.C
647._
648.8
64_.7
650.7
651.7
652.7
653.8
654.8
655._
657.C
658.1
659.1
660.2
661.3
662.4
663.5
664.6
665.7
666.8
667._
669.0
67C.1
671.2
572.3
673.4
674.5
675.6
676.7
677.8
678.9
68C.1
681.2
682.3
683°5
684.7
685._
687.1
688.4
689.6
(°K)
(336.4)
(338.61
(341.11
(343.q}
1347.1}
(3_0.4)
(350.7)
(351.0)
(351.3)
(351.6l
(351.9)
(352.2)
1352.5)
(352._)
(353.2)
(353.El
(3_3.8)
(354.1}
(354.4)
(354.6)
(355.1l
(355.5l
(355.9l
(356.3)
(356.7l
(357.1l
(357.6)
(358.C)
(358.5l
(359.C)
(35_,))
(359.q)
(360.4}
(360.ql
(361._I
13_2,1l
1362.6)
1363.2)
(363.E)
(364.4)
1365.C)
1365.6|
(366.2)
1366.El
1367,4)
(368.0)
(368.6)
(369.2)
(369.8)
(370.4)
6371.C)
1371.7l
(372.31
1372._l
1373.5)
(374.1)
(374._)
(375.3)
(375._l
1376.51
(377.2)
1377._)
(378.4l
1379.1)
(379.7l
(380._I
1381.1}
1381.7)
1382.4}
(383.1l
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Time,
sec
454.5
454.6
454.7
-,54.8
454.
455.C
455. i
455.2
455,3
455. /.
455.8
455.6
_55.7
4_5.8
455. ¢
45_.C
4_=6.3
456, 4
456.. _
4?6. _:
45_. 7
456.P
456. ¢
457.C
457. 1
457. 2
457.3
457.4
457, 5
457.6
457, 7
457,@
457, C
458,C
458. 1
458.
458.3
458.4
458.5
45_.6
458.7
458.8
458. c
459.C
45c.. 1
45_, 2
45c,3
459, 4
45c, =
459, (
45c.
459.8
459. c
460.C
460, I
460,2
4bO, _=
46C, 4
460,5
460. 6
460, 7
460,8
460, ¢.
461,C
461,1
461.2
461,3
461,4
TABLE IV.- SMOOTHED TEMPERATURE DATA - Continued
(p) Station 73 in. (185.42 cm), ray i80 °. Concluded
TC 3TC 1
OR (OK)
743.3 (412.&)
786.2 1414._)
]4q. 5 (41_.41
7_3.0 (&18.4)
]=_,8 (&20,4)
76C,6 (422,6l
7_4,6 (424,8)
7_8,8 (427,|}
773,1 (42_,51
777,6 (4_2.C)
782,1 (434,_)
767,1 (437,_|
7&2,3 (440,2)
7c_,I (z_3,4)
8C4,4 (446,_)
_11.0 (45C.5)
_!7,9 (4_4.4)
835, _ (45F.5)
839.0 (4_2.8)
e_l.l 1467._)
8_,5 (473.11
8_!,3 (48q.6)
_C?.6 IEC2.C)
92_,5 (514.7)
_2.8 (52C.4l
_4,7 (547.11
1021,4 (567.4)
1102,0 (612,2|
I!42.8 (#_4._)
II_2,6 (E57.C)
IiZ!,? (e78.5)
125c, I (6cc,51
]2q6.3 (72C.21
!3_?._ (_4C.6)
_70,6 1_61.4l
!407,7 (782.C)
1444,5 (E02,5)
]4_1.3 (F23,C)
151_,1 (843,4)
15_.! (6(3.4)
1_2_._ (_Cl._)
1658,2 (_21.2)
16_3,6 (¢4C._)
1729,8 (_61.C)
!766.4 (_1.3)
TC 2
°R ..... (°K)
730.6 (405.g)
733.2 (407.31
735.9 (408.81
738.E (41C.4)
741.8 (412.1)
744,_ (413.81
748,2 (_15,6)
7_1.6 (417._)
755.2 (tlq.5)
758.9 (_21.6)
7_2.9 (423.8)
767.C (428.11
771.2 (428.5l
775._ (430._)
780.2 (433.4l
7E_.g (4_6.C)
78q.8 (_38.8l
_4.8 (_41.51
7_q,_ (_44.4)
8C5.3 (447.4)
810.7 (45C,4l
81_.6 (z55.4)
839.5 (466.4)
e58.3 (47e.9)
877.0 (487.2)
8_6.8 (498.21
918.C (EIO.C)
g41.O (E2_.q)
_65.5 (536.4)
_ql.3 (550.7)
IC18,0 (565._)
1045,4 (580.8)
lC73,C (896,11
tlCC.9 (611.6)
1128._ (627.2)
1156.g (6_2.7)
I!84._ (858.3)
1212.8 (673.8)
12_0._ (68q. I)
1268.C (704.5)
12q5,7 (71_.8)
132_.5 (735.3)
1_51.4 (750.8)
1379,5 (766,4)
14C7.g 1782.I|
1436.5 1_8.11
1465.7 (E14.3)
14q5.4 (830.8)
1825,_ (847.6)
1=56.3 (E64.6)
1567,0 (881.6)
1617,5 (8_8,61
1648,0 (g15,5)
1678.4 (_32.4)
1709.I (_49.5)
1740.3 (_66,81
1772.1 (_84,51
!8C4,5 (1002.5l
1837.6 (1C2C.q)
1870.8 11C3q.4)
1_C4.4 (1(58.C)
1938.3 (1C76.91
i_72.4 (IC95.8)
2CC6.7 (1114.81
20_1.3 (1134.0)
OR (°K)
7C7.6
7Cq.5
711.4
713.4
7!5.k
717.6
71q._
722.C
726.4
727.¢
729.6
732.4
735.4
738,6
742.0
745,6
749,5
753,5
_57,7
762,1
766,7
771,4
776,4
781.5
786,8
792,3
7q8.C
8C4,2
815._
828.6
841,6
855.1
_68,q
883.1
8¢7,7
_12,7
g2E.1
943,9
_0. I
_76.7
qc_.7
!011.3
!C2q.2
IC47.5
IC56.3
10F5.2
1104.3
1123.6
114_.0
1162.4
I132.0
1201.5
1221.1
1240.7
1260,3
1280.1
1300.C
1320.0
1340.3
1360.7
1381.5
1402,5
1423.7
1445.2
1466,8
14_8,7
1510.7
1533.0
1555.5
1578,2
(393.11
(3_4.2)
(395.2)
13q$.3)
(3_7.5)
(3_8.b)
(_9.q)
(4C1.1)
(4C2.51
(4C3.q)
(405.31
(4C6.9l
(408.b)
(410.3)
(412.2)
(414.2)
(41_.41
(418.61
(421.0)
(423.4)
(425.9)
(428,6)
(431.3)
(434,21
(437.1)
(440.21
1443.3)
(446,R)
(453.3)
(_60.3)
(467.6)
(475.01
(482.7)
(4g0,61
(498.7!
(507.0|
(E15.6)
(524.@)
(533.q)
(542.6l
(552.0)
(E_1.8)
(571.81
(EBl.q)
(5_2.41
(602.9)
(e13.51
(524.2)
(635.0)
(645.8)
165b.7)
(667,5)
(678,4)
(£89.3)
(700.2)
(711.21
(_22.2)
(733.31
(_44,6)
(756.0)
(767.5l
(779.2)
(79;.0)
(802.9)
(81_.9)
(827.QI
(E39.3l
(851.7l
(884.21
(876.81
TC 4
OR (OK)
69C._ (383.8l
_92.2 (384.El
6_3.6 (388.3)
695.0 (386.11
6_6.4 (386.$)
6g7.8 (387.71
bgS,2 (388.5l
7CC,7 (38_.31
7C2.2 (390.1)
7C3.7 (391.C)
705.3 13_1.81
7C6.8 (392.7l
708.5 (393._)
710.2 (394.5)
711._ (395.E)
713.g (396.6)
716.C (3_7.E)
718,2 (3qq.C)
720.5 (400.3l
723.0 (401.7)
725,8 (403.2)
728,8 (404._l
7_2.0 (4C6.7)
735.4 (4C_.61
739.2 (410.6)
743.1 (412.E)
747.4 (415.2)
752.0 (417.8)
757.C (420.5)
762.3 (423.5)
767,9 (426.6l
774.0 (4_0.01
780,5 (4)3._)
787,3 (437,4)
7_4.7 (441.51
_02.6 (445._)
8IC.q (450.E)
81q.7 (455.4|
829,0 (46C.E)
838,7 (466,C)
84g,1 (471,71
855,@ (477.7)
871.1 (484,C)
8_2,8 (&gO.4)
8_4,7 (4_7.C)
907,0 (503,_|
919,6 (51C.Q)
q32.4 (518.C)
q45.5 (525._)
958.S (832.7)
q72.4 (840.21
_86.1 (847.E)
1000,0 (555.El
1013.Q (563.3)
1028.1 (571.1)
1042,3 (_79.1)
1056.7 (587.¢)
1071.2 15q5.1)
1085.8 (603.2)
1100.6 (611.4)
1115.5 (619.7)
1130.6 (628.1)
1145.8 (_36._l
1161.2 (_45.1l
1176.7 (653,7)
1192.4 (662.5)
12oe.2 (671.2_
1224.2 (_8c.I)
12_0.3 (689.1)
1258.6 (6_8.11
65
TABLE IV.- SMOOTHEDTEMPERATUREDATA
(q) Station 99 in. (251.46 cm), ray
- Continued
180 °
i
Time, TC 1 TC 2 TC 3 TC 4
sec o R (OK) OR (OK) OR (°K) °R (°K)
443, C
444.C
445. C
446.[
447.0
448.C
448. 1
448.2
448.
448.4
448. E
448.6
_48. 7
448,8
448 ._
44q* {
44c3 • 1
44g. 2
449. 3
449.4
449.
44g.6
44q.
449.8
449. g
45C.C
450. I
450.2
450.3
450.4
450.
450.6
450. "#
450._
450.q
451,C
451.1
_51.2
461.3
451 • 4
451. E
451.6
451.7
451.
451. c
452.C
452.1
452.2
452,3
452.4
452 ._
452.7
452. e
4_2.S
4:_3.C
453.1
453.2
453. 3
453.4
4=_3. E
453.6
453. I
453.8
453. c.
454. C
454. I
454.2
454.3
454.4
601.3
608.4
611.9
618.5
624.7
62!.2
131.9
632.6
633.4
134.1
6_4.9
6_5.5
636.2
67b.8
637.4
63E.0
638.6
63q.2
(3£.9
64C.6
(41.4
_42.2
_3.1
_44. i
645. I
646.1
647.1
_48,2
64c.2
65C.2
651.2
652.2
653.4
664.7
65_.2
_58.0
E5q.7
C61.4
662.9
664.5
665.9
667.2
668.,t
66q. 6
671.0
__72.4
674.0
675.7
677.3
678.9
69C.4
682.0
683.5
6E4.g
686.3
687.6
688,9
69C.2
Eql.5
6£?.8
694.4
696. I
Eq8.0
700.2
703.0
7C6.8
7|0.3
714,6
71q.5
124.8
1334.1}
(336.C)
(33g.9)
(342.(l
(347.1l
(350.7)
(351.1}
1381.5)
(381._)
13_2.2)
(3_2.7)
(3_3.I)
1_3.51
13_3.E)
13_4.1)
13_4.51
(364.E)
(355.1l
(35_.E|
1385.q|
1356.3l
(356,6|
(357.3)
(367.6|
1358.4|
(35E.£)
13_.5|
1360.I|
136C.7|
1361.2)
1361.6)
(362.3)
136_.0)
1313.7l
1264.6|
136_.5l
(366._1
(367.4|
1266.3l
1359.2|
1270.0|
137C.7l
1371.3|
1312.Cl
(372.8l
(3i3.6|
1314._|
(3_5.4|
1316.?)
(377.2|
(376.C|
(378.91
137£.7l
1380._)
(381.3)
1382.C)
1382.7)
1363.4)
1364.2)
(364.9l
(315.6|
1366.7|
(367.8l
(38_,C)
(3gO._|
(3q2.7)
(3q4.E)
13_7.Cl
(39_.7)
(402._l
602.4 (334.7)
6C6.5 1337.C)
611.4 (339.7l
617.4 (343.0)
622.4 (345.6l
627.9 (348._)
628.7 (34_.3)
62g. E (24g.7)
630.3 1350.2)
631.1 (250.61
632.0 (351.1)
632.£ (351.6)
633.8 (252.11
634.6 (352.6)
635.5 13_3.0)
636.3 1353.51
637,1 (353._1
637.9 (254.41
638.6 1354.81
639.4 1355.21
640.1 13_5.61
(4_.g (256.11
641.7 (356.5l
642.4 (356.9)
643.2 1_57.3l
644.0 (_57.8)
644.8 (358.21
645.7 (358.7)
646.6 (25g.21
647.6 (35g.8)
648.6 (360.3|
649.7 (36C.£}
650.8 (361.61
682.0 (762.2)
6_3.2 (362._1
654.5 1363.6l
655.7 (_64.3l
E_6.9 1365.01
658.1 (365.6)
659.4 (366.3|
660.6 1367.01
661.g (367.7|
663.2 1368.4)
664.5 (369.21
665.8 136g._1
667.2 (370.71
668.5 1_71.4l
66_.8 (372.11
671.1 (372.6)
672.4 (273.6l
673.7 (374.3)
6i5.C 1315.01
676.4 1375.81
677.8 (_76.5)
679.2 1377.31
680.7 (378.2)
662.2 (37£.01
6_3.9 (379.91
685.6 (38C.£1
667.4 (381._)
689.6 (383.01
6_1.4 (384.11
6_3.6 (385.31
695.8 1366.61
6S8.1 (387.81
7C0.5 (38_.21
7C3.C (390.6)
705.6 (392.01
7C8.2 (393.5l
711.0 1395.01
598.3
603.6
608.4
612.4
617.1
623.1
623.7
624.4
625.0
625.6
626.2
626.8
627.4
628.0
628.6
62g.3
629.S
630.5
631.2
631.8
632.5
623.1
633.8
6_4.5
635.2
636.0
636.7
637.5
638.3
639.1
640.0
640.8
641.8
642.7
643.7
644.7
645.8
646._
648.0
64_.I
650.2
651.4
652.5
653.7
6_4.6
655.9
6_7.C
658.1
65q.3
66C.5
661.6
6_2.8
664.0
665.1
666.3
667.4
668.6
669.7
670.g
672.1
673.4
674.6
676.0
677.4
678.8
680.3
681.9
683._
685.5
6_7.5
(332.41
(335.31
(338.01
|343.21
(342.8)
(346.2l
(346.5)
(346,91
(347.21
1347.51
(347.g1
(348.21
(348.6)
1348.91
(349.21
(349.6l
1349.91
1350.31
(350.7)
1351.0l
1351.41
(351.71
1352.1)
(352.51
1352.91
(353.31
(353.7l
1354.21
(354.61
(355.1}
(355.5l
(356.01
(356.51
(357.1|
I 357.6|
1358.21
(358.81
135g.4l
(360.0l
(360.6)
1361.2)
1361.9l
1362.5l
(363.1)
1363.8l
1364.41
(365.01
(365.61
(366.31
1366.91
(367.6l
1368.21
(368.9)
(369.5l
(370.1l
(370.8}
1371.41
(372.11
1372.71
(373.41
(374._1
(374.81
(375.51
(376.3)
(377.11
(378.01
1378.8l
1379.81
(380.81
(381.91
5_6.1 (331.21
600.3 (333.51
604.2 1335.7l
607.8 (3_7.7)
611.2 (339.61
617.g (343.31
618.6 1343.71
619.3 (3_4.11
619.q (344.41
620.5 (344.7l
621.1 (345.01
621.6 (345.31
622.1 (345.61
622.6 (345.q1
623.1 (346.2|
623.6 (346.41
624.1 (366.71
624.6 (347.01
625.1 (347.31
625.6 (347.61
626.1 (347.61
626.7 (348._1
627.2 (348.41
627.7 (348.7)
628.3 (349.11
628.9 (349.41
629.5 (349.71
630.1 (350.1l
630.8 (350.4l
631.4 (350.81
632.2 (351._1
632.9 (351.61
633.6 1352.C1
634.3 1352.41
635.1 (352.81
635._ (353.31
636.8 (353.EI
637.6 (354.21
638.5 (354.7l
639.5 (355.3l
640.4 (355.81
641.3 (356.31
642.2 1356.61
643.2 1357.3)
644.1 1357.E1
645.0 (358.41
646.C (358.q1
646.q (359.41
647.8 (359._1
648.8 1360.4l
64g.8 (361.01
650.8 (361.51
651.8 (362.11
652.8 (362.7)
652.q 1363.31
655.0 1363._1
656.1 (364.5}
657.1 1365.11
658.2 1365.71
659.4 (366.3}
660.6 1367.C1
661.8 1367.61
662.q (368.31
664.1 136q.CI
665.3 (369._1
666.5 (370.31
667.7 1371.0)
669.0 (371.71
670.2 (372.41
671.5 (373.11
66
TABLE IV.- SMOOTHEDTEMPERATURE
(q) Station 99 in. 6251.46 cm),
Time,
sec
454.5 _30,7
454,6 737.0
454, _ _44, 9
454,F 757.5
454. q 76S. g
455. ( 763.3
455.1 7_7.6
455.2 813, 0
455, 3 E3C, 1
455,4 E47, 1
45E, _. P66. 1
455,(: e@4.7
45E,_ 90.%7
455,8 5_7.2
455.q qSC.O
456,C _7_.5
456.1 597.3
456.2 ]021,1
456,_ IC44,9
456.4 IC6e, 8
456. 5 I09C. 9
456._ 1112.4
456.i 11._3.g
456,8 I155.3
456, < I176, o
487,C 11-; 7, 0
457.1 1218.5
457,2 1235.8
457,3 1261.7
457,4 1283,5
457,5 1306,9
457,6 1929,9
457,7 1364,8
457, E 1381.4
457,c; !407,4
458. C 1434.1
458,1 1461,2
458,2 1480,5
458,3 I617.7
4_'5_. 4 ]546,5
458, _ 1577, 5
458,6 16C6,I
45_. 7 I64C.4
458,8 167_,5
458. q I 707.7
459,C 1744,4
659,1 1781.8
45q.2 182C. 1
455,3 1859.9
45_,4 18_. I
459.5 1_3c. 6
459,6 1981.5
459. i 2024,3
45_,8 2C68, l
45_,q 2112,8
460. C
460.1
46G, 2
460.3
460, '_
460, ¢.
460,6
46C,
460,8
460. C
461,C
461. I
461, 2
461,3
461,4
TC 1
o R (OK)
(4C5._l
(4Cq.4l
(413.8)
(_2C,El
(_27.7l
(435.1l
1443.1)
(4_1.71
(_1,1)
6470,6)
(481,2)
(491,£l
150_.2l
(EIE.II
(_27,8)
6546._l
(£64.C)
(667.3)
6580,51
(6C£,i)
(618,C)
(666,C)
1676._)
((SE.E)
(70C,q(
(713.C)
6726,1)
(_38.E)
(7E2.7)
(767.4l
4761,_)
67_6,7)
(811,f)
(E27,5)
(643.2}
(£59,2)
(P_£,4)
(_11,4!
(_2_,7)
(_48,7)
(S6_,1)
(_89._)
(I011,2)
(lC33,?)
(1065.C)
(I(17.6)
(IICC.8|
61124.6)
(I148.q;
(I!73.E!
TC 2 TC 3
°R (°K) °R (°K)
713.8 (396.5)
716.8 (358.2)
721.7 (400.9l
721.6 (406.51
741.2 (z11.81
751,C 6417,2)
7_1.1 1422.8)
771.7 (_28.7)
782.8 (434.9)
7q4.5 (441,4)
806,9 (448,3)
820,1 (455.6)
834.0 (463.4)
848.8 (_71,6l
864,4 6480.2)
880,8 1489.3)
8_7,8 (498,8)
g15,4 (EC8.6)
9_3.3 (E18.5|
9£1.4 (628.6)
_69,4 4638.6)
q67,4 (_48.5)
1CC5.2 (558.4)
1022,8 (E68,2)
1040.4 4578.C!
IC57.9 (567.7)
IC75.3 (547,4)
IC_2.8 (6C7.1)
1110.5 6616.g)
1128,3 (_26._)
I!46.6 6637.0)
1165.2 (647.3)
IIE4,2 (657.9)
1203.8 4E68.8)
1223.8 (679.q)
1244,3 (691,3)
12_5.1 (702.g)
1286.4 (714.7)
13(8.1 (_26,7)
1330,2 (139.0)
1352,6 (751.5)
1375.E (764,2)
1398.8 (777,1!
1422.6 (_9C.4l
1447.1 6603.9)
1472.1 (_17.8)
1457.8 6832.1)
1524,2 4846,5)
1551,2 (_61,8)
1578,9 (677,1)
16C7.1 6892.8)
1635.8 (qC8,8l
1664.9 (_25,0)
16_4.5 4_41,4l
1724.5 (_58.0)
17_4o8 (_74,9)
1785.6 (592.0)
1816,7 41C09.3)
1848.1 (lC26,7)
1679,9 61044,4)
1911,9 61062,2)
1944,2 61C80,1)
1976,8 (IC98,2l
2CC9,8 61116,5)
2043,2 61135,1)
2077.1 11154.0)
2111,6 (1173,1)
2146,6 (1192,6)
2181,S 61212o2)
2217,4 61231,9)
DATA - Continued
ray 180 ° • Concluded
TC 4
689.7 6383.1)
692.1 6384.5l
695.C (386,1)
698,1 (387.8)
7Cl.6 (389.8l
705,4 (391.9)
709.7 1394,3)
714.3 (3q6.9}
71_.6 6399,8)
725.4 (403.0)
731,5 (406.4)
738,3 (410.1)
745.E (414,2)
753.3 4418.51
761,6 (423,1l
77C.4 (_28.0)
779,5 (433,1)
789.1 1438,4)
7_9,1 (443,9)
809,3 (449,6)
819,8 (455,5)
830.7 (461,5)
841,7 (467.61
_52.8 (473.8|
E64.2 6480,11
875.7 (486,5)
887.3 (493.0)
8q9.I (499.5)
910._ (506.0)
922.8 6512.7)
934,8 (519.3)
947.0 (526.1!
q55.4 1533.0)
972,0 (540,0|
984,7 (547.1)
997.7 (554o3)
IClI,O 1561.61
I024.4 6569.1l
1036.2 (576.8)
1052.2 (564.6)
I066,6 (_92,5|
1C81.3 (6C0.7(
1096,3 (609,0)
1111.6 6617,6)
1127.3 1626.3)
1143,_ (635.1)
115_,6 (644.2)
1176,2 1653.5l
1193.2 (662.9)
121_.4 (672,4)
1227.8 (682.1)
1245,5 (_91.9!
1263.3 (701.8)
1281.3 (711,8)
1299.5 6721.9|
1317,8 (732,1)
1336.4 (742.4l
1364,_ 1752.7)
1373.5 (763,1)
1392.3 (773,5)
1411.2 (784.01
1430.2 (794.5)
1449.3 6805.2)
1468.6 (815,9|
1488,1 (_26,7)
1507.6 (837.$)
1627.4 (648,51
1547.2 (859.6)
1567,2 (870,7)
1587.3 (881.8|
°R (°K)
672,9
674,3
675,q
677,5
670,3
681,2
683,6
6_5,7
688.3
691.1
654,2
697,5
7Cl.2
705,2
709,6
714.3
719.3
724.7
730.3
736.2
742.4
7_9,0
755.q
763.C
770.4
778.0
785.9
794,0
802.3
810,8
819,5
823,4
837,5
846,8
856.3
866,C
875,9
885.9
8q6,2
906,6
917.2
928.1
_38,9
950.0
961.1
972,5
984.1
995.8
I007,7
1019.7
1031.9
1044.3
1056.9
1069,6
1082.5
1095.E
1108.8
1122.3
1136.0
1149,9
1164.0
1178.2
1192.7
1207.3
1222.2
1237.2
1252.4
1267.9
1283.5
129_,3
1373.8)
(374.6l
(375.5l
(376.4)
(377.4l
(378.£)
1379.E)
(380._1
(382._)
(384.C)
1385.7)
1387.5)
(385.6)
6391,81
(394.2)
1396,81
(_99,6)
1402.6)
(405.7)
(409.C)
1412.E|
6416,11
4419.q!
(423,9l
6428,0)
(_32,2|
4436,6)
(441,1)
(445.7)
(450.4)
(455.3)
(4_0.21
(465.3)
(470.4|
6475,7)
4461,1)
(486,6)
(492,2)
(497,_l
(503.7|
(509.6)
(515.6)
4521.6|
6527.E)
1534.C)
(E40.3)
(5_6.7)
(563,2)
(£59,E)
(566,E)
(573.3)
4580.2|
(5_7,1)
6594,2|
46Cl,4)
(608.6)
(616,0)
(623,£)
6631.1!
(638,_l
(646._l
(654,6)
(662,_)
(670.7)
4679.0)
(687.3|
(695,8)
4704.4)
(713,0)
4721,_|
67
TABLE IV.- SMOOTHEDTEMPERATUREDATA
(r) Station 121 in. (307.34 cm), ray
Time,
sec
443.0
444.0
445.0
446.0
441.0
448.0
448.1
448.2
448 • 3
448.4
448.5
448.6
448.7
448.8
448.9
449.0
449.1
449.2
449.3
449.4
449.5
449.6
449.7
/-,49.8
449.9
450.0
450.1
450.2
450_, 3
450.4
450.5
450.6
450.7
450.8
450.9
451.0
451.1
451.2
451.3
451.4
451.5
451.6
451.7
45L.8
451.9
452.0
4_2.1
452.2
452.3
4E2.4
452.5
452.6
452.7
452.8
452.9
453.0
453.1
453.2
453.3
453.4
453.5
453.6
453.7
453.8
453.9
4E4.0
454.1
454.2
454.3
454.4
TC 1
OR (OK)
598.0 (332.2)
6_6.1 (336.7l
608.2 (337.9)
613.4 (340.8)
618.8 (343.8)
624.8 (347.1)
625.7 1347.6)
626.6 (348.11
627.5 (348.6)
628.3 (349.1)
629.0 (349.5)
629.7 (349.8)
630.3 (350.2)
630.9 (350.5)
631.5 (350.8)
632.1 (351.2|
632.7 (351.5)
633.4 (351.9)
634.1 (352.3)
634.8 (352.7)
635.6 (353.11
636.4 (353.5)
637.1 (353,9|
637.8 (354.3)
638.5 (354.7}
639.2 1355.1l
639.8 (355.5)
640.5 (355.8}
64L.3 (356.3)
642.2 (356.8)
643.3 (357.4)
644.6 1358.1)
646.I (358.9)
647.6 1359.8|
649.2 1360.71
650.8 1361.6)
652.3 1362.4}
653.6 (363.|}
654.8 1363.8)
655.g (364.4)
657.0 (365o0)
657.9 1365.5)
658.8 (366.01
659.7 (366.5l
660.6 (367.0)
661.6 (367.6)
662.9 1368.3)
664.2 (369.0)
665.7 (369.8)
667.3 {370.7}
669.0 (371.7)
670.q (372.7)
672.7 1373.7)
674.4 (374.7)
675.9 (375.5)
677.3 (376.3)
678.5 (377.0)
679.8 1377.7)
681.1 (378.4}
682.9 (379.4)
685.1 (380.61
687.5 (381.9)
690.2 (383.4)
693.1 (385.1)
696.3 (386.9)
702.4 1390.21
718.8 (399.3l
732.2 (406.8)
746.2 (414.6)
761.1 (422.8|
TC 2
o R (OK)
600.0 (333.4)
603.2 (335.1)
606.8 |337.11
609.9 (338.8)
614.6 1341.4)
623.7 1346.51
624.4 (346.9)
625.0 (347.2)
625.5 (347.5)
625.9 (347.7}
626.3 (347.9)
626.7 1348.1)
627.0 {348.4}
627.4 (348.5)
627.7 1348.7|
628.1 {348.9}
628.4 1349.1)
628.7 (349.3)
629,2 (349.5)
629.7 (349.8)
630.3 (350.2)
631.0 (350.5)
631.8 (351.0}
632.7 (351.5)
633.7 1352.1)
634.8 (352.7l
635.9 (353.3)
637.1 (354.0)
638.3 (354.6)
639.6 (355.3)
640.9 (356.0)
642.1 (356.7)
643.3 (357.41
644.5 (358.0)
645.7 (358.71
647.0 (359.4)
648.2 1360.l)
649.4 (360.8)
650.6 (361.4}
651.7 (362.1)
652.8 (362.7)
653.9 (363.3)
654.9 (363.8}
655.9 (364.4)
656.8 (364.9)
657.8 (365.4}
658.8 1366.0)
659.8 (366.6)
660.8 (367.1)
661.9 1367.7)
663.0 (368.3)
664.2 1369.0)
665.4 (369.7)
666.9 1370.51
668.4 (371.3l
670.0 (372.2)
671.6 (373o1)
673.4 (374.1)
675.2 (375.1|
677.1 (376.2l
679.0 (377.2)
681.1 (378.4)
683.2 1379.5)
685.3 (380.7)
687.6 1382.0)
691.6 1384.2l
702.0 (390.0)
71L.9 (395.5)
721.7 1400.9)
731.7 (406.5l
TC 3
OR (OK)
Continued
180 °
TC 4
OR (OK)
597.9 1332.1)
601.4 (334.1l
604.2 (335.71
608.0 (337.81
611.7 (339.8)
619.3 1344.0}
620.0 (344.4l
620.7 (344.8l
621.3 1345.2)
621.8 (345.5)
622.3 (345.7)
622.8 (346.0)
623.2 (346.2)
623.7 (346.5l
624.1 (346.7)
624.4 (346.9)
624.7 (347.1)
625.0 (347.2)
625.2 (347.4)
625.5 (347.5}
625.7 (347.6)
626.0 1347.8)
626.4 (348.0)
626.9 (348.3l
627.5 (348.6)
628.1 (349o0)
628.8 (349.3)
629.5 (349.7)
630.3 (350.2)
631.2 (350.6)
632.1 1351.2l
633.1 (351.7l
634. l 1352.3)
635.1 (352.8l
636.1 {353.4)
637.2 (354.0)
638.3 (354.6)
639.4 (355.2)
640.5 (355.8)
641.5 1356.4l
642.5 (356.9)
643.5 (357.5)
644.5 (358.1l
645.4 (358.6)
646.3 (359.[)
647.3 (359.6l
648.2 (360.1l
649.2 (360.7)
650.1 (361.2)
651.0 (361.7l
651.8 1362.1)
652.6 (362.5)
653.3 1363.0)
654.1 (363.4)
654.9 (363.9)
655.7 (364.3)
656.6 (364.8|
657.5 (365.3)
658.7 (365.9)
659,9 (366.6)
661.3 (367.4)
662.8 (368.2)
664.5 1369.2)
666.4 (370.21
668.7 (371.5)
611.4 (373,0|
674.5 1374.7)
678.0 (376.7)
682.0 (378.9)
686.4 1381.3)
597.4 1331.9)
599.4 (333.0)
600.9 (333.8|
603.5 (335.3)
609.2 (338.4)
617.1 {342.8)
617.6 (343.1)
618.0 1343.3)
618.4 (343.6)
618.8 (343.8)
619.1 1344.0)
619.4 (344.1)
619.8 (344.3)
620.1 (344.5)
620.5 (344.7l
620.7 (344.9l
621.0 (345.0)
621.2 (345.1)
621.4 1345.2)
621.7 (345.4l
622.0 (345.6}
622.3 (345.7)
622.6 (345.9l
623.0 (346.1}
623.6 1346.4)
624.3 (346.81
625.0 1347.2)
625.7 1347.6)
626.4 (348.0)
627,1 (348.4)
627.8 (348.8)
628.5 (349.1}
629.1 (349,5)
629.8 (349.9)
630.5 (350.3)
631.3 (350.7)
632.2 (351.2)
633.0 {351.7}
633.9 (352.2}
634.7 (352.6)
635.6 (353.1)
636.5 (353.6)
637.6 (354.2)
638.6 1354.8)
639.8 (355.4)
640.9 (356.1)
642.1 (356.7)
643.5 (357.5|
645.0 1358.3)
646.4 (359.1}
647.8 1359.9)
649.0 (360.5)
650.0 (361.1)
650.9 (361.6)
651.8 (362.1)
652.4 (362.5l
653.0 (362.8)
653.4 (363.0)
653.7 (363.1)
653.9 (363.3l
654.1 (363.41
654.3 (363.5)
654.4 (363.5)
654.4 (363.6)
654.6 (363.7)
654.9 (363.8)
655.6 (364.2)
656.6 (364.81
657.8 (365.4)
659.3 (366.3)
68
TABLE IV.- SMOOTHEDTEMPERATUREDATA - Continued
(r) Station 121 in. (307.34 cm), ray 180 ° • Concluded
Time,
sec
454.5
454.6
454.7
454.8
454.9
455.0
455.1
455.2
455.3
455.4
455.5
455.6
455.7
455.8
656.0
456.1
456.2
456.3
456.4
456.5
456.6
456.7
456.8
456.9
457.0
_57'L
457.2
451.3
_57.4
457.5
457.6
457.7
457.8
457.9
458.0
458.L
458.2
458.3
458.4
458.5
458.6
458.7
458.8
458.q
459.0
459.1
459.2
459. J
459.4
459.5
459.6
459.7
459.8
459.9
460.0
460.1
460.2
460.3
460.4
460.5
460.6
460.7
460.8
460.9
461.0
461.1
461.2
461.3
461.4
TC 1
=
OR (OK)
716.9 (431.b!
793.0 (440.61
809.2 (449.5|
825.5 1458.6)
841.8 (467.7)
858.0 1476.71
873.7 1485.41
889.1 1493.91
904.2 1502.31
919.2 1510.71
934.3 1519.1)
949.6 (527.51
964.8 (536.01
980.0 1544.51
995.4 1553.01
1011.4 (561.91
1027.8 1571.01
1044.3 1580.21
lObO.7 1589.31
1017.0 1598.31
1093.4 1607.41
1110.2 1616.81
112?.4 16Z_.31
1145.0 1636.11
116].1 1646.21
1182.2 (656.81
1201.9 1667.7)
1221.8 1678.81
1241.1 (689.81
1261.8 1701.01
1282.9 1712.7)
1305.5 1725.31
1329.3 1738.5)
1353.6 1752.0)
1378.2 1765.7l
1403.2 1779.61
1429.0 1793.91
1456.0 1808.91
1484.2 1824.61
1513.1 (840.6)
15_Z.3 1856.91
1571.7 1873.21
1601.2 (889o61
1631.0 (906.ll
1660.9 (922.71
1690.8 1939.41
TC 2
OR (OK)
742.0 (412 21
752.8 1618.21
164.1 1424.51
775.7 1430.91
787.6 1437.61
799.7 (444.3)
811.8 1451.0)
823.5 (457.5)
835.0 1463.91
846.2 (410.11
857.2 1476.21
868.3 1482.41
879.7 1488.71
891.5 (495.3)
903.6 1502.01
916.2 1509.01
929.1 1516.2|
942.4 (523.5)
955.9 1531.11
969.8 1538.8}
984.1 (546.71
998.5 1554.71
1013.2 1562.q)
1028.0 1511.11
1042.9 1579.41
1058.0 1587.81
1073.2 1596.21
1088.7 1604.81
1104.4 (613061
1120.5 4622.51
1137.0 (631.7)
1154.0 1641.11
1171.5 (650.8)
1189.5 1660.91
1208.2 1671.21
1227.4 1681.9)
1247.2 1692.91
1267.5 1704.21
128"8.3 (715.71
1309.5 (727.5)
1331.0 1739.51
1353.0 1751.71
1375.6 1764.21
1399.0 (777.2)
1423.2 (790.11
1448.4 (804.61
1474.3 1819.01
1500.7 1833.71
152705 1848.61
15p4.3 1863.51
1581.0 (878.31
1607.8 (893.21
1634.8 1908.2)
1662.0 (923.31
1689.6 1938.71
1717.6 (954.2)
174t5.9 1969.91
1774.5 (985.81
1803.4 11001.9)
1832.6 11018.11
1862.2 11034.61
1892.3 11051.31
1922.8 11068.2)
1953.9 11085.51
1985.4 11103.01
2017.2 11120.61
TC 3
°R (OK)
691.2 1384.01
696.4 (386.91
701.7 1389.81
707.3 (392.91
713.1 1396.21
719.2 (399.6)
725.7 1403.1)
732.3 1406.8)
739.2 1410.6)
746.2 1614.61
753.6 1418.71
761.2 1422.91
769.2 1427.3l
717.4 143L091
785.7 1436.5)
794.1 1441.21
802.8 1446.01
811.7 1450.91
820.8 1456.0}
830.1 1461021
83907 1466051
849.5 (471091
859.6 1477.51
869.8 (483.2)
880.2 1489.01
890.6 1494.81
901.1 1500.61
911.7 1506.51
922.4 1512.41
933.1 1518.41
94309 (524.4)
955.0 1530.61
966.3 1536.81
977.8 1543.21
989.3 (54906)
1001.2 1556.21
1013.4 1563.01
1025.8 (569.9)
1038.5 (576.91
1051.4 1584.11
1064.8 (591o51
1078.4 1599.11
1092.5 1606.91
1106.9 1615.01
1121.1 (623.2|
1136.9 1631.61
1152.5 1640.31
1168.4 1649.11
1184.6 1658.11
1201.0 1661.21
1217.5 1676.4|
1234.2 1685.71
1251.1 (695.0)
1268.0 1704.41
1284.9 1713091
1301.9 1723.31
1318.5 1732.51
1335.2 1741.8)
1352.0 1751.11
1368.8 1760.41
1385.6 1769.8)
1402.4 1779.11
1419.3 1788.51
1436.2 (797.91
L453.2 (807.31
1470.2 1816.81
i
TC 4
OR (OK)
661.2 1367.31
663.5 1368.61
666.1 (370.1)
669.2 1371.81
672.5 1313.61
676.2 1375.61
680.2 1377.91
684.6 (380.31
689.3 1382.91
694.3 1385.71
699.7 (388.7)
70504 1391.91
711.2 1395.1)
717.4 1398.51
723.6 (402.01
730.1 1405.61
736.6 1409.21
743.4 1413.01
750.3 1416.81
757.3 1420.71
764.5 1424.71
111.9 1428.81
779.5 1433.11
78703 (437041
795.0 1441,71
803.0 1446.11
811.0 1450.61
819.2 1455.11
827.4 1459.71
835.8 1464.31
844.3 (469.11
852.9 1473.91
861.6 (478.71
870.3 1483.5l
879.2 (488.51
888.2 (493.5)
897.4 1498.51
906.5 1503.6)
q15.8 (508.81
925.2 1514.0)
934.8 (519.31
944.5 1524.71
954.4 1530.21
964.5 1535.81
974.7 1541.5)
985.2 1547.31
996.0 1553.31
1007.0 1559.41
1018.2 1565.71
1029.7 1572.11
1061.3 1578.51
1053.1 (585.11
1065.2 1591.81
1077.4 159806)
108908 1605.41
L102.4 1612.41
111502 (619.51
1128.2 (626.8)
1141.3 1634.11
1154.7 1641.51
1168.3 1649001
1182.0 1656.71
1196.0 (664.4)
1210.1 (672.31
1224.5 1680.31
1239.0 (688031
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TABLE IV.- SMOOTHEDTEMPERATUREDATA
(s) Station 144 in. (365.76 cm), ray
Time, TC 1 TC 2 TC 3
sec OR (OK) o e (°K) o e (°K)
443.0
444.0
445.C
446.0
447.0
448.0
448. [
448.2
448.3
448.4
448.5
448.6
448.7
448.8
448.9
449.0
449.1
449.2
449.3
449.4
449.5
449.6
449.7
449.8
449.9
450.0
450 • 1
450.2
450.3
450.4
450.5
450.6
450.7
450.8
450.9
451.0
451.1
451.2
451.3
451.4
451.5
451.6
451.7
451.8
451.9
452.0
452.1
452.2
452.3
452.4
452.5
452.6
452.7
452.8
452.9
453.0
453.1
453.2
453.3
453.4
453.5
453.6
453.T
453.8
453.9
454.0
454. L
454.2
454.3
454.4
589.9
595.4
599.1
604.6
609.3
615.3
615.9
616.4
617.0
617.5
618.1
6L8.7
619.4
620.2
620.9
621.7
622.5
623.1
623.8
624.3
624.8
625.2
625.8
626.5
627. l
627.8
628.6
629.6
630.7
631.9
633.0
634.3
6t5.6
637. l
638.6
640. I
641.6
642.8
644.0
645.2
646. l
b47.0
647.8
648.7
6_9.6
650.5
651.5
652.7
654. I
655.4
656.7
658.0
659.4
660.9
662.8
664.9
66T.6
670.7
674.3
678.2
682.6
687.4
692.6
708.9
726.6
742.5
757.8
772.6
786.8
800.4
1327.7)
(330.8)
(332.8)
(335.9)
(338.5)
1341.9)
(342.2)
1342.5)
1342.8)
1343.11
1343.4)
(343.7)
1344.1l
1344.51
(344.9l
1345.4)
1345.8)
1346.2)
1346.5)
(346.8)
1347.1)
(347.4)
1347.71
1348.0)
1348.4)
(348.8)
(349.2)
1349.81
(350.4)
1351.0)
1351.7)
1352.4)
1353.1)
(353.9)
1354.8)
(355.6)
1356.4)
1357.1)
(357.8)
1358.4l
(359.0)
1359.41
(359.9)
1360.4)
1360.9)
1361.4)
(362.0)
(362.6)
1363.4)
1364.1)
(364.8)
(365.6)
(366.3)
(367.2)
(368.2)
(369.4|
(370.9)
(372.6)
1374.6)
(376.8)
1379.2)
(381.9)
(384.8)
1393.8)
1403.7)
1412.5)
1421.0)
1429.2)
1437.1)
(444.7|
590.5 1328.0)
593.7 1329.9)
596.4 1331.3}
599.2 (332.9)
605.5 1336.4)
612.2 (340.1)
612.7 (340.4)
613.1 1340.6)
613.5 1340.8)
613.8 1341.0)
614.2 1341.2)
614.5 1341.4l
614,8 (341.6)
615.1 (341.71
615.5 (341.9)
615.8 (342.1)
616.2 (342.3l
616.6 (342.6)
617.1 (342.8)
617.6 1343.1)
618.1 (343.4)
618.7 (343.7)
619.4 1344.1)
620.3 (344.6)
621.2 1345.1)
622.3 1345.7)
623.4 1346.3)
624.5 (346.91
625.6 (347.6)
626.8 1348.2)
628.1 (348.q)
629.3 (349.6)
630.4 1350.2)
631.6 (350.9)
632.7 1351.5l
633.9 (352.2)
634.9 (352.7)
635.9 1353.3)
636.9 (353.8)
637.9 (354.4)
639.0 (355.0)
639.9 (355.5)
640.8 1356.0)
641.5 (356.4)
642.3 (356.8)
643.0 (357.2l
643.8 1357.7)
644.7 1358.2)
645.1 (358.71
646.8 (359.3|
648.1 (360.0)
649.5 (360.8)
651.1 (361.7)
653.( (362.8)
655.5 (364.2)
658.2 (365.7)
661.1 1367.3)
664.3 (369.0l
667.6 1370.9)
671.2 1372.9)
675.0 (375.0)
679.0 (377.2)
683.3 (379.6)
687.8 (382.1)
692.5 1384.7)
701.1 (389.5l
7L8.8 (399o3)
735.6 1408.7)
745.0 (413.9)
754.3 1419.01
- Continued
180 °
,
TC 4
OR (OK)
585.9 (325.5)
588.2 (326.8)
592.2 (329.01
595.2 1330.7)
598.1 (332.3)
605.2 (336.21
605.7 (336o5l
606.2 1336.8)
606.7 (337ol)
607.1 1337,3)
607.6 (337o5)
608.0 (337.8)
608.3 (338,0)
608.7 (338.21
609.1 (338.4)
609.4 1338.61
609.7 (338.7)
610.0 (338.9)
610.4 1339.1)
610.7 (339,3)
611.0 (339.4l
611.4 1339o6)
611.8 (339.9)
612,4 (340.2)
613.2 (340.6)
614.0 1341.1)
614.9 (341.6)
615.8 1342.1)
616.7 (342.6)
617.7 1343.2)
618.8 (343.81
619.8 1344.3)
620.8 1344.9)
621.9 1345.5)
623.0 1346.1)
624.1 1346.7)
625.3 (347.4)
626.4 1348.0)
627.4 (348.5)
628.4 (349.1)
629.3 (349.6)
630.2 (350.11
63L.1 (350.6)
631.9 1351.0)
632.6 (351.4)
633.3 (351.8)
634.0 (352.2)
634.7 (35Z.6)
635.4 (353.0)
636.1 1353.4)
636.8 1353.81
637.4 (354.1)
638.0 (354.5)
638.8 1354.9)
639.6 1355.3)
640.5 (355.81
641.6 1356.5)
643.0 1357.21
644.7 1358.2l
646.8 (359.3)
649.1 (360.6)
651.8 1362.1)
654.8 1363.8)
658.2 (365.7)
662.1 1367.8)
666.3 (370.2)
671.0 (372.8)
676.0 (375.6)
681.4 (378.6)
687.1 (381o7)
584.4 1324.6)
581.1 (326.2)
590.4 (328.0)
591.5 (328.6)
595.4 (330°8)
602.6 (334.81
603.1 1335.l)
603.6 1335.3)
604.1 (335o6)
604.4 (335.8)
604.8 (336.0)
605.1 (336.2)
605.4 (336.3)
605.6 (336.5)
605.9 1336.6)
606.2 (336.8)
605.4 (336.9)
606.6 (337.0)
606.8 (337.1)
607.0 1337.2)
607.4 (337.4l
607.8 (337.7)
608.3 (337.9)
608.9 1338°3)
609.6 1338.7)
610.5 1339.2)
611.3 1339.6)
6L2.1 (340. l)
612.9 (340.5)
613.8 (341.0)
614.6 (341.5)
615.5 1341.9)
616.2 (342.41
617.0 (342.8)
617.7 (343.2)
6L8.6 1343.6l
619.1 (343.9)
619.8 • (344.3)
620.4 (344.7)
620.9 (345.0)
621.4 (345.2)
621.9 (345.51
622.5 (345.8)
623.0 1346.1)
623.6 (346.5|
624.2 1346.8)
624.9 1347.1)
625.6 1347.6)
626.5 (348.0)
627.4 (348.5)
628.2 (349.0)
6Z9.0 (349.5)
629.8 1349.9)
630.7 (350.4)
631°5 1350.8)
632.3 1351.31
633.1 (351.7)
633.9 (352.1)
63407 1352.61
635.5 1353.1l
636.4 (353.5)
637.2 1354.0)
638°0 (354.5)
639.0 1355.0)
640.1 (355.6)
641,4 1356.3)
643.0 (357.2)
645.0 (358.3)
647.3 (359.6)
649°9 (361.0)
70
TABLE IV.- SMOOTHED TEMPERATURE DATA - Continued
(s) Station 144 in. (365.76 cm), ray 180°. Concluded
TC 2Time, TC I TC 3 TC 4
sec o R (OK) o R (OK) o R (OK) o R (OK)
8L3,1 (451,7)
825,4 (458,6)
837,3 (465,2)
849,1 (471,71
860,5 1478,1)
871.9 (484.4)
883.2 (490.7)
894.6 1497.0)
906,0 (503,3)
918,0 (510,0)
930.1 (516.7)
942.4 1523,5)
955,1 (530,6)
968,4 1538,01
980.7 (544.9l
995.7 (553.1)
1010.8 (561.61
1026,3 1570.21
1041.6 1578.7)
1058,7 1588,2)
1075,6 1597.6)
1092.8 (607,I)
1110,4 16£6.9)
1128.3 (626.9)
1146.9 (637,11
1165,5 1647,51
1L85,6 (658,71
1205,2 (669.51
1225._ 1681.01
1247.7 1693.ll
1270.4 (705,81
1293.6 1718.7)
1318,1 1732,31
1342.6 (745.9)
1368.5 1760.31
1393.3 (774,0)
1419.8 1788.8)
1452,7 1807,01
454.5
454.6
454.7
454.8
454.9
455.0
455.1
4_5.2
455.3
455.4
455.5
455.6
455,7
455,8
455.9
456.0
456.1
456.2
456.3
456.6
456.5
456.6
456.7
456.8
456.9
457.0
457.1
457.2
457.3
457,4
451.5
457.6
457.7
457.8
457.9
458.0
458.1
458.2
763,6 (424,21
773,0 (429,41
782,3 (434,6)
791,7 1439,81
801.1 (445.1)
810,5 1450,3)
819.8 (455.5)
829,0 1460.6)
838.2 1465.7)
847.4 1470.8)
856.6 (475.9)
866.0 (481.1)
875,8 (486,5)
885.9 (492.2)
896.4 1498.01
907.3 1504.1)
918.6 (510,3)
930.5 1516,9)
942.9 (523.8)
955.8 1531,0)
969.1 1538,41
982.9 1546.0)
9S7.1 (553.9)
1011.6 (562,0)
1026.5 (570,3)
1041.6 1578,71
IC56.8 (587,1)
1072.3 (595.7)
1C88.0 (604.41
1104.0 (613.4l
1120.5 (622.5)
1137.6 (631.9)
1154.9 1641.61
1173.0 (651.6)
1191.7 (662.11
1211.1 (672,8)
1231,5 (684,21
1252.9 1696.1)
692.9 1385.0)
699.0 1388.31
705,2 (391,8)
711,4 (395.2)
717,7 (398,71
724,0 (402,21
730.3 (405.7)
736.7 (409.3)
743.1 (412.8)
749.6 (416.4)
756.2 (420,11
763.1 1424,0)
770.2 (427,9)
777.5 (432.0)
785,0 (436.1)
792.7 (440.4)
800.5 (444.7)
808.6 1449.2)
817.0 (453.9)
825.6 (458.7)
834.4 1463.6)
843.4 1468.6)
852.7 1473,7)
862.2 (479.0)
871.9 (484.4)
881.8 1489.9)
891.9 (495.5)
902.2 (501.21
912.6 1507.0)
923.3 (512.9)
934.1 (519.0)
945.2 1525.1l
956.6 1531.51
968.3 (538.0)
980.3 1544.6l
992.7 (551.51
1005.6 1558.6)
1018.7 (566.0)
652.7 (362.6)
656.0 1364.4)
659.7 (366.51
663.6 (368.7)
667.7 (371.0l
672.1 (373.41
676.8 (376.0)
681.6 (378.7)
686.7 1381.51
691.9 1384.41
697.4 (387.4|
703.0 (390.6)
708.8 (393.8)
714.6 1397.0)
720.5 (400.31
726.3 (403.5)
732.3 1406.8)
738.3 (410,2)
744.6 1413.71
751.0 1417.2)
757,6 (420.91
764.4 (426.7)
771.4 (428.6)
778.6 1432.6)
785.9 (436.6)
793.3 1440.7)
800.8 1444.9)
808.4 1449.1)
816.1 1453.41
823.8 (457,6)
831.6 (462.0)
839.6 1466.4)
847.7 (470o91
855.8 (475.51
864.3 (480.2)
873.0 1485,01
881.9 (490.0)
891.0 1495.01
458.3
458.4
458.5
458.6
458.7
458.8
458.9
459.0
459.1
459.2
1483.8 (824.3)
1514.2 1841.21
1545.8 (858.81
1577.4 (876.3)
16C7.1 1892.8)
1637.9 1909.91
1672.9 (929.4)
1710.4 (950.2)
1748.4 1971.31
1791.4 1995.21
1275.2 (708.5)
1298.6 (721.41
L322.7 (734.81
1347.8 1748,8)
1373.6 1763,1.1
1400.0 (777.8)
1427.2 1792.9)
1454.5 (808,1)
1482.1 (823.41
1510.0 (838.9)
1032.2 1573.41
1045.9 1581.11
1060.0 1588.9)
1074.2 1596.81
1088.8 (604.91
1103.6 1613.1)
1118.8 1621.5)
1134.2 1630.1)
1149.8 1638.8)
1165.8 (647.6)
900.3
909.8
919.5
929.5
939.8
950.4
961.3
972.5
984.0
995.7
1500,21
(505,4)
(510.8)
1516,41
(522,1)
1528,0)
1534.11
(540,3l
1546.71
(553.21
459.3 1831.8
459.4 1873,6
459.5 1916.3
459.6 1958.7
459.7 2000.9
459.8 20_3.4
459.9 2086.7
460.0 2130.3
460.1 2174.2
460.2 2218.3
460.3 2262.5
460.4 2307.1
460.5
460.6
460.T
460.8
460.9
461.0
461.1
461.2
461.3
461.4
(1017.7)
11040.9)
(1064.6)
(1088.11
11111.61
(1135.2)
11159.3)
11183.5)
11207.91
11232.41
11257.0)
(1281.71
1538.0 1854.51
15_6.2 (870.11
1594.6 (885.9)
1623.1 1901.71
1651.9 (917.7)
1680.9 (933.8)
1710,2 1950,1)
1740.1 1966.71
1770.6 (983.61
1801.4 (1000.81
1832.7 11018.21
1864.4 (1035.81
1896.4 11053.61
1928.8 (1071.6l
1961.6 (1089.8)
1994.9 11108.3)
2028.4 (1126.91
1182,0 1656.7)
1198,5 1665.91
1215.3 (675.21
1232.5 (684.71
1250.0 1694.5)
1267.9 (704,4)
1286.0 1714.51
1304.5 (724.7)
1323.2 (735.1)
1342.3 1745.71
1361.7 (756.5)
1381.4 |767.5)
1401,4 (778,6)
1421.7 (789.91
1442.4 (801.3)
1463.3 1812,9)
1484.5 1824.71
1007,7 (559,8)
1019.8 1566.6)
1032.2 1573,41
1044,7 1580.41
1057,4 (587,4)
1070.2 (594.6)
1083,2 1601.81
1096.5 (609.2)
1109.9 (616.6)
1123.5 1624.21
1137.2 1631.81
1151.2 1639.5)
1165.3 (64704)
1179.6 (655.3)
1194.1 1663.41
1208.8 1671.6)
1223.7 1679.81
1238.7 1688.2)
1253.9 (696.61
1269.3 1705.21
1284.9 (713.9)
71
Time,
sec
443.0
444.0
445.0
446.0
447.0
448.G
448,t
448.2
448.3
448.4
448.5
448.6
448.7
448,8
448.9
449.0
449.1
449.2
449.3
449.4
449.5
449.6
449.7
449.8
449.9
450.0
450.1
450.2
450.3
450.4
450.5
450.6
450.7
450.8
450.9
451.0
451.I
451.2
4_I.3
451.4
451.5
451.6
_51.7
451.8
451.9
452.0
452.1
452.2
452.3
452.4
452.5
452.6
452.7
452.8
452.9
453.0
453.1
453.2
453.3
453.4
453.5
453.6
453. T
453.8
453.9
454.0
45401
454.2
454.3
454.4
TABLE IV.- SMOOTHED
(t) Station 144 in.
TC 1
OR (OK)
591.2 (328.4)
598.3 (332.4)
600.2 (333.4)
604.4 1335.8)
6L0.3 (339.0l
617.4 (343.0l
618.3 1343.5|
619.3 1344.1l
620.3 (344.6)
620.9 (345.0)
621.6 (345.3l
622,0 (345.6l
622.5 (345.8)
622.9 1346.1)
623.3 (346.3)
623.7 (346.5)
624.2 (346.8)
624.9 (347.2)
625.7 (347.6)
626.6 (348.1)
627.5 1348.6)
628.4 (349.1)
62g,4 (349.6)
630.3 (350.2)
631.2 1350.7)
632.1 1351.1)
632.9 1351.6)
633.7 (352.0)
634.7 (352.6)
635.7 (353.2|
636.9 (353.8)
638.1 (354.5)
639.5 (355.3)
640.8 (356.0)
642.2 (356.8l
643.5 (357.5l
644.8 (358.2)
645.9 (358.8)
667.0 |359.4l
64g. I (360.0)
649.2 (360.6)
650.3 (361.3)
651.4 (361.9)
652.6 (362.5)
653.8 (36302)
655.1 (363.9)
656.3 (364.6)
657.5 (365.31
658.8 1366.0)
660.3 (366.8)
661.8 (361.7)
663.5 1368.6)
665.3 (369.6)
667.4 (370.8l
669.4 1371.9|
671.6 1373.1)
674.0 (374.4)
676.4 (375.8l
678.9 (377.2)
681.4 (378.6l
688.3 (382.4)
697.3 (387.4l
707.1 (392.9l
717.7 1398.71
729.1 (405.0)
7_1.4 (41109l
754.9 (419.4l
768.8 (427.11
782.9 (434.9)
797.5 (443.1l
TEMPERATURE DATA
(365.76 cm), ray
TC 2
o R (OK)
592.9 (329.4)
595.1 (330.6)
596.2 (331.2)
599.2 (332.9)
605,3 (336.3)
612.9 (340.5l
613.6 (340.9)
614.1 1341.2)
614.7 (341.5l
615.2 (341.8)
615.7 (342.0)
616.1 (342.3)
616.5 (342.5)
617.0 (342.8)
617.5 1343.1)
618.1 1343.4)
618.6 (343.61
619.1 (343.9)
619.6 (344.2l
620.3 (344.6)
620.9 (345.0)
621.6 1345.4l
622.4 (345.8|
623.3 (346.3)
624.3 (346.8)
625.6 (347.4)
626.5 (348.1)
627.6 (348.7)
628.8 (349.3)
630.0 (350.0l
631.2 1350.7)
632.4 (351.3l
633.7 (352.0)
634.8 (352.7)
635.9 (353.3)
637.1 (353.9|
638.2 (354.5)
639.3 (355.2)
640,4 (355.8)
641.3 (356.3l
642.2 1356.8)
642.9 (357.2)
643.6 (357.6)
644.3 (358.0)
645.0 (358.4)
645.8 (358.8)
646.6 1359.2)
647.5 (359.7)
648.5 (360.3)
649.8 (361.0)
651.2 (361.8)
652.7 (362.6)
654.8 (363.8)
657.0 1365.0)
659.5 (366.4)
662.1 (367.8)
664.9 (369.4)
667.9 1371.0)
671.1 (372.81
674.4 (374.7)
678.0 (376.7)
681.7 (378.7l
685.6 (380.9)
688.9 (382.7l
691.7 (384.3)
699.7 (388.7|
709.9 1394.4l
720.4 1400.2)
730.9 1406.1l
741.7 (412.0|
- Continued
270 °
TC 3
°R (°K)
590.2 (327.9)
592.9 (329.4)
594.7 (330.4)
597.2 (331.8)
602.7 1334.81
611.0 (339.4l
611.5 1339.7l
611.9 (339.9l
612.2 1340.1)
612.5 (340.3)
612.7 (340.4)
612.9 (340.5)
613.0 (340.5)
613.1 (340.6)
613.2 (340.71
613.4 (340.8)
613.5 (340.8)
613.6 (340.9)
613.7 (341.0)
613.9 (341.11
614.1 (341.2)
614.5 (341.4|
614.9 1341.6)
615.4 (341.9|
616.2 (342.4)
617.2 (342.9)
618.2 (343.5)
619.4 (344.1|
620.6 (344.8)
621.8 (345.5)
623.1 (346.2)
624.4 (346.9l
625.7 (347.6)
626.9 (348.3)
628.1 (349.0l
629.3 (349.6)
630.6 (350.3)
631.7 (351.0)
632.9 (351.6)
634.0 (352.2)
635.0 (352.8)
635.9 (353,3)
636.6 (353.7)
637.4 (354.1)
638.1 (354.5)
638.7 1354.8)
639.3 (355.2)
640.0 (355.5l
64007 (356.0)
641.6 (356.4)
642.5 (357.0)
643.5 1357.5)
644.4 (358.0)
645.4 (358.6)
646.5 (359.2)
647.8 (359.9)
649.0 (360.6|
650.4 1361.3|
651.8 (362.1)
653.4 1363.0)
655.4 (36401)
657.7 (365.4)
660.2 1366.8)
663.0 (368.4|
666.2 (370.[)
669.6 (372.0|
673.4 1374.1)
677.6 (376.5)
682.3 1379.0)
687.4 1381.9)
I
TC 4
°R (°K)
588.6 (327.0l
591.9 (328.8)
594.2 1330.1)
595.3 (330.71
600.8 (333081
607.4 (33704)
607.8 (337.7)
608.2 (337.9)
608°6 (33801)
60809 (33803)
609.3 (338.5)
609.6 (338.7)
609.9 1338.8)
610.2 (339.0)
610.5 (339.2)
610.9 (339.4)
611.3 (339.6)
611.6 (339.8)
611.9 (339.9)
612.2 (340.1l
612.6 (340.3l
613.0 (340.6)
613.6 (340.9)
614.2 (341.2)
614.8 1341,6)
615.6 (342.0)
616.4 (342.5)
617.4 (343.0)
618.3 1343.5|
619.2 (344.0)
620.1 (344.5)
621.1 (345.01
622.1 (345.6)
623.1 (346.2)
624.1 (346,7l
625.1 (347.3)
626.0 (34708J
627.0 (348.3l
628.0 (348.9)
628.9 (349.41
629.7 (349.8)
630.3 (350.2)
630.9 (350.5)
631.5 (350_8l
632.2 (351.2l
632.8 (35106)
633.5 1351.9)
63402 (352.3)
63408 1352.7)
635.6 (353.1)
636.5 (353.6)
637.4 (354.1)
63803 (354.6)
639.3 1355.1)
640.2 (355.7)
641.2 1356.2)
642.3 (356.8)
643.3 (35704)
644.4 (358.0l
645.5 1358.6l
646.6 (359.2)
647.9 (360.0)
649.3 1360.7)
650.8 (361.6l
65203 (362.4l
653.9 (363.3)
655.6 (364.2l
657.5 (365.3|
659.7 (366.5)
662.2 (367.9)
72
Time,
sec
454.5
454.6
454.7
454.8
454.9
455.0
455.1
455.2
455.3
455.4
455.5
455.6
455.7
455.8
455._
456.0
456.1
456.2
456.3
456.4
456.5
456.6
456.7
456.8
456.9
457.0
457.1
457.2
457.3
457.4
457.5
451.6
457.7
457.8
457.9
458.0
458.1
458.2
458.3
458.4
458.5
458.6
458.7
458.8
458.9
459.0
459.1
459.2
459.3
459.4
459.5
459.6
459.7
459.8
459.9
460.0
460.1
460.2
460.3
460.4
460.5
460.6
4EO.T
460.8
460.9
461.0
461.L
461.2
461.3
461.4
TABLE IV.- SMOOTHED TEMPERATURE DATA - Concluded
(t) Station 144 in. (365.76 cm), ray 270 ° • Concluded
TC 1
OR (OK)
81Z.4 {451.31
827.4 1459.7)
842.4 (468.01
857,3 (476.3)
072.1 (484.5)
886.9 (492.7)
901.3 (500.7)
915.6 (508.7)
929.5 1516.41
9_3. I (523.9)
956.4 (531.31
969.9 (538.8)
982.6 1545.9)
995.4 1553.01
1009.4 (560.2)
1021.3 (567.41
1035.0 (575.0)
10_9.4 (583.0)
1063.8 (591.0)
1078.1 (599.0)
1093.2 (607.3)
1108.4 (615.8)
1L23.4 (624.1)
1139.7 1633.2)
L155.9 1642.2)
1172.6 1651.4)
1189.6 (660.9)
1207.2 1670.7)
L225.0 (680.5)
1243.4 (690.8)
1262.5 1701.4)
1281.9 (712.11
1302.1 1723.41
132J.4 1735.21
1345.8 1747.7)
1369.2 1760.7)
1394.2 (774.6)
1419.5 1788.6)
1445.5 1803.0)
1411.3 1817.4!
1498.1 (832.3)
1524.6 (847.0)
1551.6 (862.0)
157_.9 1877.7)
1610.2 1894.6)
1640.5 1911.4}
1672.3 (929.1)
1104.5 (947.0)
173d. O (965.5)
177Z.3 (984.6)
1808.0 (1004.4)
1844.1 (I024.5)
1880.9 (1044.9)
1917.7 (1065.4)
1955.0 (1086.1)
1992.4 (1106.9|
2029.9 11127.7)
2067.6 (1148.71
2L05.4 11169.7)
2143.3 11190.71
TC 2
OR (OK)
752.5 1418.11
763.6 (424.2)
774.8 (430.4)
786.1 1436.71
797.7 (443.2)
809.6 (449.8)
821.6 (456.5)
833.7 (463.21
846.0 (470.01
858.2 (476.8)
870.3 (483.5)
882.4 (490.21
894.4 (496.9)
906.4 1503.5)
918.3 1510.2}
930.3 (516.8)
942.3 (523.51
954.6 (530.3)
966.9 (537.2)
979.4 (544.1}
992.0 (551.1)
1004.9 1558.3)
1018.0 (565.6)
1031.5 (573.01
1045.2 (580.7}
1G59.2 (588.4}
1073.5 (596.41
L088.3 (604.6)
1103.3 (613.0)
1118.4 1621.41
1133.6 1629.8)
1149.1 (638.4}
1165.0 (647.21
1181.2 (656.2)
1197.8 (665.5)
1214.9 1674.9)
L232.4 1684.71
1250.6 (694.8)
1269.4 (705.2)
1288.9 1716.01
1309.0 1727.2}
1329.8 (738.8)
1351.3 (750.7)
1373.9 1763.3)
1397.0 1776.1)
1420.6 (789.2)
1444.9 (802.71
1469.6 (816.5)
1494.7 1830.41
1520.0 (844.4)
1545.6 1858.6)
1571.6 (873.11
1597.8 (887.7)
1624.4 (902.4)
1651.1 1917.31
1678.3 1932.4)
1705.7 (947.6)
1733.5 (963.1)
1761.7 1978.7)
1790.1 (994.5)
1818.8 11010.5)
1847.9 11026.6)
1877.2 11042.9)
1906.9 (1059.4)
L936.9 (1076.1)
TC 3
OR (OK)
692.9 (384.9)
698.8 (388.21
705.0 1391.71
711.7 (395.4)
718.7 1399.3)
126.1 (403.4)
733.6 1407.6)
74L.4 (41L.91
749.3 (416.31
157.3 (420.7)
765.5 (425.3)
773.8 (429.9)
782.2 (434.61
790.7 1439.3)
799.2 1444.01
808.0 1448.9)
816.8 (453.8)
825.8 (458.8}
834.7 (463.7)
843.8 (468.81
853.0 (473.9)
862.2 (479.0}
871.6 1484.2)
881.1 (489.5)
890.8 (494.9)
900.5 (500.3)
910.3 (505.7)
920.3 (5_1.31
930.3 (516.9)
940.6 (522.5)
950.9 (528.3)
961.4 (534.1(
971.9 (539.9)
982.6 (545.9)
993.5 (551.91
1004.6 (558.1}
1016.0 (564.4)
1027.7 (570.91
1039.7 1577.6)
L052.0 (584.4)
1064.6 (591.41
1077.8 1598.6)
1090.8 (606.01
1104.4 1613.5)
L118.3 (621.31
1132.4 1629.1)
1146.9 (637.21
1161.7 (645.41
1176.7 (653.7)
1192.1 (662.3)
1207.7 (670,91
1223.4 (679.7)
L239.4 (688.6)
1255.7 1697.6}
1272,2 (706.8)
1289.0 1716.11
L306.0 (725.6)
1323.3 (735.11
1340.8 1744,91
1358.6 (754.8)
1376.6 1764.8)
1394.9 (775.0)
1413.5 (785.3)
1432.3 (795.7)
I
TC 4
OR (OK)
665.0 (369.4}
667.9 1371.11
671.2 (372.9)
674.8 1374.9)
678.7 1377.11
682.9 (379.4)
687.4 1381.91
692.1 (384.5)
697.0 (387.2)
702.3 (390.2)
707.9 (393.3)
71307 (396.5)
719.8 (399.91
726.0 (403.41
732.7 (407.01
739.5 1410.81
746.5 (414.7)
753.6 1418.71
760.9 (422.7)
768.3 (426.9)
775.8 1431.0}
783.4 (435.2)
791.2 (439.6)
799.1 (444.0)
807.1 (448.4)
815.2 (452.9)
823.1 1457.3)
831.1 1461.71
839.1 (466.2)
847.2 (470.7)
855.3 1475.2)
863.5 (479.7)
871.8 1484.3)
880.2 1489.0)
888.7 1493.7)
897.4 1498.5)
906.2 (503.4)
915.1 (508.4)
924.2 1513.5)
933.5 1518.61
942.9 (523.8)
952.3 1529.11
561.8 1534.4)
971.5 (539.7)
981.4 (545.2)
991.3 (550.7)
1001.4 1556.3)
1011.7 (562.01
1022.1 (567.9)
L032.7 (573.71
1063.6 (579.7)
1054.3 (585.7)
1065.5 (591.9)
1C77.0 (598.3)
1088.7 (604.9)
1100.7 (611.5)
1112.8 (618,2)
1125.2 1625.11
1137.7 (632.1)
1150.5 (639.2)
1163.5 (646.4)
1176.6 (653.71
1190.0 1661.11
1203.6 (668.7)
1217.4 (676.4)
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TABLE VII.- ESTIMATED HEATING RATES FOR FORWARD STATIONS ON
HOT SIDE (_ = 180 o) OF SPACECRAFT
Time, q, Btu/ft2-sec (W/cm2), for station -
sec 16 in. (40.64 cm) 31 in. (78.74 cm) 40 in. (101.60 cm)
455.0
455.5
456.0
456.5
457.0
457.5
458.0
458.5
459.0
459.5
460.0
460.5
461.0
461.5
133 (151)
140 (159)
155 (176)
184 (209)
230 (261)
280 (318)
300 (340)
330 (374)
500 (567)
654 (742)
830 (942)
875 (993)
900 (lO2O)
900 (1020)
110 (125)
115 (131)
128 (145)
152 (172)
195 (221)
240 (272)
270 (306)
465 (528)
665 (755)
800 (908)
945 (1072)
975 (11o7)
990 (1123)
975 (1107)
100 (113)
109 (124)
121 (137)
144 (163)
180 (204)
240 (272)
280 (318)
570 (647)
745 (845)
877 (995)
985 (1118)
1003 (1138)
1020 (1159)
1006 (1141)
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TABLE Vlil.-FAIRED VALUES OF HEATING RATE-Continued
(a) U.S. Customary Units - Continued
Heating rate, q, Btu/ft2-sec, at-
Time
sec
443.0
444.0
445.0
466.0
447.0
448.0
448.2
448.4
448.6
448.8
449.0
449.2
669.6
449.6
469.8
450.0
450.2
450.4
450.6
450.8
451.0
451.2
451.6
451.6
451.8
452.0
452.2
452.6
452.6
452.8
453.0
453.2
453.4
453.6
453.8
454.0
454.2
¢ = 90 °
Station_in.
73
7.8
11.3
12.9
13.1
16.9
23.0
26. I
24.7
26.3
23.9
23.9
26.6
25.0
25.1
25.2
25.5
25.8
27.0
28.5
30.7
32.6
34.0
35.5
36.2
37.2
37.8
38.2
39.4
60.0
60.8
62.2
66.0
45.5
47.6
49.2
50.6
53.0
144
4.4
9.0
9.0
8.7
11.1
16.6
17.8
17.8
I7.6
17.6
17.0
16.9
17.1
17.7
18.4
19.3
20.0
20.5
20.9
21.2
23.8
26.8
25.6
26.0
27.2
28.4
30.2
32.2
35.6
39.6
46.0
52.6
66.4
79.5
111.0
156.0
184.8
52
11.0
14.7
17.0
18.6
20.0
22.1
21.9
22.2
23.0
23.6
23.8
24.7
26.0
27.4
29.6
30.7
3L.9
33.7
35.0
37.8
40.0
61.6
61.8
42.0
43.2
64.5
46.0
67.2
48.0
47.6
48.0
69.2
50.5
53.0
55.6
57.8
60.5
¢ = 180 °
Station, inches
73
6.8
11.4
13.8
15.3
17.6
19.5
19.9
19.8
19.7
19.4
19.6
20.3
21.0
21.7
22.6
23.2
24.8
26.5
29.0
3L.7
33.5
36.6
35.4
30.0
37.0
38.2
40.0
41.6
42.0
61.8
41.0
61.0
62.0
43.5
65.8
69.0
52.8
99
7°9
10.4
11.7
14.1
15.2
16.4
17.5
18.4
18.7
18.4
18.4
18.4
18.8
19.5
20.2
21.1
22.1
23.0
26.8
27.4
29.2
30.0
30.8
31.0
31.6
33.0
34.5
35.4
36.0
36.5
37.0
38.0
40.0
43.4
48.0
57.5
66.0
121
4.8
7.9
8.5
8.9
13.2
L7.5
16.7
15.7
15.2
14.6
16.3
14.7
16.0
17.6
19.2
20.2
21.6
23.3
25.0
27.2
28.0
28.5
27.6
26.5
26.5
27.5
29.2
31.6
33.5
36.8
35.6
37.6
41.2
45.6
50.5
109.5
152.5
144
8.9
8.0
10.1
9.4
14.2
14.4
L3.5
13.2
13.2
L3.6
14.0
16.2
14.2
L5.0
17.2
19.0
21.0
23.1
26.2
25.5
26.2
26.6
26.0
25.6
24.2
24.5
26.0
28.0
31.0
36.0
63.0
52.0
62.6
75.5
138.0
187.5
206.0
_=270'
Sta,ih
144
5.1
7.2
5.8
9.4
13.2
17.0
16.9
16.0
14.8
14.6
16.7
15.6
17.1
17.9
20.0
21.3
22.3
23.9
25.7
26.5
27.0
26.6
25.8
25.0
25.5
26.0
28.2
31.8
35.7
40.0
63.4
68.5
66.0
95.6
127.4
158.7
188.0
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TABLE VIII.-FAIRED VALUES OF HEATIN6 RATE-Continued
(a) U.S. Customary Units - Concluded
Heating rate, q, Btu/ft2-sec, at-
e = 90 ° ¢ : 180 °Time
sec
454.4
45&.8
455.0
k55.2
455.4
455.6
455.8
456.0'
456.2
456.4
456.6
456,8
457.0
457.Z
457.4
4_7.6
457.8
458,0
45e.2
458.4
458.6
458.8
459.0
459.2
459.4
459.6
459.8
460.0
460.2
460.4,
460.6
460.8
461.0
461.2
461.4
Star
73
55.8
59.7
62.5
b7.5
75.0
85.0
99.0
115.0
].30.0
145.0
157,5
257,0
328.0
380.0
4.24.0
4.*77.0
526.C
569.0
6LO.O
646.0
615.0
697.5
7L8,0
151.0
772.0
783.0
185.0
801.0
838.0
877.0
ion,in.
144 52
Stat ion, inches
99 121
208.2
229.0
24.5.0
255,0
256,0
262.0
272.0
284.0
297, 5
311.0
328,0
345. Q
364.0
384.0
4.04.. 0
423.0
444.0
4.70,0
4.98.0
523.0
550.0
584, 0
621,0
660.0
696.0
724..0
755.0
785.0
813.0
63,6
67.0
70,0
72,0
74,0
76,0
81,0
88,0
96.0
106,0
120.0
139.0
161.0
198,0
259.0
286.0
290.0
314.0
372,0
462.0
570.0
700,0
t37,5
c,85.0
1C64.0
1£65.0
1C32.0
1000.0
tCl3.0
IC54.0
73
57,0
61,4.
6d,O
74..0
BO,0
86.0
94.,0
103,0
LL3.0
124.,0
135.0
256,0
309,0
400.0
4.9t.0
553.0
595.0
630.0
658.0
686.0
708.0
723.0
745.0
774,0
810.0
838°0
849.5
867.0
902.0
944.0
97L,0
999.0
L026,0
75,2
91,0
146, C
t80,0
2)2, 5
249.0
288,0
32.9,0
369,0
399,0
419.0
434.0
444.0
455,0
468.0
489.0
5[3,0
539,0
563,0
589.C
616.0
647.0
681.0
720.0
760,0
798.5
832,5
865.0
891.0
927.0
956.0
986.0
tO)b.O
1047.0
1079.0
184.0
213.0
24.0.0
257.0
269.0
2BO. O
293.0
309.0
325.0
34.2.0
357,5
374,0
388.0
403.0
4.21.0
443.0
468.0
495.0
523.0
553.0
58L,0
611.0
641.0
692.0
721.0
740.0
759.0
786,0
815,0
842.0
872,0
904..0
938.0
144
216.0
221.8
230.0
237.0
243.0
250.0
263.0
276.0
292.5
313.0
333.0
353.0
374.0
393.0
417,0
4.40,0
465,0
496.0
535,0
576.0
611.0
643.0
680.0
725,0
767,5
805.0
838.0
870.0
900.0
930.0
959.0
_=270 ¢
Sta,in
144
212.5
231,5
250,0
268.0
281,0
288.0
295.0
304.0
315.0
326.0
339.0
35t.0
366.0
380,0
396.0
4_2.5
4JL,O
457.5
485,0
512,5
544.0
573.0
607.0
640.0
671,0
704,0
735,0
765,0
793,0
820.0
847,5
874.,0
900.0
89
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Figure 2.- Typical calorimeter bolted joint. All dimensions in inches (millimeters).
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Figure 10.- Concluded.
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Figure 20.- Effect of potting compound on temperature distribution through the wall.
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